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PREFACE TO COMMON DROPSY.

August, 1849, practised in dropsical
affections, on this my new plan, thirty-three years ;
in the course of which time, I have attended quite
a great num
a great number of dropsical persons
I
all the
that
it
is
remembered
when
practised
ber,
while in a private capacity, and in an open back
Still, under these disadvantageous cir
country.
I

have

now,

—

cumstances, I have attended between lour and five
A majority of these, too, were old
hundred persons.
to
came
me, after they were worn out,
cases, and
and many of them, apparently near death, under the
Such persons
authorities.
treatment of cur
arc

in

public
prostrated, and too much reduced
constitutional capacity, to bear active treatment ;
always

while

much

still, however,

the

inflammatory,
diopsical effusion,

internal and

is lei't uureof the
Suc't persons can, of course, now hardly
bear treatment active enough, to b.eak up the in
flammation, which almost always exists with perand this inflammatory
sons who become dropsical;
lie
must
removed, before a permanent
derangement

original

cause

move.l.

be effected.
some
Some of this sort will always be lost ; and
or
not
ten,
exceeding eight
such died with me, But
at most.
Now, eight or ten cases, of between four
is a small number, and would be
and five
cure can

hundred,
considered, in diseases of much less mortality
of long
than what prevails among dropsical subjects,
standing. I think it may now be fairly said, that

s0
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mortal disease is

removed,
future, no one need be alarmed,
who finds himself becoming dropsical.
I will take it for granted, that all candid men of
the profession, and men of intelligence and obser
vation, even out of the profession, will excuse me,
when I say, that in making the selection of medi
cal articles that constitute my diuretic, I had but
very little reference to their peculiar and known
sanative qualities ; but selected such only as 1 found
more

recommended in my dispensatory, and those said to
have been used, in attempting to cure dropsical per
and that I did not apprehend the
sons ;
bearing
that the several leading articles of that
compound
have, and do exist in such cases ; nor that admira
ble fitness and fullness which is now known to be
the composition, to meet the demands
under
such derangement as constitutes
system
to
fall
into
liability
dropsy. These things this
perfect fitness I confess, I did not belorehand ap

possessed by
of

a

—

—

apprehend, by

any means not to their
wherefore it may be said with propri
ety, that the discovery was fortuitous ; and I claim
no distinction as a discoverer am
>ng medical men,
for improving, in this particular disease, the science
of medicine.
My discovery was fortunate this
be
said
with
may
propriety ; and thousands of the
human family may live to bless God for

preciate
full

or

extent ;

—

directing

me

to the

In the

discovery of it.
early part of my practice,

with this my
the very vero-e
of
as not suited to all forms of
dropsy.
Some I had cured with it, and permanently
cured,
too.
This I was certain of.
But, before I noticed

remedy, I
giving it up,

new

that the

was

repeatedly

on

diagnostics of several cases might be quite
different in different persons, as they often are. I re-
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peatedly

met with trouble

and tedious

5
cases

; and

about this time 1 observed, too, that some subiects,
either by the action of the disease on the system,
or from peculiarity of constitution, are in a condi
tion fitly prepared to be readily acted on by diuret
ics, without any further preparation ; while the sys
tems of others must be reduced and brought by art,
to the secreting point, before diuretics can be gotten
to act with effect on the kidneys.
After I took no
tice of this, 1 gathered strength, and soon found
that, with my new remedy and other preparatory
treatment, I could cure all varieties of cases- hav
ing observed that persons whose pulse was feeble
when I first found them, were certain to do well ;
while persons of inflammatory pulse, were slow to
As soon as I had
become diuretically affected.
clearly seen this difference, the cause of backward
—

of
hended.

of my cases,

was satisfactorily appre
inflammatory unfitness of the sys
tem, I all along afterwards endeavored to remedy
by reducing excessive arterial action. In many

ness

some

This

it is necessary all through treatment to watch
tendency in the system, and if found ex
one often will find it, it must be imme
as
cessive,
cases
over

this

diately

met

and subdued

by

suitable

antiphlogistic

treatment.

Much more might be added here, of matter cal
culated to elucidate my practice in the use and ap
plication of my remedies, in dropsical cases, but I
add
not intended

prefer

to

no

more, both because this section is
much io
my practice in treat

so
give
ing dropsies, as merely to give a sketch of the his
tory of the discovery, and gradual development of
my new mode of treating dropsy ; and besides this,

in my notes, under the several different forms of
that disease, I treat specially and somewhat critical-
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ly, on treatment, and, withal, as I think,
ly diffuse on the various forms of it, and

sufficient
occurren

of treatment. It

ces that may evolve in the
is true, and I might now render it as an apology
for being so prolix, that when, at any time, I come
into the neighborhood of my dropsical treatment, I
seem to dwell long on it here and elsewhere, because,
course

in

I

giving to
constantly

the world my practice in that disease,
feel as if I could not make that too

plain enough, nor say too much about
it;
perfectly aware, that in the right
of
the
various remedies, lies the soul
application
and efficacy of my discovery.
I believe that medical men will, generally, incline
to think that they do too little, when they give
my medicine ; even when they give it full free
enough. The human system can bear only a grad
ual reduction, from a disordered, back to a healthy
state, and hurry or excessive haste, will do violence
plain,

or even

moreover, lam

Notwith
tender organ laboring under disease.
now said is strictly true,
what
is
yet it is
standing

to a

also true, that some constitutions bear my diuretic
better than others, and in good practice require to
answer the needful
pur
the
This, however,
physician himself must
pose.
determine by the pulse and the effect of the medi
cine on the general state of the system.

have

It

more

given

them to

my fixed intention never to write
of the etiology of
views
give my
dropsy, to
with
gether
my treatment of it, to the world : and
the time was, that I had nearly as
willingly yield
ed up my life, as to undertake and writs, or
attempt
to write, as I now have done,
something like a min
ute detail of the state of the system that
gives rise
to dropsy, and containing a view of what I think
is the requisite state of the system
and
was

long

and

generally,
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the blood vessels in particular, that qualify the exIn trying to acccmj lish
halents to make a deposit.
no
doubt
of
this part
my views and no
my design,
the
views
with
of ether prac
often
clash
tions may
To suppose so is natural, and neither to
To possess systems
be wonderd at nor excepted to.
of thinking, theories, well based principles and opin
ions, why a disease exists, and why a disease exists
just when it exists, and in the manner it does, is de
titioners.

sired to be understood by all physicians. Yet differ
ent men may, and indeed usually do, take up differ
Yet every reflecting
ent and often opposite ideas.

practitioner has, and partly must have, some notions,
governing principles, which he thinks correct, to
guide him in practice.
To keep under wildness of imagination, and in
some degree regulate and systematise the science

as

cf medicine, wise and benevolent men have, from
time immemorial, sought to benefit the world with
an exhibition of their labors and researches, in the
shape of pathology of the various diseases incident
These efforts and exhibitions of our learn
to man.
ed men, in medical erudition, ought, and in some
subordinate degree do, direct and control the views
of practical men in the healing art.
This subjec
as
of
tion of our views,
medicine, to
practitioners
the statements of our pathologists, is to be under

only a somewhat qualified sense.
in any science has, perhaps, not
yet been attained ; and especially will the science
of medicine be slow in evolving its arcana: be
stood, however,
Entire

in

perfection

cause, besides the

dissimilarity

that attends the law

of animal

life, both in health and in sickness, the
influence on health, in consequence of geographical
latitude, and ether localities, will always operate, a

difficulty

in the

profession

of medicine.
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or firmly
thought I had, several
for
not
being willing to write my
strong
and
practice in, dropsy, although often
thoughts on,
to
do
so
by my medical friends and oth
requested
ers.
One, and indeed a principal one of the causes of
my tardiness to write on that subject was, my hav

I

always had,
reasons

ing always been

a

private practitioner, consequently

had,

in the course of my medical life, any, or
at all events but very few, opportunities of
examining
the condition and state of the viscera post mortem
never

of persons who had

long

rangements of health,

labored under such de

ultimately terminated in
dropsy
having nothing, in a manner, to
support my opinions, besides my own observations
and deductions, drawn from current evolvements in
the course of my treating cases, it is dry business
and up-hill work, to write under such circumstances.
However, after I obtained my consent, I entered
upon it with a perfect determination to write only
what I might think right, on the subject I had now
as

; and thus

undertaken

to treat

of, entirely regardless

about the matter ; and

of other

far as I
opinions
have written exclusively on dropsy, either of its
theory or practice, I can say that I never looked in
to a book to obtain from it one individual idea.
I
It is oldagree that my writing betrays that fact.
men's

so

My language, however, is such as seemed
familiar to myself, and I thought would be
To exhibit
generally understood.
my meaning
and convey my ideas with clearness, was more
my
object than style of language ; and in this, I think I
have succeeded satisfactorily.
It may be objected, that in giving my views of
the general state of the system, and
especially the
condition of the vessels of that part of the
"body
about to become the point of effusion, I
represent

stylish.

most

FALL ON
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the

vessels, both circulatory, secretory, and excre
tory, as being always, and in every instance of ef
fusion, in the same or similar condition. I reply:
This is indispensably necessary to form a dropsy at
all.
Vessels in a healthy state, will be accompanied
with secretions and excretions that will observe the
law of healthy action.
iNow, in effecting a drop
sical deposit, it is usual, nay, it iseven indispensa
bly necessary, that the exhalents effect a more co
pious separation of serum, from the circulating fluid,
than takes place in health.
To qualify the vessels
to furnish this heavy
supply, I have shown that all
the destined depurators, viz. the absorbents, the in
sensible pores, the kidneys and the bowels, were
inactive, and that there pre-existed a febrile state of
the system, of low degree, which supplies the fluid
at the point of deposit, and tends to enlarge the di
ameters of the exiialents.
And this low excitement
in
its
favorable
for
nature,
is,
effecting a large de
from
vessels, under this quality of unhealthy
posit
action.
And thus, this sameness of that part of the
human system that becomes the point of effusion
in all forms of dropsy, is the reason, and ought to be
a satisfactory one, why the same remedies and treat
ment, or ve y near the same, will equally answer
in all the forms, and experience proves that it does
so.

I have attended a great many dropsical persons,
and a considerable number of each sex
some gtout
I have
ones and some weak, Of both sexes ; and
often thought that I had seen all possible varieties
of apparent affection of the heart and pulse; but
—

frcm the action of the heart I never attempted to
learn any thing further than what the pulse at
the wrist would indicr^c ; except seme ten or fif
teen, in whose cases the heart thrust the effused

10
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with such violence
that
I
ribs,
against
put my hand to the chest,
but the agitation in the breast was so, violent that a
shudder, which cams over me, forbid me keeping
But I never applied, only in
my hand long there.
a
few
those not of the most ag
and
instances,
very
where
or stethescope
either
ear
my
gravated kind,
the
indica
can
now
as
upon,!
say nothing,
regards
ting which the action of the heart would have
dictated. I treated all as hydrothoracic patients, and
all got well, and the state of the thorax became

water, collected in the chest,
the

—

as is usual in health.
Whether any of the persons now alluded to, whose
hearts performs! so very irregularly, had any lesions
or
great structural derangements of the heart, of the
blood vessels, or valves near the heart, I am not able
to say.
All I can say is, ikey got roell, and re
in lined so.
Now, it is not fit for me to talk of these
with
things
perfect certainty ; neither do I believe
that any one else can tell, positively, by auricular
examination, the condition a heart of this sort is
in at the time of examination, if, by subsequent
treatment, the subject of these affections is gotten
well, and the heart and vascular system all act right
If one should die, than, of
and healthy again.
state
the
heart can be ascertained.
the
of
course,
Then we must admit that, among the great number
of patients who had wonderfully great, and vari
ously deranged pulses and actions of the heart, it

comoosed,

strangely so happened, that there was not one amoiv
all, of hypertrophy, either of tiie ventricles or au
ricles', or other great structural derangement upon
or
near the he-art.
This is hard to admit.
Then
I will only say, that this should have happened
so,
would seem to me very surprising, provided these
structural derangements are indeed as common as

11
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represented by some late writers of high standing.
Now, take all these things together, both as de
livered to us by our writers, and as we find them
in practice, and I must say, much mystery and in
definable uncertainty, attend them.
And, as I think
it of no great practical importance to try to know
with certainty what is indeed impossible to be
known, as long as the patient lives, I satisfy myself
respecting these difficult matters, by knowing that
m\ treatment will correct and set to regular action,
astonishingly great cardiac disorders and turmoil in
I do not aim to cast reflection on men
writing large books and telling the world a great
deal, but which, in point of practice, perhaps, avails
nothing. They do it in a way of evincing a great
deal of scic.ce.
But my earnest opinion is, that our
pathological, and, of late, our practical writers too,
the chest.

are

loo

wordy.

Another

cause

determining

I felt

not to

strongly

to

write, and that

influence
was

this:

me

in

(Even

in medicine, there are men of small souls,) after it
became somewhat public that I had discovered a
better and more successful treatment for dropsy than
was looked at and treated
by these
with
evident
men,
unsociability. This I
felt and believed I had not deserved at their bands.
1 thought it unkind and ignoble in them, and 1 har
dened under such treatment, and stiffened myself,
within myself, and determined to leave the weild,
so far as
dropsy was concerned, exactly as I found
was

common, I

Utile big

it.

Having my family to support by my profession
income, I began to see, soon, that by my sti] cri
er skill in
managing dropsies, I obtained more and
more of that kind of custom.
This, and all such
little tributaries, are welcome to a. poor dorlor.
But
it is due to the profession, that I also state here, that,
al

*
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I have met with

appeared rejoiced

men

that

DROPSY, &c.

of
a

magnanimous souls, who
better and much

more suc

cessful treatment of that hitherto too uncontrollable
And these were the men
disorder was found out.
who requested me to leave my opinions of the drop
sy, and my practice in it, in writing, before I died.
I dare not say that this last cause for not writing,-

strictly justifiable, but believe I may say it
good deal like frail human nature. At all
events, I acted a long time under its influence.
Another cause, and not the least, that deterred

was

was a

much from writing, was, that I anticipated great
and insuperable difficulty in bringing my practice
before the public in a lucid and intelligible manner.
It is difficult to effect this well ; and I am not cer
tain that I have done it perfectly well now, after I
have attempted it, and in the best way I was able
to devise.
I always feared it would be much mix
ed together, consequently hard clearly to discern.
this so much dread
Much
I would fain hope all
I took in bring
method
the
is
ed jumble
avoided, by
me

—

—

my practice, from day to day, and in these
statements, bending neither to one circumstance nor
to another, in my text, or daily practice, but when
variations, cautions, or any such thing was necessary
to be observed, I placed that separate from the
body
of my directions, in a note.
As it now conies before

ing

out

the

public, my piractice, as such, may be seen un
mixed, and in regular order: but many important
observances may be

seen

in

the various nbtes

ac

companying the text, and which the practitioner
must keep well in his eye, and strictly observe.
These cautions and particular directions, contained
in those notes, will only require to be re-read a few
times, which, together with a good pathological
understanding of the disease, and the power and

9
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the remedies, will soon enable a prac
titioner to conduct a case through to perfect health,
with ease.
To aid further in practice, I give daily statements
of the condition of the several viscera implicated,
and believed to operate as the cause of the dropsic
I made daily
al effusion now under treatment.
statements from personal presence and observation.
This I did usually, twice each day, giving, each
time, a particular accOi$n| of the state of my patient ;
the state of his pulse, the action of the several
emunctories, the state of his nerves, in regard to
rest and sleep of nights, if that was important in the
Besides one may in those
case under treatment, &c
statements, see my treatment, which I tried to

operation of

requirement of my
given, were cases of
more than ordinary derangement of the several struc
Cases of dropsy are bad, or not
tures concerned.
or
bad
easy to manage, and restore the
difficult;
sound
to
health, according to the de
good
system
visceral
of
the
and
extent
derangement. The
gree

adapt, as
patient.

well

as

These

1

could,

cases

to

that

the

are

—

functions of these diseased viscera must indicate
This visceral de
their soundness or unsoundness.
or
structural
functional, will,
rangement, whether
usually be worse, in proportion as the disease has
And this is not
been of long standing, or not long.
commence
of
the
time
the
always graduated by
A viseus or structure, may
of the effusion.
be long in a state of derangement, and often is long
It may be far
so, before effusion takes place.
before the
gone, and disease firmly fixed on it, long
ment

vessels become prepared to deposit serum copious
ly. And tliis long continuance of derangement fix
ed upon a structure, is a principal cause of produc
ing a bad case. I am quite confident, too, that tern-

14
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perament exercises much influence

on the
charac
of the disease.
Phlegmatics are much the most
easily cured. Bilious, or choleric persons, will be
found most, difficult.
I can now only say, in addition, that so far as I
have been able to think of what might be beneficial
to a man, who wished to treat cases of dropsy with
my medicine, and on my plan, I have put all down,

ter

Still, no doubt, some
my practice.
esteemed
be
omitted,
being
by me, utter
things may
which
might, notwithstanding, be
ly unnecessary,
where I

give

of great use to a person just beginning to operate
I being the originator of -the
with my medicine.
medical composition, which constitutes my diuretic,
and having now practised with it, on dropsies, 33
years ; and having had, and passed through much
difficulty, in adjusting my treatment, to evolving
indications, a part of that time, to wit : at first, dur
ing several years, before I could get all my cases to do
well; but having gradually discovered a knowledge
of the proper preparatory treatment required, besides
merely using my compound, and formed right no
tions of a fit state of the system, under which the
diuretic will be apt to take effect, and act kindly,
the healthy and equa
as a diuretic, and restore
ble circulation, to the circulatory vessels, which was
long lost; and set to right and healty action, all
the secretory and excretory vessels.
These things
are all so familiar, and well
known to me, now,
in some little things
that I may think
it would
be no benefit to mention them, and withal it would
seem to make all more
tedious, when yet, with
some at least, it might be useful.
But on perusing
what I have said on practice, I see nothing omitted
that might be useful. There may be nothing omitted.
Remembering the propensity in man, to
—

—

improve
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original discoveries, and that improvements may
attempted on this discovery of mine, is, at least,
I will not say, that my composition
very probable
is incapable of improvement.
In point of taste, it
no doubt might, and perhaps ought to be
attempted
to be improved; thus, it would become a much more
eligible medicine, and more agreeable, and suited
to persons of somewhat fastidious gustations, and
also quite young persons.
So indeed I always
as
it
its crude and origi
But
in
was,
just
thought.
on

he

—

nal state, in which I first used it, and found it an
swer a valuable
sanative purpose, I used it on, in
all sorts of cases, being content, more, with its ex
cellent effect, than its uncouth taste ; and never at
tempted to improve it, even in that somewhat desir
able particular, the taste.
This improvement, I
think, might be effected, without detriment to the
salubrity of the medicine. I would be sorry to see
efforts made to vary the compjonents of my diuretic
much, because, very likely, thereby it might be ren
dered abortive, or say the least, less efficacious.
And now, adieu my little book.
I can only solicit
for you, from the public, as friendly a reception, as
you possess intrinsic worth ; and this, I feel no fear,
you will obtain, because I know you will bear the
test of a fair and faithful trial, as well as any thing
that ever was sent abroad, in as coarse and homely
trappings, as you are sent on pilgrimage in. You
will meet, occasionally, with waisn- hearted friends ;
they wi 1 be delighted to see you; will give you a

cordial reception, and take you to their own resi
dence, and make you their occasional companion, to
learn what you may have to communicate to them.
No doubt, you will also often get among strangers.
who
not

are
perfectly unacquainted with you; but be
dismayed, and wait patiently ; on further ac-
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and intimacy with you, friendship and
for
you, will grow apace ; and even among
respect
will
come to be held in high esteem.
such, you

quaintance

ON THE CAUSE OF COMMON
DHOPSY.
It is the

duty

of every

professional

bat such opinions in science,

as are

man, to com
either not found

truth, or would be pernicious in practice.
The embarking as author, under any circumstances,
is a matter requiring serious deliberation, but more

ed in

especially
ceived and

when it is the design to attack precon
long established prejudices, and to ad

opinions, upon a subject, considered no
longer doubtful. Dropsy, from high antiquity, has
appeared as one of the greatest scourges of man; not
because of its more frequent recurrence, but from its
almost unerring certainty to destroy.
It may there
fore readily be supposed, that it early engaged the
attention of the wise, the good, the scientific, and
It has not failed to do so, in each
the philanthropic.
successive age, down to the present day.
And with
what result?
As wave succeeds wave, so theory
has followed theory, in quick succession.
Each
has had its host of admirers, its period of culmina
tion in the zenith of popular favor, and its subse
But it is sincerely hoped, that
quent obscuration.
vance new

-
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shine brighter and
succeeding light may
unto
the
brighter
perfect day.
Having imbibed the opinions, the principles, the
theory, and consequently the practice of the most
approved writers of that day, on the subject of drop
sy, for the first ten years of his professional life, the
writer of this, followed imjilicitly, the then prescri
bed plan of treating dropsies, in all cases that came
each

"

"

under his treatment, and with about the usual de
gree of success.
From fortuitous circumstances, not perhaps fully
comprehended by the writer himself, an unusually
large number of dropsical cases presented themselves,
for advice and treatment.
Each succeeding appli
cation but the more excited his abhorrence of as
suming the responsibility to administer to a patient
whose condition, from painful experience, he dis
trusted his ability to meliorate
the final and fatal
issue of which he could but too often prognosticate
—

—

death,

or

at best

a

relapse.

physician, who is satis
fied that he has exhausted all the resources of his
art, and dismissed his patient with some hope that
he is cured, does certainly experience feelings of
no very enviable character; such indeed as language
fails to express, when he sees his patient return
again, imploring him for aid, and this with such
evident marks of skepticism, and distrust of his
The

truly

conscientious

ability, radically

to remove his

disease,

as are

not to

mistaken.
To be professionally compelled to
attend a fellow mortal, laboring under any disease,
after all hope is extinct, or be fully apprised from
the commencement, of its intractability, and yet im
portuned for help, and looked up to, by the patient
and his friends, as the only pjerson, under God,
be

through

whom

help

has to come, is

a

situation

so
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exquisitely painful,

tolerable idea of it.
constitute

a

part of

language fails to impart any
Yet these feelings, doubt ess

that
the

experience

of every medical

man

the observing portion
The Faculty, and indeed
the iact,
are
equally familiar with
of the uninitiated,
to the
as insulting
and it would be as unnecessary
medi
that
of either, to dilate upon it,

intelligence
cal

either will not radically and permanently
can not
confirmed cases of dropsy, or they

men

cure

would be to cast
To suopose the former to be true,
of
upon the members
an imputation of malignity
is
the most Gcd-like profession, whose benevolence
co-extensive
are
and whose charities

unbounded,

with the animate creation.

for

No rational

man

doubts

exerts his utmost

moment, that the physician
taxes his own brain, and with avidity avails
himself of all sources of information in his grasp,
successfully to cope with, and avert this shaft of
a

skill,

the

"

destroying angel."

And yet alas ! how sel

dom,
ry Seldom are his efforts crowned with
success!
The skilful and scientific, as also those
Even in ca
of more ordinary pretensions, all fail.
ses of considerable functional derangement of some
how

years

v

persistance,

in any of the organs most essen
usually be failure. In cases
any considerable extent, failure

tial to life, there will
of organic lesion of
is certain.

This truth is therefore forced
upon us : That very
yet remains to be known in
regard to the
treatment of
with
success
:
and that its
dropsy,
remains obscured with a
misty veil ; and
tw
-^
much

tnat

mdmght darkness

the whole.
Notwiththere is PerhaPs "<■' a

covers

£ h" whole'
whole hrVTr>
nosological
in

the

closely, critically,

and

catalogue

that

malady

has

mo-e

philosophically engaged

tne
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of the J eaing art, and other men of
from
the earliest dawn of light on medical
science,
down
to the present time, to ascertain, and
science,
in a satisfactory manner explain, what secret agent
or
agents, are concerned in evolving a case of drop
sy, and of perpetuating it, if once formed. Whether
this miister'ious and, very subtle agent has indeed yet
been discovered, and its agency reduced to system,
is doubtful.
And whether, if known, the practical
advantages gained thereby, would be at all com
mensurate with the labor they bestowed, is very

inquisitive

problematical.
Every medical man whose opportunities for obser
vation have been sufficiently ample, is prepared to
admit, that much uuaertainty still attends the re
medial treatment recommended in dropsy, and
that the adaptation of the means to accomplish the
object desired, is not. at all times, adequate. And
is this so?
A slight examination of the case
will suggest to the inquiring mind, that there must
be some defect in the pathology of the disease in
question, that its true nature has never hitherto, been

why

fully comprehended; and conse piently its rational
treatment never pointed out.
If the fountain be
No
corrupt, the whole stream must be impure.
disparagement is here intended to any man, or the
profession; yet, while I yield a becoming respect to
the opinions of others, I claim the privilege of re
serving to myself, the free and bold expression of
Perfection does not belong to man, else
my own.
"

"

there would be

no arcana

is

in nature.

The march of

with bold and

onward,
science, however,
rapid
strides, and her votaries are almost daily heralding
the trophies of some new victory.
Only a few cen
turies ago, many of those maladies now considered
so
simple, so well understood, and rendered reasona-
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bly amenable to art, lay enveloped jo mystery and
impenetrable darkness. And if the Doctor, for want
of better understanding, it may be, failed to relieve
persons suffering under any of those diseases, he, as
a justified character, was willing to admit, that some
evil spiritual agency might be at work in the case !
It is the design of the writer, in the course of the
pages that may follow, to endeavor to shed some
hew light on dropsy generally, but particularly di
rected to the remedial management of that disease,
which treatment he professes to have discovered, and
as far perfected as the means afforded by a private
station, would permit. And he indulges the belief
that under his plan of treatment, as great a ratio of
those afflicted with dropsy may recover, as do in any
This he is aware is strong
other serious complaint.
when
compared with what is now com
language,
mon in
dropsy, and may, by many, be received
with incredulity, but it is nevertheless strictly true,
and if so, then indeed we may say : That one more
terriflic scourge of our race, is shorn of its terror, and
another proud trophy gained to medical science!
In the present state of the healing art, so much
uncertainty still attends our best directed efforts to
and the dropsical
much
matter
what part of the body
diatheses,
is the seat of the effusion ; that, when the fact is
announced to an individual, by his physician, that
his disease is dropsy, a sinking of energy, an inward
horror, perturbation and gloom seizes him. All

remove

dropsical accumulations,
not

abandoned, and such an one looks forward
day of dissolution, as does the criminal to the
execution of the sentence of an earthly judge. This
pdcture is not too highly colored, thousands of facts
might be here adduced, arawii from all points of the

hope

is

to the

compass,

to

vouch for the truth

of what is said.
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Nor is it intended to defame the profession of medi
cine.
Far be from me such design.
No man be
holds with greater delight, no man glories more in
the scientific

advances, and philosophic investiga
literature, than I do. But my ob

tions of medical

ject is,

facts clearly and
intimated above, the

to state

impartially.
pjathology

of most
and
with
some
ex
understood,
an
effectual
of
treatment
instituted.
ceptions,
plan
But I regret td say that such is not my opinion of
dropsy. Its pathology is perhaps a little better un
derstood than its therapeutic management.
The
As

was

diseases is

now

well

indications of cure, drawn from its

pathognomonic
given by writers, are inefficient, to re
which it es
move that morbid derangement upon
pecially depends. In its pathology, as taught by late
writers on that subject, I see but little to condemn.
They do not, it is true, appear sufficiently clear and

symptoms,

as

as if some doubt and
still
existed
in
their
minds.
From the
uncertainty
of
until
the
Doctor
however,
days
Rush,
present,
light has shone more and more clearly on that pe
culiar morbid condition of the system, predisposing
to dropsical effusion.
Much that has been said on
this subject, has, to my mind, been said with the
design of making the theory conform to certain pre
conceived, and favourite opinions of the authors,
respecting the causes of dropsy, the tendency of
which has been, rather to bewilder and mislead than

strong,

on

the side of truth ;

enlighten the practitioner.
Dropsy," says the late Doctor Eberle, or rather
the effused and accumulated fluid, which constitutes
the most perspicuous external character of this dis
ease, must be regarded only as an effect of a prima
"

"

This morbid
ry morbid condition of the solids.
condition of the solids, constitutes the essential thai-
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attention must be di
rected, in order to obtain rational views concerning
its nature and remedial management.
The cure
of the disease does not depend merely on the re

ady,

to which the

DROPSY,

physician's

■

or evacuation of the aqueous accumulation,
but principally, if indeed not entirely, on the re
moval of that diseased state of the vascular system,
Here
upon which the dropsical collection depends.
fundamental
meets
us:
the
In
what
question
then,
does this morbid condition of the solids consist?
And in what particular structures is it chiefly loca
ted ?
According to Doctor Rush,. the morbid action
which gives rise to dropsical accumulations, is seated
in the arterial system, and is, in its nature, closely
allied to inflammation.
"My opinion is, that the
condition of the arterial system is not only ' closely
allied to inflammation,' but is perfectly under the
influence of inflammation, sui generis, va.Yy\v,g, it is
true, very much m grade of intensity, in different
cases, but in no case is the inflammatory excite
ment of a purely active, or general character. When
the system is in a fit state to form dropsical effusion,
there exi;ts, at that time, in the circulatory appara
tus, a much more than ordinary excitement ; while
at the >ame time there exists muscular constricts n
of the heart and arteries, with evident debility,
evinced by the suspension of arterial influence cu

moval

capillaries, and thus producing, or suffering a
collapse of the extreme vessels, all over the surface,
from a deficiency of the vis a tugo, in the heart and
the

arteries."

quotation repeated from Doctor Ebcrle, as
above, (vol. 2. page 425,) he says: "the effused
fluid must be regarded only as an effect of a prima
In the

"
This state
ry morbid condition of the solids.
ment is true, and I esteem it good sound theory.
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He goes on, and further says : "this morbid condi
tion of the solids constitutes the essential maladyi
to which the

physician's attention must be directed,
in order to obtain rational views concerning its na
"
ture and remedial management.
This too, is all
true, and

as I hold to be
good theoretic
be
seen
shall
in what I
advance in
doctrine,
may
the course of this my essay on the cause of dropsy.
But he was, and all our writers are, so perfect'1.' in
the dark, as regards the small, yet important mat
ters of the particular condition a system is in, and

precisely

as

necessary to get into, in order to qualify the exhalents to effuse copiously, that when he, and all oth
ers who have written on the treatment of dropsy,
"

point out the valid remedial management,"
they awfully lack, either right remedies, or suffi
cient potency in their remedies, to repair and set to
healthy action, "that morbid condition of the
solids," and which will presently tend to "the re
e>me

to

moval of that diseased state of the vascular system,
"
upon which the dropsical collection depends.
The effecting of this is the desideratum; and this
our writers come short of.
That such a state of things may exist, as when the
blood is determined more to one part of the body,
and less to another, than is common in health, Ave
may take for granted, without assigning the particu
lar modus operandi, because we see sometimes such
a state does exist.
I have generally satisfied my
this subject, by supposing that
axiom in medicine, " wherever
old
according
"
there is irritation, there will be increased afflux;
and that the impetus of the action of the heart and
arteries was directed in these cases, to an internal
nucleus of inflammation, and that they, (the heart
and arteries) were laboring under the influence of

self, however,

on

to an
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induced by some pre-existing debilitating
morbid agency of the system ; and therefore inca
pable of propelling the blood with sufficient force,
even to tliis focus of inflammation, to develop that
active grade of inflammatory action, which is fol
lowed bjr suppuration ; and thus acting constantly,
and for a long time upon the same point, it follows,
by an invariable law of nature, that all the force of
the arterial system being directed to that point,
would, in the same proportion as the feeble circula
tory power was exerted on that point, detract from
the circulatory influence on the rest of the body.
Hence, the collapse of the extreme vessels, general
langour and bloodlessness, and the frequent coolness
of the surface of dropsical persons; want of perspira
tion, diminished quantity and high colored venal
-secretion, &c. I hold that, the entire vascular sys
tem is spasmodically affected, and hence arises that
frequency and contractedness of the pulse, absence
of cuticular action, &c. &c.
In those febrile affections that introduce the dis
ease I am writing about, the dropsy, the pulse is us
ually small, contracted and feverish, inflammatory
Now this partial spasmodic stricture
sometimes.
may, and no doubt does exercise some agency in
determining the sanguinous afflux, to the ultimate
point, where the serum is finally deposited. But
besides this partial constriction, acting on the cir
culation, so as to aid in deciding its course and des
tination, I think there exists also, besides, in the
viscus or structure itself, about to become the seat
of the present deposit, a fitness or predisposing
quality, adapting it for that use, and that this pre
existing fitness determines the locality more than
This fitness of parts, may be
every thing else.
brought about by a great variety of agencies, acting

debility,
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upon

a

viscus

or

structure.

structural
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Often, it may be from
injuries sustained
of violence, &c, all

also from

imperfection
by the part, in consequence
tending to enfeeble the vital energies of the vessels
of the part, and thus dis qualifying the part to resist
foreign and oppressive influence.
Different cases present very different and widely
;

dissimilar appearances,

with

respect

to

the

force

with which the blood is

propelled through the vas
cular system, as indicated by the pulse
seme
urgently requiring the use of the lancet, while
others have no pulsation discernible at the wrist.
—

These

are

standing

of

course two

extreme cases.

the existence of such cases'

as are

Notwith
attended

with strong and full pulse, constriction, giving a
sense of rigidity to the feel of the
surface, is, even
in these cases, fixed upion the capillary system of
But in course of time, tbese conservative
vessels.
efforts of the central circulatory apparatus gradually
sub:- He, in pioint of force, and the peripheral, or ca
pillary vessels then become more pierfectly constrict
ed and collapsed; and so of all other intermediate
Hence we deduce the conclusion, that the
cases.
state of the system fitted to become the seat of se
rous effusion, is the same, or soon comes to be the
same, from whatever remote cause such effusion
of appearances,
may take place, or whatever varieties
the pecmiar state of the system at that time may
And hence again we
cause to be evolved, at first.
that the state of the system is essentially the
same in all the various forms of dropsy, if it be
granted that in all dropsies the vascular system is,
the
by the operation of the disease, brought under
aver
I
which
influence of
constriction,

infer,

spasmodic

to

be the
2

case

in every instance, and that the.circu-
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latory vessels, together with the absorbents, are in
all essentials, in the same condition, in every form
of dropisy.
It is a fact familiar to all, that at no very remote
period in the history of medicine, the proximate
cause ot dropsy was held to be debility, and debili
ty alone.

Then

the

indications of

the aqueous accumulations in

cure

were, to

way, and
of
the
to preserve
sinking powers
system, by ad
the
Thus
physician was direct
ministering tonics.
ed to go on, at one time increasing debility by the
use of his
hydragogues, but at the same time was
strictly enjoined to keeprhis hand carefully on the
key of the safety valve, close the drain, in case of
excessive debility, and improve tonicity.
Since
that tiiHe', however, writers have given it* to the idea
stu"go It I by Doctor
Rush, that the disease m*ight
based
be
in, and proceed from an inflam
possibly
and
action of the vascular
state
matory"
system";
and inflammation is now, so far as I know, held by
'
cause of
w
,c
writers, as die
dropsy.
remove

some

the

pxcitittg

Although

the

profession have,

as now

stated,

revo

lutionized their creed, yet the essentia•tiudicaiiinis

of

■

■.■

'v

remain the

same

under the latter

as

under

the former notions;

thereby intimating Jiat it mat
ters but little what a man's practice may be, provid
ed only thi : his profession be orthodox!
The t'uth, I think, is, that' rieifcbej theory is
strictly and alone entirely satisfactory, and both
will ft. d to guide the practitioner to an effectual
of remediate management.
That there is
inflammation located somewhere in the system, up
on some
principal organ, and consentient pyrexia!
iilqn&ent in the heart and arteries, must be ad
mitted.
But this excitement in the circulatory sys
course

.

tem,

is ui a .nature

quite jjucuiiOi',.

a.id uui

alil^ in
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any two individuals, nor in the
It is
many days in succession.

same

27
individual

occasioned,

as

I

hold, by spasmodic constriction, formed upon the
extreme

vessels.

And this constriction takes

place.

in consequence of the debility in the muscular struc
ture of the heart and arteries, which they share m

with the muscular structure of the balance
of the individual, when laboring under debility:
and in consequence of a weaker impietus thus given.
common

to

the circulatory

given,

or a.

extreme

retreat

fluid,

a

centripetal tendency is
permitted, in the

of vital energy

vessels.

In order that I may be better understood, I will
recapitulate, and place my position above, iu a dif
ferent light.
We will suppose a person now hydro

This person,, before be became such, pi sses'ed
health, for a longer or shorter space of times
His glandular system gave evidence of deruii^eino \.
his biliary secret-ions were abnormal, hence his ap
petite mid digestion were nof natural and good'. His
assimilation* deficient, hence the ingesta imparted
neither strength nor due nourishment.
His fauces
were
and
his
-mrine
diminished.
All
generally dry,

pic.

bud

.

are
proof positive of
this
universal
Under
spasmodic
derange
ment, he becomes hectic: lias constant but rather
slight fever, and now may be considered a mass of
disease!
Debility has taken entire possession of
him.
A tremor and agitation seize him, upon slight
His heart, being a muscle, is
muscular exertion.
now
labouring under debility, and therefore is
thrown into palpitation, on occasions of much in
creased excitement, whether mental or physical.
His knees fail him in walking, and dyspepsia suj e:venes.
In a word, he possesses all the synq tcms
necessary to constitute his, a case of utter debility ;

these

glandular deficiencies
stricture.
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yet the pulsations

are

frequent,

and

usually

small

tense.

and spasmodically
It seems to me unnecessary to add any thing fur
That in a
to establish my position, to wit :

ther,

dropsy is formed,
there is present, in every instance,
spasmodic. state
of the glands and extreme vessels, throughout the
system, excepting only, the seat of the inflamma

dropsical diathesis,

as

well

as

after

a

tion, which in consequence of the increased afflux
becomes the point of effusion.
has been said by the friends of physical
diagnosis, in elucidation of the subject of pectoral
dropsy. In these cases the heart usually beats un
naturally often very hard, and unequal unequal
in frequeucy, and unusual in momentum, at each

thither,certainly
Much

—

diastole dashing the.Avater against the parieties of
the chest, with such violence, as to be noticed by
an observer at a considerable distance. "Such irregu
larities invariably attend considerable serous effu
sions in the thoracic cavity, and are often very great.
The irregularities are usually evidences of mere
functional derangements, in my opinion": while writ
ers of the present day, generally agree, impronouneing them to be the consequence of structural lesion :
as
hypertrophy, annrism of the aosta, or ossifica
tion of the valves and blood-vessels immediately
Governed by my observation, in
around the heart.
the course of treating a number of perhapis as bad
cases of hydrothorax, attended with as
great irregu
larity of the action of the heart, as perhaps ever did
exist, I beg leave to differ with "those names of
high import," as regards the condition of the heart
and arteries, at such times of irregularity.
Hydrothorax and ascites are preceded and ac
companied by inflammation, located on some viscus or membrane in that cavity in which the effus-
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ed fluid is destined to be deposited.
This inflam
mation is always, inordinary cases, of the chronic,
or sub-acute type, and exists usually, for a consider
able time, but not equally long in all cases, previ
The increased arterial excitement,
ous to effusion.
to
feed
this nucleus of inflammation, seat
necessary
ed in this cavity, is obtained at the expense of the
superficial capillary system ; and the circulatory force
is in the same degree withdrawn from extreme
terminal vessels ; and hence the secretions and ex
cretions are extensively suspended, or greatly im
paired. And thus it- is obvious that the blood must,
sooner or later, become loaded with recrementitious
matter and crudities, no longer fitted to subserve
the wants of the system.
Thus the action of the
natural emunctories being suspended, or greatly di
minished, during the progress of disease, the vessels
at, and about the seat of inflammation, become pre
pared to take on vicarious action, and deposit, or
suffer to escape, a halitus of a peculiar quality, mod
ified, doubtless, in some measure, by the nature and
capacity of the vessels of the diseased part, when in
a state of health, but
always of a quality different,
and quantity augmented, from what those vessels
secreted when acting normally.
It may be observed, that in stating what is the
necessary condition of the human system, to dispose
it to form dropsy of any kind, that I all along insist,
that a certain, and somewhat peculiar condition of
the system, must pre-exist, constituting a dropsical
diathesis.
Such a state of the system is necessary
to the formation of any dropsical effusion, whether
it be hydrothorax, ascites, or anasarca.
Then if
this necessary, pre-existent state of the system is
present, no matter what the predisposing, or remote
cause may be, or whether that be known at all, the
-
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whole vascular structures— arterial, glandular, secre
tory and excretory, all are diseased, and all- are
functionally deranged. In a low febrile state,

usually,

with

constriction

over

the

surface, and

system is in this state, if no. viscus, or
of
the abdomen or chest, should be found
structure,
in an unhealthy or feeble state,- and so fitted to be

while

the

focus of afflux to the chronic febrile impe
prevailing in the system, the force of the
diseased circulation will spend itself upon the gen
come a

tus now

eral system, the_.circiilating mass getting daily more
and more impure ; the whole of the emunctories be
ing inactive, until the. exhalents are become fitted

deposit.
erally over

to

Then this their deposit is made gen
the whole body, into the cellular tissue,

first discernible at the point furthest from the cenof vital action, the lower extremities ; and from
there, going on upwards until usually, every ca
vity that can hold fluid, is full. And thus a case of
anasarca is formed.
Anasarca is, I think, usually, unattended with
—

tre

great inflammatory visceral

bly

at

first,

is

nothing

more

affection;
than

a

and

cachectic

proba
state

Hence iti all its stages, the auasarof the system.
cous form of dropsy is much more
easily-conducted
to health, than either of the other two forms.
It is consistent with reason,

to

suppose, that

a

system of vessels, kept long under the influence of
a stimulus
or excitement, such,
for instance, as a
low grade of inflammation, and consequently sur

charged with fluid, would become so altered in thencapacity, as to transmit fluids of very different quali
ty, from those which they were, by their original
constitution, destined to convey. The increased ac
tivity of the circulation, and the decided determin
ation to the focus of inflammation, together with
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the altered' and

enlarged diameters of the capillaries,
would
in part at least, account for an
vicinity,
increased deposit, in. a given time; but if to this
in its

we add the
;crpor of the absorbents, and all the
usual emunctories, those scavengers of the system.
we shall
find, by logical inference, that there is a
superabundance of pqueous humor c instantly tra

versing fiie system, and

as pre piously shown, thrown
the
scat
o'.' disease.
especially upon
M,,.i,v of the silent operations of nature Wear?
not pefnrHteH to know.
The .most we can do, is

to

reeonei'e them

anddw^uc1 ceftai

ing

i.

may-

Suppose

a

:

,

as a

forms

simr>le

part of the

-

■

'-

'■•<:,.

-a.

t-o reirfhvd out

much

and

intended as'its-seat.
--

in point:

case

on some

'

In it< p;

Now it

i.atjhis foniiatign of

i

'■..'•

-

inflammation,

n/iu.

:;,

'-

laws', to arjjlieand rea< ;
plausible, inferences. T'.o fbllow-

pJfiegnTon

pain 1 [the pari
towards mal
of nature

i

menlioni'd

it is attend' 'd

;"»'!>■

kn^wn

to

pus

of the system

is

'

ody,

acute
..ress

i^er-

is ai>elfort

*ffen
rhg cause,
reality, that terminate.- the ifliG lAn I so soon as the excited vessels arc unl
dty.
•:■■- is
ed a $
:.
both
f:diy formed, the excii.cn
i:;
ee
5 cms
If^ai1. subsides", and Jul again
sensibly more quiet ?
or

,otp-'

in

-

.

;

•

■■

By purity

of

reasoning,

a

similar effort

is

n!ad.e,

intended to be made, (if the phrase.may be allow
ed) in the'formatir.n of dropsy, as was made in the
case of the phlegmon.
There existed an adequate
cause for the formation of just such a phlegmon in
the system, and just at the ppint where it. seated
itself; therefore just at that time, and in that p>lace,
a
pthlegmou appears. Now, that there was a cause,
is evident, but why it should operate, when and
where it did, we are unable to say ; and all we
know, and can say about the matter, is, that there
or
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at that time, some impurity
was, in all probability,
and
the healing power of na
the
in
system,
lurking

for concentrating and casting it
off, and marshaled all its efforts to a given poim\
No person in a sound state of
for that purpose.
health, when all the functions of all the organs are
and when all the secretions andex-

ture

took this

]3lan

duly performed,

of the proper quality and quantity, either
even can, become tx victim of dropsy. And why

cret ions are

will, or

he not? We answer, solely because no vascu
lar nor visceral derangement exists. -Consequently,
the secretions are neither deficient nor redundant.
The excretions too, are active ; therefore the fluids
There is no -delect any where, nei
are kept pure.

can

nor
organic ; but every vessel, of
is
active
and vigilant, in. warding
duly
every name,
least
off the
encroachment of disease. Thus, we

ther

functional

see, that while

the human- system is in every

re

spect sound, no dropsy dees, or can take place, Yet
dropsy can, and does sometimes take pdace. Then
of course, an opposite state of the, system and ves
sels must sometimes be present.
After what is now said, the inference legitimately
that some morbid agency has existed,
follows
and acted on dropsical subjects for some time ante
cedent to the period at which effusion takes place.
And if all these agencies of the system exist, and
act as now stated, then two facts appear. to have
been established
first, that while the viscera
remain
sound-, and properly perform
throughout,
—

—

their various

functions, no dropsy supervenes. Andthat
secondly,
dropsy is never an" idiopathic disease,
but that it is always an effect of some

pre-existing

morbid agent, sufficiently potent to induce more or
less oi functional derangement ; by reason of which,
the secretions

soon

become

deranged,

and the

ex-

■
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suspended, in consequence of the impetus
circulatory apparatus being pjreternaturally di
rected to, and expaended upon the seat of inflamma
tion.
This state of things can happen only when
the general system is, more or less, laboring under
the influence of debility.
The. heart being muscular in its structure, par
cretions

of the

to some extent, of the universal atony, and is
therefore unable to maintain the excitement at the
seat of inflammation, except at the expense of the
capillary circulation. Hence this latter system of
vessels is allowed to collapse, whilst the vital energy
usually directed to it, is expended upon the vessels of
the part where the inflammation is progressing ;
which vessels being kept in a surcharged state, for
a time, become,
enlarged in calibre, and their walls

takes,

so as to be
adapted to transmit grosser
fluids than those fine and subtle humours, which it
was formerly, in health, their
province to separate,
to be conveyed to the several organs and structures,
for the purpose of lubricating their surfaces, to facil

attenuated,

itate motion and
is inevitable.

prevent adhesion,
it follows, as

Hence

necessary consequence, that
serous

taining

fluid takes
the

immediate

an

accumulation of gross

in the sack

place
inflamed viscus
vicinity thereof.

where contact
certain and

a

or

or

cavity,

structure,

con

in the
but not

or

It is usually,
so,' that after the vessels are prepared for
the transmission of the fluid, which constitutes the
dropsical deposit, and are now freely disgorging
themselves, that then the inflammatory diathesis
sensibly declines.
And now, in coming to a close with this part of my
subject, I will state in a short way, some of the lead
ing ideas I wish to be understood as insisting upon,
in the course of my foregoing remarks, as concur-

invariably
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fitting

a

human system, for

dropsical

effu

sion.
First.

It is necessary that something should act
the system, as a remote or predisponent agent.
these agents
This agent, whatever it may be,

on

(and

vastly numerous,) will have a tendency to de
range the natural and healthy functions of all the
This agency may be, and in most
vascular system.
cases is, performed insidiously,
but pierseveringly ;
and all along imparting only bad health, but never
The derangement, however, getting
solid sickness.
are

daily more and more apparent, and from the first,
on, throughout, there is no power left in the system,
to heal, or restore itself; the secretion of the liver is
deranged ; the messenteric and paiicriatic glands
are all out of order, and hence no,
restoring nourish
is derived from the food eaten
but all still
tending downward.
Secondly. All the emunctories, from an early
period of this state of the system, are suspended in
their functions.
The alvine evacuations are dry ;
ment

—

kidneys secrete but little; the insensible perspira
suspended. Hence the circulating fluid pre
sently becomes much loaded with noxious and im
pure matter : and thus, not possessing the usual and
needful stimulating properties, imparts no vigor to
the solids, in its circulation.
Thirdly. The absorbents, which are, however,
only depuraters of the fluids agents that take up
effete moisture, that had been deposited
among the
fibres of the different parts, to be conveyed out of
the system, by the various emunctories these
too,
by disease, are structurally, as well as functionally,
so altered and enfeebled, that without a
strong ex
citant, they lie utterly dormant.
Fourthly. The circulatory apparatus, from an
the

tion is

—

—
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early period, is greatly accelerated, a.nd increased
frequency. Sometimes the pulse is voluminous,
more generally,
however, it is small, but in either

in

always tense.
Fifthly. Now all these
taken together, cannot but
way,

states of the system,
be attended with weak

Either of the several derangements named,
alone, would destroy health, and consequently tend
to debility, were it to continue long.
Then will all,
jointly tending to the same point, certainly be at
tended with debility. Debility then too, is an atten
dant in constituting a dropsical diathesis.1 shall now in conclusion state here, that in my
opinion, there is a great, difference in the debility
which attends dropjsical cases, and cases of debility
from exhaustion, as at the termination and treat
In these cases,
ment of fever, pleurisy and the like.
the vessels, and system generally, are in a state of
universal exhaustion and atony, but otherwise fitted
and. well qualified to receive tonics, with benefit;
while in the former cases, the vessels are generally
full, but loaded with peccant matter ; and impurities
supierabouud in the system, to such a degree, that
the best and most potent tonics, would only add to
the diseased tensity of the system, and be lost in the
And
mass of impurity that possesses
every part.
these
of
the
is
under
cases, part
moreover, in
system
the influence of spasmodic stricture, while part is
not.
All observant practitioners must have noticed,
that in such a state of disparity prevailing in the sys
tem, tonic treatment and in fact any treatment, ex
cept relaxant, in any disease, would not only be
unavailing for good, but would evidently be perni
ness.

cious.

INFLAMMATORY DROPSY.

in writing this small treatise on dropsy,
much as in my power lies, to enable alt medi
cal men, and many others, to treat "dropsies of all
forms, with clearness of preception of the true state
of the system, and as much as is the lot of imper

My object

is,

as

fect human nature, with unerring success ; after this
Such then
my treatise shall have gotten abroad.
I
feel
to
it
being my object,
necessary
impart as en
all
I
and
have
from ob
that
obtained
tirely
possess,
in
the
course
of
a
of
servation,
thirty odd
practice
be of
believe
would
years, as I can think of, and
These
use to a man, in the course of his practice.
considerations have induced me to say something
here, of a form of dropsy, which in its type, is alto
gether different from the dropsies described hither
to.

I

am not aware

described

seperately,

that these forms of

and

as

dropsies

distinct forms, from

are
us

ual and regular dropsies, by any writer.
But how
ever that may be, considering them
essentially dif
ferent in their aetiology, and requiring altogether dif
ferent treatment, from usual dropsy, I think it may
be beneficial to communicate here, what I know
about them, and can say, with clearness and cer
tainty. This will of course not be much. I met
with only four such cases in all my medical life,
now
forty-four years. The first was a female of
about fourteen years old
of feeble delicate struc
The second was an old black man, about
ture.
sixty-four years old. Had been a stout vigorous man.
—

The third

was a

lad about fourteen years old

—

of
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rather unusual bulk, and stout vigorous constitution.
The fourth was a lad of abxit twelve years old
badly grown small and delicate. The three white
persons in this catalogue had black hair, and dark,
or perfectly black eyes.
These persons were all taken suddenly, and be
ing at the time, so far as was known or appeared,
in a state of previous good health.
All of them, from
the first, complained of severe abdominal pain, evi
dently in consequence of groat visceral affection
universal excitement, and heat over the whole sur
face
distressingly thirsty pulse large, full, and
remarkably strong abdo
very frequent and firm
minal pulsation
surface dry. and very little urine,
bowels torpid
remarkably foul tongue no pain
in the head
the countenance indicated a great deal
of suffering and distress, and was frightfully marked
With anxiety. All four of those cases presented in the
months.
summer
They all seemed to be cases of
all
became
anasarca, an4
prodigiously swollen, In
two or three days* from their first commencement to
make complaint.
I was satisfied that they had wa
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

in the abdomen, notwithstanding, that was sen
sibly tympanitic. And there was water in the chest
also, which induced great labour in breathing. The
cellular tissue was more than ordinarily distended,
and on pressure seemed sensibly more elastic than
ter

what is the

ease

in

common

anasarca.

No mental

aberration, although the fever ran very high.
There was undoubtedly in all these cases,
derangement, and the

most entire

great

obstruction
of all the excretory organs ; with strong inflamma
tion of the peritonium probably throughout. I think
it entirely wrong, to class such cases with ordinary
and regular dropsy.
They arc not subject to the
laws that influence the animal economy in the for-

visceral
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Notwithstanding,

mation of dropsy.

the

cases

above

exhibited, were, at the time they passed before me,
esteemed, and called cases of dropsy, both by the
friends of the afflicted and by myself, and I treated
them

such ; but every

as

entirely

out

of my power

one

unavailingly.

to conceive how

the

It is
ves

sels can be thrown, by disease, into a position to ex
hale so copiously, as to fill, to great expansion, and
perfect fullness, all the cellular tissue throughout

body, in two or three days, together with the
All that I can
cavities of the abdomen and chest.
at
cases
this
time
such
that
I must es
is,
say about
the

highly inflammatory and mixed,
bably mixed with tympanites.
teem

them

and pro

INTRODUCTION TO THE TREAT
MENT OF DROPSY.
I shall now attempt to give a view of my treat
of dropsies.
In doing this, lam aware I shall
enter on difficulties.
My feelings, and perhaps my
real situation, together, are indeed quite unenvia
ble. My method of treatment, is altogether my own;
and when I undertake the treatment of a case of
dropsy, I have but little difficulty in determining
what course to pursue ; and in the course of treat
ment

ment,

suitably

cies.
to be

Wherefore
an

easy

to

meet

all

evolving

exigen

would seem, that it ought
matter
for me to give concise,
it
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clear and satisfactory directions to others, how to
But truly I know
use my remedies in such cases.
it is difficult, in fact it is impossible for me to point
out the changes that will take place in the disease,
in the course of treatment ; and which changes will

require

to

be met

ing,
ing,

occur.
I
as they
know, iu the morn

appropriately,

know,
any
what the state of his patient will be iu the even
and just as little can one know in the evening,

cannot

nor can

man

Thus it
how his patient will be in the morning.
is easy to see that there is difficulty in this matter.
My desire is however, to make my practice under
stood, as far as possible, by all who may wish to
my remedies.
-news of the state of the system
preparing
the vessel, of certain structures for effecting a drop
sical effusion, may be thought by some, erroneous,
1 can only say, they were the
and no they may be

use

My

—

had, and my treatment is. in unison with my
theory, and that cures the disease. Every practi
tioner of medicine, is also more or less, a theorist,
and all have at least, some favorite way of thiiddng,
why and how it is, that things are just as they are,

best I

theories often become creatures of ima
and
consequently not worth very much.
gination,
It may
that go by, if any dislike it.
I
let
Then, say,
But let
indeed not be as correct a view as I think.
my practice be clear and intelligible ; for on that,
To
every thing that is truly valuable, depends.
is
in
will
as
make it so, or as-much so,
my power,
be my primary and principal aim.

and thus

our

ANASARCA.

The remote,

or

predisposing

causes

of anasarca,

various, and quite numerous, therefore I shall
There are how
not attempit to state them all here.
ever
some of them of great importance in prac
are

will have strict reference to
plan of treatment, therefore I
As
will mention a few of them.
Bilious fever badly treated, and imperfectly cured.
(Note 1st.) Intermittent, neglected and suffered to

tice; and

a

physician

them, in forming his

—

long. Sparce and poor innutritions diet.
Inhabiting low, damp,, miasmatic localities. Bad
management under the influence of mercury. Ex
cessive loss of blood.
Compression of blood vessels,

run on too

from any cause,
venous

blood,

so

<fcc.

as

to

obstruct the return of the

-

SYMPTOMS OF ANASARCA.
General bloodlessness
panied With dry harsh

all the surface, accom
feeling skin some slight

over

—

feverishness, and general listlessness small quan
tity and high colored urine a full and bloated ap
evident swelling of the feet and ankles
pearance
in the evening, which swelling by the morning
will be somewhat reduced, but now the face will be
more full, than
comports with health ; especially
will there be a sensible fullness under the eyes, i.i
the morning.
The swelling will rise higher daily,
until every part of the body will be full, and en
larged. The cellular tissue will continue to fill,
and finally become immensely tight.
Often the
—

—

—
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cuticle of the lower limbs will chap, and suffer the
serum to escape copfiously.
Thirst usually attends
in the course of the progress of these latter symptoms.
The appietite, mostly, is keen,- and no doubt unna
turally so. The bowels generally, are too inactive.
The
The hair of the head, looks dry and dead.
is
in
cases
more
some
various;
inflammatory
pulse
than in

others, but mostly feeble, sometimes imper
ceptible, always too frequent and unequal. A pit
remains for some time, after pressing on a swollen
part, &.c
The Diuretic alluded
consists of:
and half an

one

ounce

ounce

to in

the

following treatise,
bruised,

Seneca snakeroot

—

Saltpietre.

These articles are jointly put into a tin, or earth
en vessel, and a full
quart of boiling wateft: poured
on them, and
gently boiled an hour or more: then
set off the vessel and let it settle; then strain through
a
cloth, and what it now lacks of being fully a quart,
must be added of cold water.
From three to five
large tables spoon fulls of this tea is a dose, and had
best betaken cold. This is called Seneca.

.Immediately after swallowing a dose, the mouth
had best be rinsed with water, and some acid taken
into the mouth.
This medicine will not lose its virtue by stand
ing

open, but will lose by evaporation.
One drachm digitalis (purple,) (Purple foxglove.)
Draw half a pint of tea of this, in the same manner
tea
when strain
One large table spoon full of
this is a dose.
This is called Digitalis.
I usually make my Seneca tea of an ounce of
and
Seneca snakeroot and an ounce of Saltpetre

as

ed

directed to prepare the foregoing
use

—

it cold too.

—

give

the dose above

pointed

out

—

but the

Saltpetre
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in that
to the

very

proportion,

may sometimes

and

bowels, wherefore,
important ingredient,

as

prove'too

I do

I direct

irritant

not

think it

only

half

a

an

in the above formula.
I wish it remembered throughout all the cases in
which I give my treatment, merely as such, that I
-suppose my patient to be a mai, aui of common
ounce

stamina.

(Note 2d.)

TREATMENT OF
iu the

ANASARCA.-

-of the

day you intend to
your treatment, vou
prescribe an ac
tive
hydragogue cathartic-; eompiosed- either of
cream of tartar and
jalap, or epsom salts and calcined
magnesia. (Note 3d.)
When the cathartic is done operating, (Note 4th)
which usually will be the case by ten or twelve
o'clock, you will begin your first course off domes
tic treatment, by giving tbe Senega at twelve o'clock.
Four large table spoon 'fulls of this, this dav. is a
dose.
And at one o'clock" you will
give of the
aot
one
table
'pate
Digit di',
large
spoon full for ef!e
dose, "(Note 5th) at two again a dose of the Seneca:
and at three, again a dose of the
Digitalis, &c. al
ternating the two articles hourly, so as to give each
Early

morning

will

commence

article every
every hour.

two

hours,

and the

the other
until
so,
eight
o'clock in the evening ; and after the
eight o'clock
dose is given, you had best
suspend for that day.
*

(Note 6th.)

You will proceed

one or

on

-

On the second day, you will direct five
table" spoon
fulls of Seneca to be given at
six, in the momma;
and at seven, one table spoonful! of the
article Digi
talis.
At night again a dose of Seneca, &c.
alter
nating the two articles again hourly, as directed for
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previous day, until eight o'clock at night again.
the third day, you need give none of the
medicine, before eight o'clock in the morning, but
at eight, give again five table spoon fulls of Seneca,
and at nine one table spoon full of Digitalis— alternat
ing the two articles hourly, again to-day, as before
directed, (Note 7th.)
Generally, in the afternoon of tho third day, the
diuretic will have to be laid aside, for the space of
twenty-four, thirty-six, or sometimes forty-ei:*ht
hours, for the purpose of giving the kidneys time
to unbiMtheu the oppressed nerves, (see Note 7th,)
restore itself
as also to give time to the system to
to more general vigor again, after a free secretion
and discharge of urine. It is taken for granted here,
that the kidneys are duly active.
When the person is restored again to tolerable
comfort and firmness, the diuretic must be resumed
again : but now, after the system has been once
well filled with the properties of my diuretic com
pound, it will never again be necessary, or even pru
dent, to give the diuretic, either in full doses, at the
usual hourly intervals, nor yet, to give it long be
fore suspending" it again. (Note 3th.')
Thus you will go on, giving the diuretic, and sus
pending it, according to the indications of the sys
tem
(see note 7th) until all the. water and swell
are removed, and the surface
universally and
ing
and
the countenance assume a clear
healthy hue.
about
three weeks,
(Note 9th.) It usually will occupy
a
case of this dis
to accomplish a permanent cure in
Your particular care
ease, and this form of dropsy.
must be, not to dismiss a patient, as weli, before his
On

'

—

—

whole surface has a healthy appiearance,
ual feel over the whole body.

Soon after the kidneys

are

gotten

and

to secrete

a us

freely,
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which in anasarca, I do not recollect to have known
fail one time, and the person now seems about half
of his dropsical accumulation, I think it will

empty
up)on

the

whole,

be

best, but

not

indispensable,

to

mercurial course, by administering,
and
evening, a pill of blue mass, of com
morning
or a calomel
mon size
pill, containing one grain
and a half of calomel, each pill. Give one pall of ei
ther, as "may suit convenience, morning and even-ing, until tbe gums become slightly affected. (Note
10th.) While giving the mercury, the diuretic will
be continued, the same as if no mercury were giving.
1 give no tonics myself, and therefore do not al
low tonics to be administered, at the termination of
treatment in a case of mere dropsy, of any form.
Nitric acid, sufficiently diluted with water, may
be given, after the water is all removed, in cases,
where the liver was much deranged, and it became
necessary to reduce the person very much. (Note
commence a

—

11th.)
ADDITIONAL REMARKS ON ANASARCA.
Iu the treatment of anasarcous dropsies, I never
with any thing that I esteemed difficult, in con
ducting a case to health. Universally, cases of that
form will be found subject to my diuretic.
The ab
sorbents will be found ready to be powerfully ex
cited, to take up the fluid contained in the cellular
tissue, and pass it into the blood-vessels ; and the
kidneys will soon be relaxed, so that they again act
with freedom ; and thus a
very copious discharge is
obtained from them, which -will soon unburden the
system of its load of foul-serous fluid.
I conceive
that 1 have
when
I
find
difficulty only
great vis
ceral derangement with
my patient, whether that
met

ft
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of this

structure, I have not found much serous derange
So that removing the water, and
ment of that sort.
the
circulatory- and capillary vessels, and
restoring

glandular system, to thorough healthy action, which
my composition will not fail to effect, in cases of
anasarca, will usually perfect a cure.
.

From the nature of the cause of anasarca, that be
ing usually a mere functional derangement of the
chylopoictic viscera, together with derangements
which several systems of
of the excretory vessels
•

—

vessels being deranged, constitutes a state of things
in the human body, fit to produce that form of dro|>sy.
Now all such derangements, the power of my diure
I usually, in the course
tic is sufficient to regulate.
of treatment, (see note 10th.) think it best to touch

patient lightly with mercury. That, however,
is less needful in anasarca, than either of the next
But as it is "no big thing," I think it
two forms.

a

had best

■

always

be done.

■

ON ASCITES.

The

such as have a
of
some of the
tendency
derange
I
aboomiual viscera or structures, or all of them.
shall embrace under ascites, all abdominal dropsies,
such as attend males, and may be brought on by an
infinity of remote causes, but all tending to induce
remote

causes

of ascites

are

the functions

to

internal abdominal derangements
and excessive

use

of

long continued,
intoxicating liquors, inducing,
:

up increased vascular. excitement, for a
time
great
;
night irregularity, by which fever
tftng
ish ness is< induced ; and- besides- these, an endless

and

keeping

of common irrgularities and occur
often do, give the fust tendency
and
rences, may,
to bringing on that unpleasant state of things-.
I'shall also embrace all female cases of abdominal
number

more

-

generally distin
existing among
females only, by the emphatic appellation of iiterih&,
or oojirian
dropsy : as distinguishing ascites among
females, when originating in consequence of sexual
derangements, from abdominal dropsies among that
dropsy.
guish a

1 am aware that writers
class of dropsical affection,

induced from other, and common causes.
This distinction I think is needless^ and affords no
advantage in practice. Often it is difficult, not to
say impossible, to determine what precise condition
the ovaria are in, fn a case of female
ascites.
En
sex, when

largement
s

of

one or

uietimes state to

both

ovaria, they

can

you, but the abdomen is

diatcuded and fia^ that you

cannot

by

perhaps
now

so

pressure feci
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that

are
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so:

There

ovarian

affections, inducing drop
unattended, either by cysts, or
consequently perfectly subject to

affection ;
my diuretic treatment.
Whereupon in all female
abdominal dropsies, I treat them as usual, or
simple
cases of ascites: and
hitherto have succeeded in

hydatic

curing them,
can

with

only

two

exceptions,

so

far

as

I

remember.

SYMPTOMS OF ASCITES.
Some difficulty may be observed in the
chylopoicapparatus, as very, imperfect digestion.
The
lacteals and liver are out of order. The
person then,
does not nourish from his food.
A sense of undue
fullness of the stomach after eating, attends
is
much troubled with eructations
cos
tic

—

extremely
iregular

—

tive
the

—

but

by

bowels

and

by,

and

now at

he will

bbcorne

in

times, the bowels will be
remarkably constipated,and then a diarrhrjsa will take
place, which will run on long, producing great ema
—

ciation, and what is now eaten, is
apt to pass off with
very litttle, if auy change, effected upon it bydigesti<5n. But this state
things will iu time be changed
again, for .a state of uncommon torpidity of bowels.
And thus, this alteration will, in some
instances, be
prolonged for .a year; sometimes more, and some
-

times less. The kidneys too, in
many cases, will ol>
serve the same
Sometimes they will
be very flux, and then again
Dnrinpvery sparse.
the restriction of the
as
also
the
kidneys,
constipa
tion of the bowels, the
person usually, is sensible of
an unusual stiffness
and clumsiness in his lower
limbs, and at times a little fullness of the feet and

iregiilarity.
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morning. But during the flux, in either of the ways
above stated, the little swelling and stiffness, will
be gone.
Usually, I believe
drains will desist, and then, if not

all

these vicarious
before, the per

son will soon become sensible of an increased size
of his abdomen.
Cases of ascites do however exist,
that are not attended with the precursories now
pointed out. But they are all common cases, and
will be known, when they take place, and need not
be here pointed out.
(Note 12th.)

TREATMENT OF ASCITES.
As in

so in ascites.
If debility does
drastic
note
forbid,
purge (see
2d) must be
in
the
This
premised, early
morning.
purge is also
to consist, either of cream of tartar and
jalap, or epsom salts
and calcined magnesia.
Whichever is
prepared, a full -half dose of each, is to be prepared
and given, making together, a full dose.
The ca
thartic, in this form of dropsy, ought always to oper
In this form of the disease,
ate with great force.
one of the other
above
any
forms, it is
especially,

not

anasarca,
a

the

termination of the operation
or two, with
the diuretic.
The
termination
of
the
(Note 13th.)
cathartic, in
best
be
cases of ascites had
always
anticipated, at
least two hours, and therefore you had better give
the first dose of' the Seneca at ten o'clock in the
forenoon. Four large table spoon fulls of this,this day,
will be a dose, and in an hour afterwards, not quite
one large table
Each
spioon full of the Digitalis.
one is to be taken every two
hours, and taken al
ternately, so that the one or the other is taken every
hour, all the balance of the day, until eight o'clock
Then always let your patient rest until
at night.
best to

of the

next

anticipate

cathartic^an hour

morning. (See

note

6th.)
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On the second day begin with the Seneca, at six
o'clock in the morning— at seven, give the Digitalis;
at eight the Seneca again, &c, alternating the two
articles again, this day, so as to take each one every
one or the other
every hour. Five
spoon fulls of the Seneca, and one spoon
full of the Digitalis, must be given for the doses of
this dayr.
You will suspend giving the diuretic
this
day, after eight at night.
again
On the third day, you never need begin giving
the diuretic, until after the patient has eaten some

two hours,
large table

but the

thing, (Note 14th,) say eight o'clock. Give full
doses of both articles again to-day that is, five spoon
fulls of Seneca, and one spoon full of Digitalis, in the
—

before directed.
Gener
of
this
third day, the person
part
ally,
will give evidence (see note 7th) that he has taken
enough for that course. Then it must immediately
be suspended.
(Note 15th.)
In ascites, as in anasarca, after the patient is once
well filled with the diuretic, that article must after
wards only be given with strict reference to the
The
capacity of the recipient. (See note 7th.)
nerves of some persons will bear the diuretic better
than those of others.
Giving the diuretic, and sus
as seen
in Note Sth, together
it,
pending giving
with watching over the state of the viscera, or oth
er internal structures, and meeting those difficulties,
same

alternate

manner as

in the latter

if any evolve, scientifically,
the cure. (Note 16th.)

will

now

accomplish

MORE ON THE TREATMENT OF ASCITES.
I esteem ascites the worst form of dropsy to
manage, and restore the subject to good health and
perfect soundness, of either of the three common
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Hydrothorax. In this
ibrm
disease,
always a viscus or
structure more or less deranged, and often more
than one.
And these visceral derangements often
partake, apparently, of structural lesion. At all
events, the nature of these internal derangements,
is often obstinate, and hard to reduce to right and
But I will here state, and once
healthy action.
for always, that while we have -to judge the state
irms :

Anasarca, Ascites

of tlie

of the

or

there

is

and determine their various condi
degrees of derangement, through the cir
cumambient integuments, which are opaque and cov
er them, that we cannot see them with our eyes, the
most experienced of us will be apt, nay, certain, to

viscera,

tions and

make mistakes ; and often judge the state of the in
side to be much worse, perhapis, than it really is;
and at other times again, we may conceive much
better of them than what is true.
This check on
our
judgment being premised, I will say, that in
my optinion, it is right to try our skill, and the pow
er of medicine, in all cases that are
presented to us.
I know that I have cured, and made every way
sound well, several persons laboring under dropsy,
of whom I had very little more hope of being bene
ficial to, than I would have had, if they had been
dead, and lost some of whom I was quite hopeful
at first.
Black hair, black or dark eyes, with a thin and
florid lips and red tongue;
fine looking smooth skin
are all indications that the person
may not be easily
well.
abdomen
The
gotten
being much enlarged,
while at the same time, the limbs and face are
emaciated, and wasted, betoken difficulty. Per
sons who through life, have been
subject to reinal
or
weakness
of
the
difficulty,
frequent
back, are not
apt to be kindly acted on by my diuretic. A small,
—

.
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full

pulse,

affected by my com
apt
condition.
in
that
Both these pulses
while
pound
indicate too much inflammatory action of the arter
are

not

to be

ial system, on theviscus or structure diseased, which
removed.
Strong and very evident pulsations in the abdomen
when the person lies on his back, I think generally
attends the pure and general peritoneal inflammations.
All abdominal dropsies derive their origin from a
low grade of inflammation of some internal struc-'
ture, and are effects of internal disease. The liver,

must 'be

iiancreas, ovaria and peritoneum,
this kind of inflammation and in their
turn, become localities of such an order of inflam
mation as will fit the vessels for dropsical effusion.
From what has now been said, it will be seen that
I suppose the cause of ascites is inflammation of a
low order, and that, fixed upon some internal viscus
or
structure.
And if in the course of treatment,
this inflammation should seem to become stronger,
and the patient really appear worse, (see note
13th) that will be no cause of discouragement, but
is an evidence that the seat of disease is becoming
affected by the treatment, and is beginning to as
sume life and activity
again. And the giving of
due medical attention to these evolvements, is in
my opinion, no small part of the cause of perfection,
attending cures made by me, and on my plan. Pa
tients have frequently told me, that since they had
been afflicted with dropsy, they had often been as
much reduced in swelling as now they were, but
still felt stiff and clumsy, by what they now felt.
In our prescribed practice, these things are not at
tended to : and there is moreover nothing pre-

spleen, messentery,
are

all liable

to

•
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scribed to re-excite the torpid vessels, and induce
them to resume healthy, vigorous action again.
I feel loath to cease giving dirctions for the treat
ment of this form of dropsy, because this form is
much the most diffiecult to the practitioner, and yet
with suitable and well directed management and
due perseverance, is perfectly curable.
In treating ascites, it often happens, that there is
an unfitness in the system ; there may
either exist
too much vascular excitement, or some unfitness in
the kidneys, so that my diuretic will not carry off
In such cases, say the
the water by the kidneys.
is
or
neither
much too large
nearly so,
pulse right,
and full, or small and hard ; I advise to give my
diuretic. If it is the first course, give it on as direct
And if the
ed for the first course, (see note 7th.)
kidneys do not secrete freely, then, on the morning
of the next day, after you are compelled to discon
tinue the diuretic, you will give a, full dose of some
hydragogue purge. After that, and as soon as the
person is sufficiently recovered from the effect of
the diuretic on the nerves, say a day or tw®, general
ly, you will administer the diuretic again, but do this
lightly, say in not exceeding half doses, at usual in
tervals, and only during parts of the days, for two,
three or four days, according as the nerves seem to
bear up, then run that off again.
This will per
fourth
be
the
third
or
haps
morning after you gave
sometimes it will be even five
the previous purge
or six days.
So you will go on and do, from day
to day, giving the diuretic and purges
alternately,
and in such proportions as the nerves of the patient
can bear with
comfort, until the water is all well
out of him, and his surface universally is clear, and
his countenance expressive of health.
While this
treatment is thus going on, you must resort to calo—

•
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mel

pills, and administer one pill every morning
evening, until the breath becomes slightly taint
ed.
Each pill is to contain one and a half grains
of calomel.
It will usually take from eight to
twelve pills.
And if any evidence evolves in the
course of the treatment now pointed out, of consi
derable internal inflammation, among any of the
viscera, you must forthwith meet that, with suita
ble remedies, say cream of tartar freely administered,
blistering, and sometimes I have found additional
heavy doses of calomel, run off with salts, very pro
and

fitable in such cases.
If however, the pulse is found either hard and
small, or too large and full, and either kind of pulse
too frequent, you had better at the commencement of
treatment, and prior to using the diuretic, set about
reducing the arterial action. Such pulses are un
doubted evidence of inflammation, and probably of
inflammation too strong to be readily overcome by
As potent sedatives, I would re
my diuretic.
commend the lancet, blistering over the abdomen
generally, and cooling cathartics. On these occa
sions too, besides these things, I usually make my
patients drink freely, in the intervals of purging,
water off of cream of tartar, and sweet
spirit of nitre,
in water, or in the cream of tartar water, as adju
vants.

Sometimes I suspend my treatment for the re
moving of the water, four or five days
together,
and attend exclusively to the correcting and subdu
ing internal inflammation, by the means above

pointed out. I think this is best, because the
cited action of the blood vessels on the affected

ex
or

gan or structure, will continue to act as a producing
cause, and deposit new supplies of water, until that
afflux is somewhat checked, by changing the state
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tendency of the vessels concerned,
minishing their impetus on the diseased
and

as

also di

and tender

structure.
no long and unnecessary intermissions
of
be allowed of, until sound
treatment
delays
health is restored and the countenance is expres
sive of health.
It has not unfrequently happened
when I was treating one of these bad cases of as
cites, as above directed, with my diuretic and

There must

and

hydragogue cathartics, alternately, that the kidneys
began to act, and acted most copiously. They then
soon evacuated all the
remaining water. When it
a
happens to do so in case, further cathartics are un
necessary, and ought no longer to be given.
In cases of ascites, in which the integuments are
very tense, my diuretic -cannot act, until that pres
sure on the
kidneys is somewhat removed. Pub
lic prejudice against tapping runs high, and persons
are very unwilling to submit to be tapped.
But in
such cases, it ought always to be performed, be
cause more
speedy and certain, -and not near so
and
worrying
debilitating as repeated purgatives.
The operation in point of exciting pain, is not worth
naming. It is very little, if anymore painful, than
an
easy bleeding, performed with a good lancet.
When I tap one, I always cut the passage for the
canula, with a keen lancet, and then introduce an
oiled canula, which is with me, a small silver tube.
And for want of an appropriate canula, I have-sever
al times made use ofagoosequill, iu lieu of one fitted
for the purpose.
The old notion " that no one who
was
tapped would ever be cured" is a perfect error.
I have tapped and then cured several cases. My
plan
is, when I intend to tap one, to give the diuretic
two

days,

I tap, and

then

the third day about nine o'clock,
of the same day, I begin and give

on

at two
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The person being pretty full
my diuretic again.
of the diuretic when I tap him, the little that he
takes additional to that during the afternoon of the
day I tap, will usually produce a sensible increase of
urinary secretion the night following, and if it does

so,->in any sensible degree beyond what is common
in health, it will be certain to increase with time,
and then that will of itself, from that time on, keep
under any accumulation, and the diuretic being ad
ministered, as in other cases, will presently remove
all the water that was left in the system at the tap
ping, and drain the person of all remaining impuri
ties, and restore the system to sound health.

HYDROTHORAX.
Dropsy of the chest, should be looked upon as
two qualities, the one of which
occupies the
chest, and is distinguished by the appellation of
hydrothorax, and the other is formed within the
membrane that envelops the heart, and is called
pericardian dropsy. These twofbrmsare very dis
tinct from each other, in their localities, and fully
as different in their curabilities. I think it
probable
that cases of hydrothorax are produced by errors of,
or diseases on structures within the commdn
cavity
of the chest,
inducing there, a low grade of inflam
mation, often not known to exist, even by the sub
ject himself, for a great while. But such derangeof
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here, like everywhere else, in the human
system, will in due time, prepare the exhaleuts, fit
to pour out serous fluid, which is poured into the
chest, and so forms common pectoral dropsy. Pcrments

icardian

dropsy, no doubt is produced in the same
way, by either structural, or only functional devia
tions from nature, of the heart itself, or appendages
near the heart, and within the pericardial envelop.
SYMPTOMS OF HYDROTHORAX.
The beginnings of hydrothorax are often at first,
and for a good while, quite insidious ; and persons
will usually have gone deep into it, before them
selves or their friends, and not unfrequently, even
their " family physician," suspect that to be the
complaint. There will from Ian early period, more
or less cough attend, with a strange kind of seeming
fullness, and want of usual freedom in inspiration.
On exercise, these difficulties will be very much in
creased. Lying down horizontally, will soon become
unpleasant, and sleep in that position, will be attend
ed with much dreaming, and often distressing
dreams. Presently a horizontal position will become
utterly insupportable, and the person will have to be
placed recumbent on the bed, or he cannot rest at
all.
And now he can get but little if any refreshing
sleep. About this time too, the action of the heart
adds no little to the patient's difficulty,by its
heavy,
unequal and irregular beating. This beating of the
heart is in many cases so .strong, 4;liat it will
agitate
the whole trunk of the
person so much that the
agitation may be seen from quite a considerable
distance ; and is very
and
to
the

fatiguing

pjatient.

state of

Although

strong agitation, the pulse

be apt to be

distressing

the heart is

quite feeble,

and

at

often

in such a
the wrist will

now

imperceptible.
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About this time,

probably the general anasarcous
may begin to appear a little about the feet
and ankles.
This will increase, and in many cases,
become considerable, before life is extinguished.
And now, as the disease advances, and the chest gets
more and more full, and the lungs "become greatly
compressed by the surrounding fluid, the person,
when he obtains something like sleep, will cease to
breathe, and lie everyway as still and motionless as
if actually dead ; and in this position he will lie
probably as long as he can subsist without breath
ing, and then he will all of a sudden, burst as it
were into a seeming waking state, panting for
breath,
with all his might, until a partial equilibrium be
tween the circulating fluid and respiration is restor
ed ; when he will imperceptibly to himself, sink off
into another such breathless state of apparent sleep,
then wake and repeat the same laborious and distress
swelling

scene as before; and thus he will
go on, some
times for hours, if not prevented, apparently labor
ing and fatiguing himself very much. Still, this is
all the sleep he can get.
All pectoral dropsies are

ing

Some strong and decided dropsies of
on from the first, with more or less
ditficulty in the breast, with cough, and occasional
hard breathing.
The subject cannot ascend a stair
case well, or walk fast up hill without great increase
There is in no case for
of frequency in breathing.
not

this way.

the chest

come

Asthma is apt
any general swelling.
1 think it probable
terminate in Hydrothorax.
that Pericardian dropsy is subject to greater irregular
ities of the heart, than common dropisy of the chest.
(Note 17th. I

a

to

long while,

G8
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TREATMENT OF HYDROTHORAX.
In this form of

dropsy too, you may always pre
hydragogue cathartic. If your pa
tient is moderately strong and vigorous, you may
use for this intention cream of tartar and jalap, but
if feeble, use salts and calcined magnesia ; and if
mise

too

an

active

feeble to bear

treatment

by

you will enter upon the
administering the diuretic, without

either,

either of said cathartics.
(Note 18th.)
On the first day you will give four table spoon
fulls of the Seneca after the cathartic is done opera
ting, say at twelve o'clock, and at one o'clock, not

giving

quite one table spoon full of the Digitalis; at two
o'clock, four spoon fulls again of the Seneca, &jc.,
alternating the different articles hourly, so as to give
each article every two hours, yet the one or the oth
er every
hour, until eight at night ; then you may
for the day.
But in case no cathartic
desist
always
has been administered, you will begin the diuretic
treatment at eight in the morning, (Note 19th,) giv
ing the Seneca and the Digitalis alternately as above
directed, until eight o'clock at night, then I always
desist giving the diuretic, (see note 6th) in all forms
In all cases begin by giving the Seneca,
of dropsy.
and when all goes on well until eight at night, you
will of course end with that article. (Note 20th.)
On the second day, begin and give five table
spoon fulls of the Seneca at six in the morning. At
seven give one spoon full of the
Digitalis, alter
nating the two articles again this day, as directed for
the previous day.
And so go on till eight at night
again; then you will always discontinue for the day,
in order to let your patient enjoy rest and sleep.
On the third day, you need give no medicine be-
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fore 8 o'clock in the morning.
At eight, however,
five
table
begin by giving
spoon fulls of the seneca,
and at nine, one spoon full of the digitalis.
Con
tinue to give these articles, and in the quantities

named, alternating them hourly as directed for
previous days, until 8 o'clock at night, unless
the nerves give intimation sooner, that the system
is duly under the influence, (see note 7,) or the
kidneys secrete too copiously, (note 21.)
If on the third day, or whatever other day the
system becomes duly charged with the diuretic, it
will be necessary forthwith to suspend the adminis
tration of it, until that effect on the nerves has ceas
ed, or nearly ceased to be felt. After that you will
give again of both the diuretic articles. And now
you need never to give so much at a dose, nor hard
ly ever a whole day at a time. You will thus go
on
giving a while and suspending a while, endeav
oring all the while, to keep the person duly under
the influence of the medicine, having strict respect
to the activity of the kidneys and the state of the
nervous system, until all the sensible
swelling and
of
well
are
and
the surface
difficulty
breathing
gone,
and countenance assume a perfectly healthy clear
ness
having lost that bloodless sallow hue. To
give a case of hydrothorax a good finish, will usu
ally occupy about four weeks.
now

the

—

DESULTORY REMARKS ON THE FORE
GOING COMPLAINT.
On hydrothorax, I have but little to add to what
I have already said, on the treatment of that disease.
If ever I had a case of pure thoracic dropsy, that
was not at once subject to my diuretic treatment, I
do not recollect it.

think,

In

fact, pectoral dropsies
common forms,

of all the various and

are, I
most
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in other words, the system under hy
is
drothorax,
always in a state the most perfectly
influence of my diuretic com
sanative
befitting the
pound. The only gap through which a person

tractable ;

or

and lose his life, in a case of hydrothorax,
consists, I think, in not attending early enough to
not duly apprehending the re
the first symptoms

may

slip,

—

al disease.
I am inclined to believe, that in the course of
these many years, in which I have given exclusive
attention to old chronic, visceral derangements, pro

ducing ultimately dropsy of some form, I have met
with all possible varieties of beatings of the heart
But I will here state, that
and pulse of course.
these irregularities did, however, not only attend in
In all forms of dropsy there
cases of hydrothorax.
less of unnatural action of the heart and
much the most, and most violent, in
but
arteries,
hydrothorax, but often also, very considerable in ca
Now for anything that I know, a
ses of ascites.
skilled ear, with stethescope, might have discovered
such structural derangements in some of the cases
that I have cured, as are evidently out of and beyond
the control of medical remedies.
Yet all of them
were cured by me ; and all these
variously derang
ed pulses came right ; these turbulent hearts be
came quiet, and the pulses every
way regular, and
the health of course good.
Wherefore I would ad
vise all persons afflicted with these irregularities of
is

more or

the

heart, attended, more or less, with a sense of
chest, and more or less difficulty of
inspiration, at times; also persons who have long
been subjects of asthmatic affection, if
they should
feel any unusual symptoms, that they had better
yield early to an examination into their case, by a
regular scientific man, because without a doubt,

fulnesss of the
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asthma is much inclined to terminate in dropsy of
the chest.
And those other unpleasant and unnatu
ral affections of the heart and
breathing, to my
have been neglected too long, because
believed or apprehended to be indications of
the disease, that they really were premonitory symp

knowledge,

not

toms

of.

ON PERITONEAL DROPSY.
Case 1st,

Peritoneal dropsy mistaken and treat
of ascites.
A male about 38 years old.
This man was of
choleric temperament
black hair and dark brown
eyes ; dark complexion and apparently thick, rough,
remarkaskin, but slender form was

ed

—

as a case

—

through life,
bly strong and active, healthy and quite industrious.
Had, however, for many years, a diseased affection
of the kidneys and liver, from which
occasionally he
suffered very much pain, and a good deal of con
finement.
His general health, however, by and by,
declined gradually during the last three or four years,
and he observed himself becoming short winded.
—

Then in the space of a year or two, noticed himself
beginning to swell a little; he now felt stiff and quite
short-winded ; and as is usual, the swelling in
creased and he became universally
dropsical. This
was his condition when I first saw him.
Hisabdo-
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felt very firm and hard, but was not very much
enlarged. After the fluid was pretty much remov
ed, especially out of his abdomen, and the integu
ments relaxed, so that his abdomen could be exam
ined, the integuments were found to be much thick
ened, and impressed a living, unnatural feel, on
He had strong abdominal pulsation,
handling.
From all the symptoms
when lying on his back.
of the case, and the effect of my treatment, there re
mains no doubt with me, that his case proceeded
from general and strong peritioneal inflammation;
and there was evidence ultimately, of adhesion hav
ing formed, in parts at least, of the contents of the
abdomen and the integuments.
This case was treat
ed by me as follows :
May 27th.
Gave a large dose Cream Tartar
and Jalap.
operated well began diuretic at 2
pulse a little irregular too frequent.
28th.
Found him tolerablefhis morning
takes
diuretic from 6 till 8 at night.
29th.
No diuretic effect
took tea from 8 till 8.
30th.
urine
Seems onlymiddling this morning
no
increase
and
ir
but
clear,
pulse very frequent
a dose cream tartar and
regular gave
jalap opera
ted too light
gave tea from 2 till 8.
Nerves affected by the tea, this morning
3 1st.
twinkling before his eyes pulse slower gave
a dose cream tartar and
jalap did not operate well
takes tea from 2 till 8
sweats freely to-day
no
effect on kidneys
was
purged severely last night
watery stools.
June 1st.
Find him quite weak and a good deal
sick this morning
eyes much affected
pulse weak
and tangled
is still purging some
flesh and abdo
men much relaxed and shrunk.
2d.
Rises middling pulse too frequent and
men

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

tight
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quite flux now liver firm gave a dose
turpentine operated finely takes tea from

oil and
2 to 8
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die.
—

—

—

—

acts on his. bowels.
3d. Rises middling
pulse too tense and frequent
still
home
to-day, 8 miles.
goes
4th.
Was taken very bad off the night after got
found him laboring under adeep
home sent for ine
seated, pungent pain, passing from his kidneys
has often had these affections
to his liver
pulse
sharp and frequent perfectly relieved him with an
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

anodine.
Returned
seems smart
5th.
pulse more slow
and soft than usual
gave cream tartar and sweet
spirits of nitre, from 1 1 till night.
6th.
much reduced in swelling
Rises smart
too
still
takes tea from 8 till 7.
frequent
pulse
7th.
Rises a little sick
smartly under the influ
ence of the tea
and a little slower.
softer
pulse
8th.
General soreness and tenderness of abdo
men and
diaphragm pulse frequent and tight
blistered over abdomen.
9th. Sensibly improved
less tenderness of abdo
men on
pressure
general painfulness all gone
much
but
still frequent
takes tea from
softer,
pulse
12 till 8.
10th.
Pretty smart pulse sensibly slower and
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

diffuse
10 till 8.
11th.
Is

more

—

urinates

more

freely

—

takes tea from

little weak this morning
urinates
pretty freely not much water in him now takes
cream
tartar to act slightly on the bowels and
cool the viscera
gave nothing else.
12th.
Pretty smart gave a dose of oil and tur
pentine pulse frequent and large takes tea from 2
till S.
13th.
Rises middling pulse still much too frea

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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quent
well

gave a dose cream tartar and jalap, operated
gave the digitalis every 2 hours, from 2 till 8,

—

—

omitting

the tea.

No improvement, except his pulse seems
little slower and softer
takes tea from 10 till 8.
15th.
A little improved
pulse softer and more
still
too
sensible
open,
frequent—
pulsation in the
abdomen and breast gentle perspiration all over
takes tea from 10 till 8.
Pulse softer and smaller, but still too fre
16th.
quent directed to drink freely of cream tartar and
tea from 2 till 8
soine sweet spirits of nitre
di
rected 3 Cook's pills on going to bed.
the pills act quite freely, but
17th.
Not smart
his great difficulty is in his feet, they seem quite
painful this morning, and his legs partly so too. He
tells me that for a year or more, his feet had felt
numb.
I judge the uneasiness he complains of now
in consequence of life and action returning to
the torpid vessels and periostium of those piarts, and
His pulse and ab
therefore will be for the better.
and
better
takes tea from 2
both
softer
domen are
14th.

a

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

till 8

smart this

evening.
right
right smart pulse some slower and a
is getting quite lean, but still looks too
tea from 10 to 8
billions
quite pert this evening
directed 3 Cook's pills every evening.
Rises sickish, from the diuretic
19th.
pulse
slower; takes nothing to-day.
—

as

Is
18th.
little softer

—

—

—

—

—

—

20th.
Rises tolerable ; pulse
large but more
soft ; tea from 10 till 8.
21st.
Seems pretty smart; pulse too frequent ;
ordered tea from IU till 8.
22d.
A little sickish, because he took 25
grs.
calomel last evening ; took salts this
morning ; all
together, operated but slightly.
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23d. Rises a little sick, and remained so all day ;
a little slower ; took tea from 12 till 6.
24th.
Is sick still } a dose of oil and turpentine;
pulse in the morning and forenoon very frequent,
slower in the evening, but remains sick all da}^.
25th.
Rather bad off still ; had three black evac
uations yesterday from the oil and turpientine ; ap
plied a large fly pilaster over his abdomen ; this oc
casioned him the greatest distress I ever knew from
a
fly plaster. After the blister was dressed, his pulse
became better than ever I felt it.
Took cream tartar and sweet spirits of nitre.
26th.
Seems some better this morning ; jiulse a
little too frequent, but has a natural feel.
27th.
Improved by the blistering ; pulse still
a
little
too frequent : oil and turpentine
soft,
operat
ed quite freely ; altogether dark again to-day ; in
flammation seems nearly all gone.
28th.
Seems only middling smart ; pulse tight
ening again ; gave last evening 25 grs. calomel, and
salts this morning; operated freely ; took some tea.
Seems rather poorly; panged a good deal
29th.
last night ; pulse frequent and tight ; took cream
tartar and jalap, operated well ; tea from 12 till 8.
30th.
Rises pretty sharp ; pulse improved in fre
tea
from 8 till 8.
quency ;
July 1st.
Rises middling ; pulse a little too fre
but
soft
; tea from S till 8:
quent,
2d.
A little prostrated from the teas the two last

pulse

-

; pulse soft and seemingly feeble.
3d.
Still a little weak ; fixed some strengthening
laxative and 12 mercurial pills, and let him go home.
4th.
Came back to-day to let me see him.; his
is
tolerable, and seems middling ; not right :
pulse

days

went home

14th.

again.

Came

back

again to-day;

did

nothing.

i
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15th.

Gave

a

dose

cream

tartar

and

ted moderately.
Takes cream tartar freely
16th.
and
sweet spirits of nitre ; put
laxative,

again

a

jalap,
as
on

opera

cooling

a..

abdomen

fly plaster.

17th.
Rested well last night ;
and large; blister still more than

pulse too frequent
ordinarily painful,

discharged much yellow water ; directed cream
freely, and occasionally sweet spirits of nitre.
18th.
Seems quite p)ert ; urine crude and cloudy;
pulse frequent and large ; bal. cop. and sweet spirits of

but

tartar

nitre.

Pulse still large and quite frequent ; gave
19th.
dose cream tartar and jalap.
20th.
Seems tolerable ; pulse better ; bal. cop.
and sweet spirits of nitre mixed, and cream tartar as
a laxative.
21st.
Seems quite smart; pulse much better;
bal. cop. &c. as yesterday.
22d.
Rises smart ; medicine as yesterday ; exer
cises more, and seems stronger than usual.
23d.
Seems quite smart, goes home to-day.
a

August 1st.

Came back, better in general, but
in abdomen ; not strong.

sensibly larger
Gave elaterium, operated freely ; sickened
2d.
tolerably.
3d.
Gave do. operated less and sickened less
;
relaxed abdomen some.
4th.
Pulse still frequent; takes tea from 8 till S.
5th.
Seems pert, looks well and fresh ; takes tea
was

cupped.

6th.
Still pert ; was cupped again
to-day ; went
home.
From the 8th to 13th.
Very little change ; pulse
too frequent until the
11th; since then slower at
times.
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pulse generally

little soft.

REFLECTIONS ON THE FOREGOING CASE.
There was something more done to the foregoing
subject, than what is stated above, before I left him;
but all about the same kind of treatment, and with
about similar effect
the case being evidently one
of high and general peritoneal inflammation, not
—

perfectly apprehended by me as such, at first. It is
my opinion, that I treated it too long on prin
ciples of common practice, in cases of ascites. I am
now
prepared to say, that kind of treatment will
perhaps never effect a cure of such a case. I know
this kind of cases are esteemed always doubtful, and
now

best, hard to repress in any way yet found out,
after the disease is perfectly formed, and has taken
thorough possession, formed adhesions, &c. But I
will venture to recommend a plan of treatment that
seems to me to
promise more hope of success, than
other
now
any
usually employed, so far as I know.
In difficult cases, it is said to be "hard to give
good advice." This certainly is just such a case.
Still, governed by what I have seen in the course of
many years' practice among such cases, and with
the aid of as good reasoning as I can get to bear on
at

the subject, I will venture to make some statements
relative to the treatment of this usually unmanage
able disease.
The most serious

difficulty m these cases is, that a
practitioner generally cannot, or at any rate,- does not
decide early enough, that the disease is one of this sort.
I know we are too apt to account for the visceral pains
and obstinate inflammatory pulse, tenderness of ab
domen, &c, upon common principles, and as though
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and tenderness of abdomen existed

in consequence of certain influences that may often
not exist, as agents in the
But a fre
case, at all.

quent and fatal error is made, when we are first ap
plied to, in a case of this sort, if we are governed

only by appearances, and do not duly regard the
pains that exist among some of the abdominal vis
cera

and the tenderness and soreness of the mus
structures of the abdomen, on applying

cles and

pressure over those parts with the hand ; but judg
ing from appearances, determine as I did, a long
time, in the above case, that it is a case of ordinary
ascites, and treat it only as such.
Inflammation of the peritoneum, is probably al
ways attended more or less, with inflammation of some
of the viscera, and some times of all that are contained
This extensive de
in the cavity of the abdomen.
be
will
rangement
certainly
accompanied with more
or less
should
Pains
here,
then, sharpen our
pain.

attention, and instantly excite our apprehension.
For the fact is, in a case of mere ascites, there is
usually no pain, and certainly no abdominal tender
ness, only what little twinges occasionally result
from fibrous distention, and this is transitory.
And
another easily discerned difference between the two
diseases is, namely : Persons with ascites will pro
trude their abdomen much more, in a given length
of time, than in a case of peritoneal dropsy.
A prac
titioner should always be jealous of an abdominal
case, of some while standing, that conies' before him
with a moderate expansion of abdomen.
In these

justly
ments

dreaded peritoneal dropsies, the soft integu
of the abdomen, always feel thick and

livery;

less.
In some cases the whole
abdomen will be thus affected, and in others
only
a
part. And if the subject reclines on his
some. more so, some

back,
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there will be an evident, distinct, and strong pulsa
tion perceived throughout the abdomen.
This pul
sation, in cases of pure, and ordinary ascites, if ob
servable at

all,

is not

near so

strong.

Now I think I have said enough to put practitioners
on their guard, and even enough to enable them only
to detect cases of this ungovernable kind, from plain
cases of genuine ascites.
And it now only remains
for me to endeavor to point out a way in which such
cases ought to be met and treated, as well as I can.

entering on this part of what 1 esteem my duty,
fully aware that there is a great difficulty, and
even some uncertainty.
But in situations in which
we cannot do as well as we could desire, we must
In

I

am

be

content when

hope

that

some

we

one

do
will

as

well as we can, and
after that may do

come

better.^
Admonished by observation, in the course of treat
ing a considerable number of peritoneal cases of
dropsy, I am now fully sensible that I have not been
in the habit of considering and treating them as
cases of as highly inflammatory
type, as I now think
deserve.
is
one
radical error de
they
Here, then,
tected.
In noticing my practice in the foregoing
case, you will observe many cooling hydragogue ca
thartics were administered ; also some heavy por
tions of calomel, riin off with salts, all pointing to
the fact, that I was perplexed with an inflammatory
state of the system ; sometimes perhaps more local,
but at other times more general.
My accompany
ing general treatment indicates, that I was all along
too much thinking that common dropsical treatment,
with now and then one of those antiphlogistic ca
thartics, would certainly indue time, subdue the in
flammatory state of the system. This plan of treat
ment has

never

answered

the desired sanative pur-
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practice.

It is
Cases of this

instance.

kind are, however, fortunately not very common.
And now with my experience aiding me, I would
certainly advise a more active antiphlogistic treat
ment in these cases.
I would suggest bleeding, panging, and perpetual
blistering. The pulse in these cases is always in
flammatory and will bear bleeding. All practition
ers of medicine, know the great utility of bleeding,
in inflammatory states of the system : and equally

they know the kindly influence that passes upon
inflammatory structure, when the excessive arte
rial afflux is abated.
Thus, then, bleeding as a
stands
justified. Drastic purges are reckon
remedy,
ed of a long time among antiphlogistics.
Active
much
cathartics
diminish
the
watery
quantity of the
and
circulating mass,
greatly promote the action of
the absorbents, so does bleeding also, and both empty
the circulatory vessels" ; and thus together, exert a
powerful influence on the deposited serum, wherever
that may be deposited, whether among the abdomi
nal integuments, or within the cavity of the abdo
When you no
men, by exciting the absorbents.
tice in the foregoing case, you will find that the sub
ject was blistered three times, and each time it would
do

ah

seem that the
system had gotten into such an un
controllable state, attended with inflammatory ex
citement, that with all my usual means I could make
no
impression. But from the statements made then
after each blistering, it is evident that it produced a
very beneficial effect every time it was resorted to.
And so blistering, too, stands
highly recommended
as an adjuvant in
this
sort of cases.
I
treating
would advise, as one blister dries
another
be
up,
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drawn perpetually, until the

inflammatory tenden
removed.
But besides the three agents now pointed out, to
wit : Bleeding, blistering and purging I would cer
tainly advise the use of my diuretic after the system
is become fully prepared by early and
actively us
ing the remedies above pointed out, until the inflam
cy -is

entirely

—

matory diathesis of the system is entirely allayed.

And not only would I advise the use of the diuretic,
but also water off of cream tartar, strong
enough to
act as a laxative ; and sweet
of
nitre
occa
spirits
sionally, to aid in cooling the first passages and kid
And in this form of dropsy above all
neys.
others,
I think it of importance to restrain the
patient with
regard to diet. His diet ought to be very spare and
the most bland that is possible.
And such it ought
to be continued until the
person may be considered
sound well.
Exercise either in a carriage or on

horseback, at any pieriod-after treatment has progress
ed some time, is highly
pernicious ; much more so
after treatment than before.

And this is a fact that
holds good, in perhaps all
dropsies— certainly it does
in all cases of ascites.
As in consequence of the
degree of inflammation,
together with the quality of abdominal secretions
that attend this form of
dropsy, as the vessels now
are, there probably always exists a great
to

tendency

forming adhesions of the obdominal viscera, among
themselves, as also of the viscera with the integu

ments, and when either of these forms of adhesion
takes

place, it is a very serious misfortune to the
patient ; therefore I would advise as of first rate
importance, to endeavor to subdue the inflammatory
state

of the system

with

safety

gy the

to the

means

as soon as

the

may be done
instituting with ener
same

patient, by
pointed out, forthwith

above

as soon
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to take charge of the case, viz : Bleed
and purging, &e.
It is my opinion

that after adhesions

formed, it is possible to over
producing inflammation and save
the person's life, and so enable him to linger along
some considerable while.
I had one such, once.
But if the adhesion is considerable, life would im
part no comfort, at any rate very little.

come

are

the water

REASONING ON A CASE OF PERITONEAL
DROPSY.
Before I

finally

leave the

subject

of

peritoneal

dropsy, I think it will be useful to state in a
way, a case or two of that sort of dropsy, that

short

passed

To know a disease when a it
my hands.
man meets with it, and to be able clearly to distinguish
from all other diseases, is necessary, and in practice
To do this, the forego
of inestimable importance.
and
the
statements
there made, will, I
ing case,
be
a
But
think,
quite help.
perhaps to find a little
will
be compatible to
more variety of treatment,
what
little
follows
that may be
practitioners. Here,
considered practical, was in fact only casual, but
may be none the less adapted on that account, as a
hint for a person to conduct cases that otherwise
would present themselves as unmanageable, as peri
The case was
toneal cases in fact, usually are.
this :
A female about ten years old, slender person, blue
eyes, light hair, fair skin ; evidently of feeble consti
was taken in June with peritoneal inflam
tution
mation
high general fever heat of surface and
Considerable compilaint of painful affections
thirst.
in the abdomen
great tenderness of abdomen on
The case had progressed
even
slight pressure.

through

—

—

—

—
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What the parents had done in the
The abdomen
time is not noted.
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blistered

to

enlarge

over

the

when I
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four weeks.

case

up to that

was

beginning

made

I
my first visit.
and directed the con

The child
of gentle cooling laxatives.
stant
bear
treatment.
The en
seemed unable to
strong
largement, however, still progressed. I did not see
the little patient as frequently as I thought her case
really required. One reason for my not seeing her
oftener was, that I had not the least hope of saving
the child's life ; and another reason was, I thought
the father did not much desire me to come and give
The child's abdomen, however,
close attention.
continued to enlarge and the umbilicus began to pro
trude, and being finally extended beyond its endu
rance, it burst and emptied the abdomen perfectly
of its contents of foreign matter.
When all was dis
I
as well as I could and
closed
it
charged,
applied over
it an adhesive plaster. But the matter that formed in
side, seemed disposed ro seek that place as a vent ;
and so it often burst off the plaster.
And I still con
to
die, let us do all we could
sidering the child certain
do, advised the parents to let the plaster go, and
for comfort keep cloths to the piart, which would re
ceive and absorb the fluid as it formed inside, and
This was afterwards so
oozed through the orifice.
done until the child was well.
The matter that flowed out of the child at the
use

time the umbilicus gave way, was apparently a mix
ture of about equal parts of serum and pus, with a
great number of portions of seemingly membranous
films.
These were probably portions of the peritone
um. The quantity which run out at first, was
not,
and could not well be measured, but probably was as
much as two gallons, or it may be some more.

4
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From the time of the rupture, for about two weeks,
was in a manner, nothing done for the preser
She continued, indeed,
vation of the child's life.
to take gentle laxatives, for she was very feeble and
there

seemed daily to grow more so.
My opinion was,
she would weaken on from day to day, until life
would ultimately be extinguished ; because the dis
charge from the orifice was, considering her a small
But still
and feeble subject, very considerable.
and
time
this
the
limits Iliad
by
beyond
keeping alive,
set for her existence, I determined to endeavor to sup
port her constitution under the heavy flux, if I possi
bly could, and from that time on gave her tonics
mostly iron, sometimes elixir vitriol, and sometimes
rust ; and at times when she could or would receive
it, columbo and quinine.
Thus she went on, and after a while discharged
less and less, and daily taking medicine, until the
orifice closed and ceased to discharge altogether.
All this was effected from the first commencement
to the final end, in just about two months.
And
from that time to the present, now ten years, she has
been and remained in the enjoyment of uninterrupted
good health, and is the mother of several children.
It is natural to suppose that I should frequently
have thought on this case, its treatment and event.
I certainly have done so, and now after years' reflec
tion, if I have any opinion on the existence and
treatment of such cases, it is, that they had bet
ter all be treated artificially as near as possible, as
To be more
this was almost altogether naturally.
definite : I believe the best and I feel authorized to say,
perhaps the only, or very near the only scheme by
which a person's life can be saved, who is laboring
—

under extensive peritoneal inflammation and subse
quent dropsy, is early, that is, as soon as good, tin-
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disputed evidence exists of palpable fluctuation in
the abdomen, to make a large incision, say one inch
This had no doubt
in length, into the abdomen.
best be effected in the lima alba, below the umbili
cus.
Then let all run out, as fast as the patient can
bear with comfort and safety.
Afterwards, I would
advise to keep a tent in the orifice to prevent a un
ion of the sides, but allow the spjace for the matter
collecting inside to escape as fast as it may form.
In this way the excoriated and inflamed abdominal
structures could throw off their adherent impurities,
and cleanse and cool themselves, and the matter
thus thrown off would not be retained among the
tender, and in many pilaces excoriated parts, to ac
quire a more acriminous quality, and thereby extend
It is, in my mind, exceed
the internal devastation.
that
the
rawness and
ingly probable
expoliated state
of tbe inside of the abdomen and the abdominal vis
cera, is the chief, if indeed, not the only cause of the
formation of adhesions among the viscera, and be
tween the viscera and the walls of the abdomen.
1 had a patient who died with me, after the water
had been all removed from her, at least as much as
She ate as much as a person
three or four weeks.
but
usually does,
gathered no flesh. She was lean
at first and remained so.
Finally she declined eating
her
and soon died.
I had
body opened in order to
we found no space or
examine her abdominal state
—

cavity in her abdomen at all', except a very small
cavity in the pelvis. All the viscera and intestines
had firmly united, apparently by means of a fleshy
union, all the contents of the abdomen were in the
united to the diaphragm and
same manner firmly
common abdominal integuments, forming from the
diaphragm down, a solid mass.
Of

some more

than four hundred

dropsical patients
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that I have attended, I cannot bring to my recollection
than six well marked cases of what I esteem per

more

itoneal

dropsy, depending upon,
general peritoneal inflammation.

and

proceeding from

Two only of the six
One of the two is the little girl whose case
lived.
is stated above at large, and the other is a man. He
got so well that he still lingers along in life, but is
attended with considerable adhesions formed in his
abdomen, and therefore, of course does not enjoy
good health. My general diuretic plan alone, will
not.be sufficient in many cases of this sort.
Look

above,

"

under

Reflections

on

the

foregoing

case."

INFLAMMATORY DROPSY.

pathologists of the
that is prepared to
present day,
or
as
become dropsical,
very near always, in
always,
own
an inflammatory state. My
opinion is, that no
particular classification can be applied to a system in
that state. In most cases, perhaps in all, at the time of
the effusion taking place, and for some time before
and after that happens, a portion of the circulating
vessels are more thau ordinarily active, or in an ex
But this excitement is nearly in every
cited state.
instance, partial, affecting certain tissues, or viscera
only. Very few, perhaps none of the common dropsies
that we have to do with, are based upon a universal inI

am aware

that

esteem

some

of the

the system
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flammatory state of the system. I think all who
have well noticed the diseased action of the circula
tory vessels of one who is about to go into a dropsi
cal state, must have been struck with the singular
fact, that there is something about such persons, in
a manner
peculiar to such cases, something charac
sui
teristic,
generis, and by no means attended by
an
inflammatory state of tbe general system, as plurisies and other febrile affections are.
In some in
I
the
arterial
force
has
been
found
stances,
grant,
and
active
for
the
lancet, and
sufficiently general
under
those
circumstances
are
bleedings
decidedly
beneficial and ought to be resorted to.
But in most
cases, it will be found that at the same time that
something of a congestive excitement is going on
upon a viscera or structure internally, the capillary
vessels of the surface and the kidneys, will give evi
dence of torpor and want of action, suffering under
constriction.
Upon the whole, so far as my obser
vation goes, I would say, the system under the in
fluence of dropsy, is more disposed to sthenic
than asthenic diathesis ; and the
antiphlogistic
remedies axe more adapted to its condition, than
stimulants and tonics.
But as there is evidently
stricture on some portion or portions of the circulato
ry vessels, antispasmodics are decidedly indicated in
forming a curative plan, that shall fully meet tbe de
mands of a dropsical subject, and restore general dif
fusion and equalization of the circulating fluid to all
the parts of the body.
The foregoing remarks are intended to apply to
dropsies as they commonly exist ; but I have met
with four cases that differed very much from the
general character of dropsies, and still appeared to
These might deserve the
be genuine dropsies too.
appellation

of

Inflammatory Dropsy.
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One of these persons was an old black man, about
sixty-four years old, the other three were young per
All were taken, as far as was known, in a
sons.
state of good health, and in two or three days were
veryjmuch swollen. These cases seemed more to partake of anasarcous type, than either of the other usual
forms ; however, tbey all were considerably enlarg
ed, abdominally. They seemed to suffer from a rath
fixed up
Great force and vol
abdominal structure.
ume of
pulse existed with them. Much heat and
thirst also attended them ; the features of the face
indicated an indescribable degree of anxiety; were
very restless and hot, over all the surface ; the swel
ling pitted, but was evidently more elastic than is
usual in anasarcous cases.
These few cases of this form that I saw, came
on hastily, run out their course speedily, and all soon
ended in death, in less than two weeks from their
commencement.
At the times when these cases
presented, I was otherwise professionally very busy,
md took butlittle notice of the particulars of cases of
this sort ; for which reason I cannot now say what
viscus or structure was the principals uffering one ;
but without doubt, judging by the attending symp
toms, there was great internal visceral suffering, at-

er

dull, deep-seated, strong pain, evidently

on some

ended

by strong inflammation, which, by a jirocess
unknown, had the .adaptation to produce this
udden effusion, and by its intrinsic violence,
;ould, and did, destroy life so soon.
I give it as my opinion, that in every instance of
this form of dropsy, the remote cause, is cooling off
too suddenly after the body has been much heated.
This pernicious cooling off, may be effected in various
ways ; but a very ready one is, being highly heat
ed, and while in that state, receiving into the stomo me
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large draught of cold water, and then imme
diately sitting down and remaining still a good
while, in a cool place thus suddenly checking
perspiration, and throwing the current inwards,
a

—

where it will be apt to fall upon that structure or viscus, which is then under more debility than any oth

and consequently less capable of averting the
afflux with impunity.
All this kind of cases that I have seen, and treat
ed at all, (for one of the four cases which I saw, I
er,

did not attempt to do anything for,) I treated on my
usual pflan of treating dropsy.
I now confess that
I gave them but little critical or therapeutic treat
ment
too little, I am constrained to say. And now
with my little experience, but a great deal of reflec
—

tion about these very cases and others a great deal
similar ; I would unhesitatingly advise the lancet
freely, and if the arterial excitement held up, to re
peat daily, or twice a day, until the violence of the
arterial system is subdued, strong and large doses
of hydragogue cathartics.
Thus I would advise to
on
the
go
treating
patient day by day, until the
becomes
pulse
perfectly and permanently soft, or
even flat.
I much incline to believe that in all such
cases, an emetic Would be an adjuvant of no ordinary
value.
Blistering over the viscus, or most tender
portion of the abdomen, must not be neglected
while the other treatment is attending to.
After the
violent symptoms are perfectly subdued, but the
swelling still remaining either in part or whole, I
see. no
good reason to withhold my diuretic ; I be
But I would
lieve it would then be efficacious.
here say, that when the excessive arterial activity
is well removed, the abdominal pains, and general
heat of the system all subdued and quieted, by the
treatment advised ; if now the surface assumes
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complect ion and feel, and the person con
siderably enfeebled, perhaps the subjoined composi
tion and treatment would be all-sufficient.
a

natural

Take 2 gr. Aloes.
"
1 oz. Rust of

iron, prepared.
Columbo, in powder.
Mix in a pint of any kind of spirits ; a table
spoon full is a dose, ordinarily, but must be taken
act sensibly on the bowels.
so as to
The bottle
must be well shook immediately before
pouring out
"

1

oz.

dose.
It may be taken in three table spoon fulls
of hoarhound tea, or swallowed by itself.

a

DROPSICAL AFFECTIONS FROM
PREGNANCY.
happens, that women in the latter months
gestation, become troubled with swollen feet and

Often it
of

This will not often rise to any serious im
neither
is it often difficult to restrain with
portance,
It usually obtains no medi
in moderate bounds.
cal aid, and perhaps needs none ; but in cases of a
more serious nature, it is necessary to keep the bow
els a little more than comfortably free, either with
salts or cream of tartar, taken along at option.
Los
ing occasionally a little blood wit h a lancet, and observingasmuch as may be consistent with domesticdutics,
a horizontal
position, and dieting light and sparsely
will usually be found sufficient, and is indeed, as
ankles.
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be done with

safety,

while in

a

state.

After

delivery the
flux, something more

bowels should be
so

than would

kept quite

comport with

This must also be effected with
of tartar, or epsom salts ; while at the same
time she ought every morning to take a small tea
spoon full of the prepared rust of iron, to warm her
So
system, and impart momentum to her blood.
much done at this period, will in all probability be
comfort in health.

cream

k
m

|;

^«H» satisfactory.
But

such,

I

^

cases

have

that from

occurred, and
impropriety of

I have
some

seen a

sort, and

few
ne

glecting to attend in due time to the simple direc
tions given above, and it may be from the disadvan
tageous position of the embryo ; also the fault may
be in the form of the parts of the mother, which
the foetus now occupies: from one or other of the
causes now stated, this
sAvelling has been known to
increase and rise up higher and higher still, until it
finally occupied the whole system of the mother,
and even after delivery proved obstinate under the
above gentle treatment, so that in one case of this
sort, I was compelled to resort to my usual diu
retic treatment, to which, however, it readily yield
ed, and then all did well.

t
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WATER WITHIN THE CRANIUM.

Water within the crainium produces several and
somewhat various dieases, all highly nervous and of a
The nervous diseases that
very serious character.
I wish to be understood here as treating of, are
these following forms :
Apoplexy, Epilepsy, Pal

sy and

Insanity.
informed, not to

The

reader is now,

for

always

understand me as supposing, that
an effusion of serum on the brain alone, would
pro
duce all the effects now attributed to it, because it
is well known from post mortem inspection, that
some of these affections have taken place, in conse
quence of extravasation of blood upon- the brain,
and sometimes also, in consequence merely, of too
great an afflux of blood upon the brain, producing
too great fulness and turgescence of the bloodvessels
I only wish to be
of the brain, and other states.
understood as saying, that serous fluid lodged upon

brain, is capable of producing those nervous de
rangements, and often does so, and even causing
the

death itself.
It is not worth while for me to stop and attempt
to point out, where the water is deposited in these
cases, whether between the bone of the cranium
and duramater, or between the dura and piamater,
or between the piamater and the body of the
brain;
or whether it is contained within the
body of the
brain itself, in the ventricles of that important organ.
In these cases of nervous derangement, it is all-im
portant to be as certain as possible, that the derange-
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from water in the head, pressing un
the
brain somewhere.
If we possess any
duly upon
means to remove the serum out of the inside of the
skull short of an operation, it will in practice, make
no
difference in what particular part of that cavity
it is lodged ; because, if taken up at all, it is taken
ment

proceeds

by the agency of the absorbents, and they are
equally distributed through all those parts.
This then, is one reason, why I omit great argu

up

mentation to prove, that under such and such a set of
symptoms, the serum will be found in such and
such

a

part, and under certain other sympitoms it
part. Such dis

will be found in- quite a different
plays might all be strictly true,

but in practice
But
another and
farthing.
reason
that
the
is,
certainty of where
insuperable
the water is lodged, under any set of symptoms, is
not attainable until after death, and opportunities of

would

not

be worth

a

The
this sort of ascertainment, I have not had.
is
of
in
this
fact
matter,
grant
importance
principal
ed, I believe, by all pathological writers, both an
cient and modern ; that sometimes serum does collect
upon the brain, and when there collected and found,
was believed to have caused the disease which was
This universal admission
the death of the subject.
is all-sufficient for my purpose.
Such is the delicacy of the brain, and importance
too, that it should possess a due degree of tone, and
neither much more, nor much less tone may be con
tinued for any considerable length of time, without
serious disorder to the mental and muscular action ;
that the wise Creator has provided cavities within
the body of the brain, where may be deposited a
portion of the redundant blood, that may at times
be driven through the brain, which blood after
wards becomes absorbed and carried into the circu-
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But the inside of the cranium,
like all other cavities in the human body, is liable to
disease ; and this diseased state of the internal ves

bating

mass

again.

is often such as to qualify them to
deposit serum into that cavity, as in other diseased
circulatory structures, happens to other cavities,

sels of the

skull,

each structure of deranged blood vessels, making a
serous deposite into its own appropriate cavity.
Thus it may seem that the several structures and
ramifications of the blood vessels of the cranium are
liable to become diseased in that part of the human

system, and fitted
the cranium, the

to

effuse

same

serum
as

into the cavity of
diseased vessels of

way
other cavities effuse serum into their appropriate
cavities, with this difference only, that deposits
made by diseased vessels, into the cellular tissue,
into the abdomen or into the chest, merely fill those

but deposits made upon the brain, or
within the cranium, will impart too nine htone to
the brain, and so deprive the person thus afflicted,
of the use of his right mind, or the voluntary con
trol of his muscular action.
From what is now said, I think all unbiased and
unprejudiced persons may see in what way, I believe
it happens that the serum is formed within the crani
um that produces those irregularities that attend each
one of the former diseases, named above, namely:
Apoplexy, Epilepsy, Palsy and Insanity, when they
or either of them form from scrum on the brain
; for
it is well known to writers on pathology, that each
one of those diseases
may exist, or take place, inconse
quence, either of serous or sanguinous fullness of
cranium, and consequently under pressure upon the
brain.
I will now only further state, that I have
long believed, that the one or the other of the fore
going diseases was produced, according as the wa-

cavities;
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ter in the head was lodged, and
pressing on one or
another part of the brain ; and the degrees of in
tensity of the effect on the nerves, was determined
by the quantity effused, and consequently the
It is well known
amount of pressure on the brain.
that fits of Epilepsy get stronger, and often more
frequent too, with age or length of continuance,
and Apoplexy, if its first shock does not bereave
the subject of life, the second stroke will be more
serious than the first, and the third to a proverb, will
kill.
The same of Palsy.
Insanity left to itself,
is certain to increase in intensity, until it arrives at
a certain point of virulence, or
deprives the person
of life.
Now, this confessed, and well known aug
mentation of intensity of the nervous irregularity is,
\ think, proof positive, of the increase and accumu
lation of the original cause
serum on the brain.
—

SYMPTOMS FROM SERUM ON THE
BRAIN.

Dropsy within the cranium, producing the diseas
es just now
pointed out, is usually attended with
some of the following symptoms, as well as I have
been able to observe them.
Headache, and perhaps
mostly in the forepart of the head painful dartings
These affections
from one temple to the other.
a
of the head, are often excruciatingly severe
sense, more or less of giddiness of the head, attend—

—
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ed at the same time, with a sense of weight in the
head.
Liability to roaring in the head ; at times
there is an evident pulsation felt in the head ; fre
quent bleedings from the nose ; these are usually
small ; occasionally, and only by spells, imperfect
vision ; a seeming hurry of the mind, favoring ine
briation, is often observable ; the judgment is often
sensibly imperfect ; these persons sleep unusually
heavy, and their sleep is apt to be attended with
strong snoring, &c.
If after these, or some of these symptoms have
been known to exist with a person for some time, he
should be taken with epilepsy, paralysis, &c. there
need remain no doubt of the cause being pressure,
and probably serous pressure on the brain.
But I
believe that a number of the subjects of these dis
eases, attended with undue pressure on the brain,
are not sensible of any derangement existing in their
heads.
And with my experience, which is, howev
er, quite limited in these diseases, I am induced to
believe, that all the symptoms a subject is sensible
of, will not in every instance, be sufficient to direct
our judgment in forming an opinion.
For, in some
of the few cases which I have attended to, they said,
after they were well, they were sensible of an un
natural state of things to have existed in the head,
which they, before recovery, were insensible of ex
isting with them, and I further believe, that the cause
of epfilepsy, paralysis and insanity too, is much more
frequently a dropsical or watery head, than has been
hitherto generally supposed ; and if such persons
were treated in a way to remove the water off their
brain, they would get well.
Great nervous derangements, such as are named
above as diseases from water in the heads, are in
their appearance

and

effect

exceedingly various,
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same cause

;

lodgments

serous

upon the brain.
Wherefore, I think all irregulari
ties of this kind, which cannot be traced to any
known cause, might deserve atrial of the medicine,
here about to be recommended to remove water
of the head.

out

TREATMENT OF EPILEPSY FROM WATER
ON THE BRAIN.
On commencing treatment to draw the water out
of the head of a person on whom water there pro
duces epilepsy ; I would advise to commence with
administering an active cathartic, consisting of twen
ty grains of calomel, given at bedtime, and run off
After
with a heavy dose of salts, next morning.
the purge is well done operating, which will certainly
be the case at 2 o'clock, so that at 2 you commence
using the diuretic as usual, during the afternoon of
this first day.
You will give four table spoon fulls
of the seneca and not quite one table spoonfull of the
digitalis alternating the two articles asis usual, (see
treatment of anasarca,) so as to give each article
every two hours, but the one or the other every
hour.
You will go on so, until eight o'clock at
—

night.
On the second day, begin giving the diuretic at
eight in the morning, and continue giving it every
hour, all day, until eight at night again. Always
begin and end by giving the seneca first and last.
Alternate the two articles to-day again, as before di
rected ; but on this day you will give five table
two of the digitals.
spoon fulls of the seneca and
On the third, fourth, &c. days, you will begin at

the

same

give

the

time of
same

day,

as

on

the

day, and
formerly ;

second

quantity, alternating

as
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and

keep on daily, at the same time watching
your patient well, and as soon as you find that his
nerves give evidence of the
system being fully
charged, desist. (See note 7th.) And now dis
continue the diuretic a day or two, to give time for
those nervous symptoms to subside in a good degree,
and in this while you will give a heavy hydragogue
so

After the nervous affections have some
what subsided, you will enter upon the administra
tion of the diuretic again, and go on with it as long

cathartic.

bear it, before you again desist
is
to be observed in every course
This
giving
of giving the diuretic, to wit : Giving the medicine
as long as the
system can bear it, (Note 22,) and
as

his

nerves can

it.

suspense of the diuretic, if nothing
forbids, you ought to administer an active hydra
gogue cathartic, until there is evidence that the wa
ter is all removed out of the head.
In some cases? I have thought the fits have be
come more frequent, and even more strong, as the
system was more and more filling with the diuretic.
In others, however, as soon as the subject became
somewhat full, and the pulse and all well under the
influence of the diuretic, the fits perfectly ceased.
I will however say here, that persons, either way
affected as regards fits, (when this treatment is like
ly to cure them,) will about this time, display a
strange, and quite evident deficiency of mental pow

during

every

(Note 23.)

er.

It
tal
in

seems

cause

thing
wit

easy to

see

the

cause

of this stated

men

direliction, and as it is of no material consequence
practice, whether we certainly know the true

:

of it or not, I shall say but little about it. One
is certain, and that is enough in piractice, to
The brain requires a due degree of tone to

enable it to

suppily

the mind with

regular ideas, and
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This tone being of
the muscles with due strength.
of
the subject will
usual degree, the understanding
be as perfect as his Maker intended it should be.
Much increase of tone will bring on distraction and
incoherence of ideas, as is the case in a fit of inebri
ation.
A deficiency of tone is attended with debil
and paucity of ideas, as is observable
of
mind,
ity
a
person in a protracted nervous fever.
upon
So far as I have been able to judge what would
be the proper management of epileptics, from the
small number of cases that I have attended, I think
I would recommend the following plan : Give my
diuretic medicine very actively at first, and every
six, eight, or ten days, an active hydragogue cathar
tic, and do so on until that peculiar state of mind, re
ferred to above, (see note 23,) has been once well
oftener than once cannot in many
After this has been attained, I
cases be effected.
would advise to encourage them to mix with com
I now suppose that the fits have much mod
pany.
erated, or entirely ceased. But if fits still more or
less continue, I would advise the diuretic to be con
tinued, heavy on, until a second effect on the mind
is produced, or the fits altogether discontinue ; and

produced, perhaps

I think company, and
be granted them.
had
best
pleasant lively company,
But occasionally, say once in from ten days to two
whenever the fits have

ceased,

let the diuretic be administered in a degree
of moderation.
Governed by the few cases which I have attend
ed, it is my opinion, that when the cause of fits,
(water upon the brain,) has yielded, and the water is
even
perfectly removed, the fits do not always im
and
cease, but gradually, and in

weeks,

mediately
some

ever,

perfectly

time, they will finally
this will only be so in

cease.

old and

I think, how

long

continu-
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ed cases, but not every time, even in those kind of
for one of my patients had been fourteen
cases,
in
succession, exercised by fits, when I at
years,
—

tended him, and as soon as he got-under the influ
ence of the medicine, his fits ceased. But be all this
as it may, in some cases the fits will not, at once,
cease ; and such cases will require time, and some
management, as may suggest itself to the practition

Stimulation may be tried, with great prudence.
After the water has been perfectly removed, as
may be judged by the indications given before, in
their proper places, the patient had better be direc
ted to take occasionally a course of the diuretic
medicine, say oiie course every ten or fifteen days,
governed by attending symptoms, for four or five
months ; and be very strongly enjoined not to ex
ercise to a degree- of heating his blood much, and
be very careful to cool off gradually, in case he
should get more than ordinarily warm. Also should
he be admonished against fatiguing himself exces
sively. In winter his feet should be kept as warm
I do not think that a subject of epilep
as possible.
to
be
encouraged to believe himself per
sy ought
secure iu his recovery, under twelve months
fectly
this is,
from the commencement of his treatment,
understood
as
to
be
to
however, only
applying cases
Persons
of
this kind too,
of some years' standing.
to
avoid
the
use of in
should be specially enjoined
toxicating drink, and fits of anger, or any sudden
high excitement of. the mind, either of joy or fear:
would certainly be inju
as all such irregularities
er.

—

If there should be observed to exist, a great
tendency of the blood to the head, bathing the feet
frequently, in warm water, and applying cold water
freely to the head, with laxative bowels and blood
letting, according to the pulse, must be enjoined.
rious.

■
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ON THE NATURE AND TREATMENT OF

PARALYSIS.
It is well known to the medical world
yes, much
that in cases of paralytic affection from
water or extravasated blood on the brain, there is
no certain, no undoubted and reliable
remedy at
hand.
But the fact is, there is often water
only,
but sometimes extravasated blood,
lodged upon the
brain, the most tender and delicate, and most im
portant organ in all the structure of the human
body. And these deposits are believed yes, they
are known to have done mischief
there, and ought
to be gotten away
to
relieve
the person,
speedily,
the subject of this scene, from suffering, ay, from
death itself, it may be; and a very miserable form
of death too
half dead and half not dead, while
—

too well

—

—

—

living

but partly bereft of right
cases.
But it is not worth while
for me to paint here
all know the picture;
and every body that sees one in this state is com
—

reason

partly rational,

in many

—

pelled, painfully,

to

sympathize with him, and
instantly if it were in

would relieve the sufferer
his power.

Now, to be present under such circumstances
the attending, it may be the highly esteemed '-fam
ily physician" and see himself looked to by the
patient, and all present, relatives and friends, with
expectant eyes ; O! the unpleasant feelings that a
considerate physician, has, when he looks at and
sees all this, and knows that he has no sure, no re

—

—

liable remedial treatment at his command ; but in
making out his prescription, is compelled to rely on
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and, for the most part, inadequate
remedies.
unavailing
Time, with the healing power of nature, if the
seat of the affection is not upon too delicate a part
of that sensitive organ, the brain, may so divide
the pressure, and besides, by a strange but fortunate
and wisely ordered capacity of the human sys
tem, of accommodating itself to casualties, may, and
generally will, bring things into a better, or at least
And if the person is not
Jess distressful condition.
"
struck a second and then a third time," and so be
comes speedily deprived of life, these natural pow
ers, together with time and a little help, it may be,
from the attending physician, may, and do, in some
degree, often restore to vitality and voluntary use,
the portion of nerves which produce this sad state
of things, and the condition of the person will be
essentially improved. But such persons will very
seldom, perhaps never, become restored by these ef
forts of nature and time, together with all that art
now can do, to perfect and original soundness and
some

few poor,

and

faculties.
to be only sporting with words, to
enter upon a lengthy exhibition of arguments, to
Show the utter destitution the profession labors un
der, with regard to substantial and reliable remedies
with which to meet the demands of the system of
If the cause of the
affection.
one under

agility

of

bodily

It would

seem

paralytic
palsy is what our pathologists inform us it is,
deposit of serum, or extravasation of blood

viz.

a

upon
and no one doubts the truth of that as
then this cause, the serum or blood, must
the cause
be removed out of the head, before the effect pro
This fluid must be drawn
duced by it will cease.
off the brain, to relieve the brain of that benumbthe brain

—

—
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ing pressure on the nerves. This is evident at first
sight, and needs no p>roof.
Happily for those afflicted with paralytic diseas
es, which proceed either from serum effused, or
blood extravasated upon the brain, anywhere, to
suit all such cases, I feel happy that I can say, I
believe I have found a remedy, a sure relief, to re
move the cause of their discomfort.
And if, in my
calculation on the efficacy of my diuretic for all
such cases, I

not greatly mistaken, I may raise
and
look a little into futurity, and es
my thoughts
timate the amount of human suffering I have been
made the instrument of saving my fellow men from.
am

The amount of suffering averted from the afflicted
will be truly great, if my diuretic acts as potently
in removing foreign matter from the brain, in cases
where such matter, lying on any part of that system,
produces palsy in its various forms, as when the
eventu
same state of things existing on the brain,
And I am constrained to say, I
ates in epilepjsy.
the cause of
see no cause for which it might not
both diseases being the same, attended with some
—

shades of difference only, but substantially the same,
and perhaps differing only in the place of occupan
cy.
sorry that I was not earlier in
life struck with the sameness of the cause of the
two diseases
epileposy and palsy so that I could
have tested the efficacy of my diuretic on a
I

am

truly

—

—

myself

cases of
palsy, before I felt myself compelled to
If I had tested its efficiency in cases
write this.
of this sort, I believe that I might now say, that it
But I will say,
had perfectly relieved paralytics.
not hesitate to use it in paralytic
need
practitioners
to their knowledge, never
cases, because it may,
in
such
been
cases, viz. cases of palsy.
have
given

few
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here say, that the time once was, that I had
and in that
never tested its efficacy on epileptics ;

I

can

instance I had nothing analagous to prompt me, only
the fact that the cavity of the cranium had absorb
ents, as other cavities have, out of which I had tak

I tried it, however, and found it per
the water.
form exceedingly much to my satisfaction; and so I
think it will do in cases of paralysis.
My diuretic
a
is
composition certainly very powerful promoter
of the absorbents; so much so, that whether there
be blood or serum deposited on the brain, the med
icine will influence and excite the absorbents, so as

en

induce them to take it up.
I will now only further add, in case it should be
and I have no disposition to call it in ques
a fact
there has been found in the brain, post
that
tion
from
mortem,
paralysis, indubitable evidence of the
disease having been occasioned by inflammation and
turgescence of the blood vessels of various mem
branes inside the skull.
Now, supposing this to be
to

—

—

a

fact, the Digitalis of my diuretic composition will,

by

a

medical influence almost

peculiar

to

itself,

act

case, restrictively on the portion of blood
vessels that may be in that state, and so remove the
afflux and fullness now acting on the brain, as the

in such

a

paralytic affection. But aside of this, the
portions, constituting jointly my diuretic, ex
ert, together, a very salutary influence on diseased
structures, which are in an inflammatory state ; emp
tying full and turgid vessels, as well as viscera, and
restoring parts thus deranged, to usual and healthy
cause

of

two

action.
So far

I can take it upon myself to impart di
practitioners, in regard to the manner of
administering my diuretic, in a case of paralysis, I
would advise to observe all the directions given, in

rections

as

to
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an
epileptic. I can see no good reason to
the
treatment
of the two diseases, seeing the
vary
cause of both affections is the same
effused fluid

treating

—

upon the

brain,

fullness

of the
superordinary
vascular
And
fur
brain, produced by
turgescence.
it
be
that
one
or
the
other
form
of
dis
ther,
may
eased affection, epilepsy or palsy, is produced ac
cording as one or another portion of the brain is
the seat of the morbid affection.
And this I much
or a

incline to state, as it is my favorite opinion.
I
further think it very probable, when the serum or
blood, imparting the unused fullness and pressure
on the brain, is removed, that the same dereliction
of mind may take place in this as in epilepsy.

(See

note

23.)

It is not to be

without any prac
experience,
particulars of the
treatment and special management, that may be de
manded in the course of conducting cases of palsy

tical

supposed that,

I

can

state all the

this, my new mode. In all, it is very probable
special management will be required; and
certainly in some cases much more than in others.
My particular diuretic composition exerts great in
fluence on the absorbents, and piroduces wonderful
benefit, when the system is in a suitable state. But
notwithstanding its potency is great, as now stated,
it will only do what it can do ; and, in many in
stances, will leave some things to be effected by
on

some

This is its character and
other medical agents.
of performing in common dropsies of the
several forms, when of long standing ; and there
without a doubt, may be expected to be the
manner

fore,
case

in diseases of the brain.

And these

extras

—

are obliged, in a good degree, to
these addenda
be left to the judgment and discretion of the at
physician, knoAving what parts are in
—

tending
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being acted upon, and considering what
changes are desired to be effected ; and
change
now watching and well observing whether the de
sired effect has been obtained, and if not obtained,
critically to pry into, and search for, the cause why

need of

or

If your medicine has power to
certain purpose, and it is duly given, but
without avail, there certainly exists a cause.
This

this failure exists.
effect

a

should be determined, and on common prin
ciples of good practice, attempted to be removed
by the attending physician. But more of this in
another place.
(See note 13.)
cause

APOPLEXY.

Cases of apoplexy will in general afford but little,
if any opportunity of administering aid from medical

treatment, because, in attacks of this
are

kind,

persons

rendered incapable of much voluntary
of any kind ; wherefore I would say, as apo

generally

effort

produced

in a similar way as palsy and epi
is
viz : by cerebral derangements, from deposits
on the brain, if the sufferer should be, or at
any
time comes to be, able to take my diuretic medi
cine, I would strongly advise that it should be given,
because nearly every instance of that affection, is

plexy
lepsy,

brought on either by
the brain, or effusions

extravasation of blood upon
of serum, so that if the per-
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only possesses the power of deglutition and ra
tionality, he ought forthwith, be put upon taking
the medicine, premising copious blood fitting.
On
I
would
advise
to
ad
principles,
good therapeutic
minister the Digitalis quite liberally, and the Sene
The pro
ca only lightly in affections of this kind.
be
this
can
of
practice
easily perceived.
priety
As in this affection, generally, all medical treat
ment is precluded by the inutility, to the subject, of
his ordinary voluntary faculties, occasioned by the
shock which the brain has received, and nothing can
be done, that the profession is acquainted with, likely
to afford certain relief, except the little promise that
there is in bleeding, both general and topical, cup
ping, blistering, repellants, &c., it is not prudent
for me to dwell any longer on the treatment of appoplexy, because I have never attempted to conduct
of it on my new plan
a case
therefore, must
what
little
has been said,
refer the practitioner to
and to his own good judgment.
son

—

INSANITY.
With

regard

to cases

of

insanity, occasioned

very

That this
effused on the brain.
usually by
is so, is universally admitted from great antiquity.
water

But

of rationality
owing to the utter bereavement
the disease,'1 it hapsubject, accompanying

of the

pens'that usually^ buflittle
5

can

be' done 'With medi^

t
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As an utter
for such unfortunate persons.
destitution of the powers of the mind of a highly
esteemed member of a family, and that probably for
life, is truly a very great blast to the hopes of a fami
ly, and the comfort and domestic enjoyment of a
household, and often even a whole neighborhood,
therefore it would be well to try for relief and do

cine

possibly can be done, by such treatment as
promises any rational ground of hope for relief, from
all that

great

so

a

calamity.

Influenced by the views and considerations

now

occular evidence in such cases,
stated,
I would recommend to do, what is indeed often
now done, and has been the practice for many ages
past, viz : Let the head of such an one be trepan
ned, and while that is open, let the water be gotten
as

out,
the

as

well

head,

by

be.
And if water is found in
there
will be, the patient will
usually
become
more
rational.
I
very sensibly

much

presently,

as

as can

as

would advise that all who thus become improved
by the discharge of water, in consequence of tre
panning, should immediately have the diuretic ad
ministered to them, in quite full doses, (five table
spoon fulls of the seneca and one spoon full of the
digitalis,) and at regular hourly intervals, alter
nating the two articles as usual. And thus I would
advise ; carrying on the case, day by day, without
intermission, as long as the nerves of the person
As soon as a suspension of the
will possibly bear.
diuretic was indicated, I would advise a hydra-

cathartic, stronger or weaker, according to
strength of tbe patient. Thus I would advise
push the case on, and I feel assured that ulti

gogue
the
to

crown the effort.
without
Trepanning,
preventing a re-accumula
be
would
in
tion,
my estimation, just like tapping

mate success will
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person and letting the cause of accumulation ope
on.
Persons may thus have become partially
relieved of the piroximate cause of their insanity, as
public records attest. But I should esteem it not
after removing
near so certain and permanent, as,
the cause of insanity, by opening the head, and
letting out the water, and by that means restoring
the person to some improved degree of rationality ;
then, forthwith, administering medicine that js
calculated to prevent a re-accumulation, and regu
late and set to healthy action the vessels of the dis
eased portion of the brain, which occasioned the
deposit. By doing as is now pointed out, I be
lieve many of these unfortunate persons might be
reclaimed.
I have seen a few persons, who in pro
cess of time, became obstinately and violently in
sane, who would at first, have been capable of be
ing prevailed upon to take medicine. Even then, a
person might easily know them to be insane.
These persons usually seem wrong only on one, or
at most, a very few points at first.
Persons while
in this state, properly the incipient stage of insani
ty, ought to take my diuretic heavily. By doing
so, I have no doubt they would be saved the opera
tion of trepanning, and probably insanity for life.
a

rate
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ASTHMA.
This disease is now so well known by all classes
of people, that a particular description is not thought
It certainly is a most distressing
necessary here.
disease, attended with just alarm to the subject.
A person laboring under a heavy attack, often feels
The characteristic
certain of instant suffocation.
in
this
complaint is : a difficult
difficulty attending
or short breathing, or a laborious
wheezing inspi
ration, attended with a sense of straightness in the
breast, as if a strong bandage were drawn very tight
around the chest.
There are indeed several varieties of this disease,
but as this essay is not intended as a systematic dis
play, I shall pass by all minor distinctions, by what
ever names nosologists may have classed them, into
various genera and species, and content myself by
expressing my desire to be understood as treating
of any and all diseases attended with stricture of
In
the chest, and a wheezing, difficult breathing.
a word, all serious, and more or less
dif
permanent
ficulties of the respiratory organs, originating from
constriction.
It may be deduced from the known powers of
the several components of my hydropic compound,
that it must possess, in a high degree, besides diu
retic qualities, that also of a superior anti-spasmodic.
It is by its exerting this influence on the system,
that it is useful to a great degree, in
removing a con
firmed dropsical diathesis.
In such a case the kid
neys are constricted, the surface is dry, and the insen
sible pores closed up ; all these known states of the
system, are more or less evincive of a constrictive
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My diuretic is known to relax
derangements, and this must
be done by its anti-spasmodic and relaxant power,
and hence, then, its admirable efficiency in asthma,
which is confessedly a spasmodic disease.
I cured many asthmatics of asthma, while I was
treating them designedly, only with a view of cur
ing them of hydrothoracic dropsy. A long con
tinued asthma is apt to induce hydrothorax.
These
were the cases I cured, both of dropsy and asthma,
when I really had no respect to astbma, and indeed
in several instances, I did not even know at the
time of treating them for the dropsy, that they
but years after
were subject to asthmatic disease,
I had cured them of dropsy, they told me that since
I had cured them of dropsy, they felt no more the
asthma, to which they bad long been habitually
and heavily subject.
Thus it seemed, they were
cured of both diseases at the same time, and by
using the same medicine. Some of these persons
had been quite long suffering under asthmatic af
One of them, I well remember, told me
fection.
that he had been a subject of asthma from a boy,
A certain medi
and he is now sixty odd years old.
cal gentleman, however, whom I cured, both of
dropsy and asthma, was the first person who in

spasmodic
and

state.

remove

all these

pure cases of asth
cases and suc
such
ma.
I tested my medicine
he came
when
ceeded.
This medical gentleman,
to me, was, besides being anasarcously dropsical, into
which state he fell by excessive loss of blood, (in
duced

me to

try my diuretic

on

on

break the asthmatic spasm, which was very
obstinate,) under my diuretic treatment for dropAs in asthma, unmixed with dropsy, there will
He soon had relief from both diseases.
sy.
be no water to run off the redundance of the diuretorder

to
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in

nervous

to the

I advise that my diuretic

dropsies
system

capacity
be given,

; the
and

of the

about
of ordinary quantity, (see treatment of dropsy,) un
til the nerves give way, (see note 7th ) then discon
tinue, until the nerves are restored to their ordinary
state, which will take a day or two, then adminis
ter the diuretic again, and so you will go on until
the spasm and tightness of the breast have become
relaxed, and breathing can be performed with tol
erable comfort ; after this you will direct smaller
doses, and to be given only a part of each day, with
two and three days intervals, so as merely to keep
the pulse sensibly under the influence of the medi
cine.
The diuretic will produce a soft and slow
nerves.

pulse.
I advise that in asthma as well as in dropsies, a
person be kept three or four weeks under the in
The stricture of the chest
fluence of my diuretic.
or
will indeed be removed,
comparatively so at fur
of
the
first week of taking it, but
thest, in the course
the spasmodic diathesis of the respiratory apparatus
must be rooted out, and perfectly changed back to
health.
That this be well done, any one can see at
once that it may require at least as much as three or
That even might seem to a practical
four weeks.
man, as too short a time ; but governed, as I was at
first, by the length of time my dropsical asthmatics
were under treatment for dropsy, in which time
they
obtained a cure of their asthmatic liabilities, as well
as of dropsy, so that the asthma never returned
on
them again ,thus it is seen why I adopted the
same period, and as near as one can, the same
quan
tities of medicine, with my first purely asthmatic
patient, that I usually observe with my dropsical
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patients, and seeing my first patient got well and
well, I adopted that time with all, or very
nearly all my subsequent cases. That length of time
will answer; whether much less would, is unknown

remain

to me, but think it very doubtful.
In making out directions
which to treat

by

asthma,

I find it impossible to avoid leaving a good deal to
the judgment of the attending physician ; for in
stance, the spasm of one person may be more fixed
and of a nature more slow to yield, while in others,
the spasm

strong

yields

although apparently as
frequeut of recurrence, and

at once,

onset,
nature, as slow
as

an

I must,
to relax as any.
as
I
have
that
so
far
confess
however,
practised in
all
the
cases
I
have
found
asthma,
yield very early,

left

to

exceeding two days. These things must be
watched, and fitly met, in case any thing unto
ward should appear, by the attending physician.
none

The

nerves

too, of different parsons bear medicine

differently. All such things require some
watching over, and of a nature that I cannot here
I have never, in one case, given additional
state.
pectoral or other medicine, except cooling cathar
I incline to think any pectoral appendage
tics.
would be altogether useless, if not even hurtful.
Before closing on asthma, I feel it my? duty to
very

doubt the fitness of cold
would attempt to
one
winter atmosphere,
of
make a cure in a case
asthma, unless the best of
himself from
care is taken by the patient, to save
to cold
warm
from
sudden and great vicissitudes
can be
cure
an
air.
I think it doubtful that
abiding
out
in all
to
is
effected if the
go

state, that 1 have

reason to

when

permitted
subject
weather, following his usual out-of-door business,
while taking the^diuretics, in common raw winter
weather.

Under such circumstances, all

that

can
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to be expected, is exemption
The soft spring
of
asthma.
fits
from usual heavy
be
to
are
and summer seasons,
preferred. I scarce

be

promised and ought

need to remind the scientific man, that the dis
a
ease under consideration is
spasmodic one, and
that the plan for removing it, must be strictly anti
spasmodic, in order to succeed. My diuretic is
truly and powerfully such an article,. and therefore

ly

will break up and remove that spasmodic diathesis,
the re-producing cause of asthma, if no attending
circumstance more potent than it, is suffered to at
Cold is constricting, and of course the very
tend.
opposite in its tendency to what is intended to be ef
fected by my composition, and therefore clearly

pernicious.
ADDITIONAL REFLECTIONS ON THE
FOREGOING.
Thus I have given and communicated all, I be
lieve, that I possess of value, or think necessary to
communicate, on the regular treatment of diseases,
either from an effusion
to which man is incident,
of serum, or extravasation, or accumulation of
blood, any where inside of the cranium, or in any
other cavity, for the removing of which, my diuret
ic compound possesses special virtues, so far as now
In giving my treatment, I was
known to rne.
careful to name all the places that are made use of
by nature, as places of deposit, on these occasions.
There are some cavities in the human body, be
sides those which I named, that are sometimes
found to contain serum ; as, the pericardium,
which has often been found quite full of serum, and
But as I possess no certain
very much distended.
to distinguish and
which
know
diagnostic, by
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laboring under pericardial
drop>sy,
hydrothorax, I wish to be under
stood as embracing cases of pericardial dropsy un
der my treatment of hydrothorax. I the more
readily did so, as in practice there is no difference ;
only I have thought that incases which I believed
pericardial, to remove the water required more ac
tivity in the administration of my diuretic, than
common hydrothorax.
What is commonly called dropsy of the uterus,
or
any of its appendages, is intended to be fully
embraced, and was so designed, under the denomina
tion of ascites.
The treatment of ascites, recom
mended under that head, will answer for collec
patient

is then

and not

tions of water in the abdomen, from any cause.
The water will be thrown into the abdomen, wheth
er
proceeding from uterine derangement, peritoneal,
hepatic, or any other visceral or structural disease in
that part of the body.
Therefore, for the sake of
I
name
but intend to be understood,
ascites,
brevity,
in
my treatment, all the dropsies occa
embracing
sioned by the derangement of any of the organs,
that effuse serum into that cavity, when in a suita
ble state of derangement for effusion.
Encysted
dropsies will, probably, never be removed and cured
by medicine. Such sacks are altogether destitute
of absorbents. Neither will hydrocele be subject
to my diuretic treatment.
If I have any opinion
at all on the subject of those unnatural and partial

matter, which sometimes take
various parts of the body, but do not ma
terially affect the constitution of the person, I would
say, none of that kind of cases, in all likelihood, will
be benefited by my diuretic treatment.
It may not be amiss here, to show that the use
of my diuretic in diseases other than common
dropsies, as I now have done, is not empyricism,

deposits'
place on

of

serous
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disposed
it

to

brand my

may be, statements
elsewhere made, of a similar kind.
It might be
that
would
medicine
said,
do, probably, to cure
my
but
cannot
be
dropsy,
expected to cure every other
bad complaint.
So it may not.
But on closer
observation, it may be readily seen, that I do not
recommend it in any case, onl} where it is to act as
a diuretic, a
promoter of the absorbents, ox as an
anti-spasmodic. Now it is known, that my diuret
ic composition is a first rate promoter of the absor
bents, is a powerful diuretic, and is perhaps excell
ed by nothing now known and now in use as an
anti-spasmodic. The one or the other of those now
named powers, it is expected to exert in every in
stance, when it is recommended by me, wherever
found in this little Volume, and I will here state
that I believe the same, or something much like
the same composition, might be profitably em
ployed in several, it may be many diseases, that I
do not say anything about.
The agents are po
If vitality in any chronic
tent, all must agree.
case, is too low, there can perhaps be nothing ad
ministered as a stimulus, that would be equally
certain to raise it, and retain the same degree of
permanence, without affecting the brain, as the
seneca ; and again, if the brain, in any old lingering
disease, should seem to suffer from fullness, or ex
cessive tendency to the brain, the digitalis would
be naturally indicated ; and if needs be, its excess
of repellant influence from the brain, indicated by
the softness and slowness of the pulse, would
again be contracted by the stimulant action of the
seneca, administered at the same time.
Thus, the
of
the
and
would be
system
might
torpid parts

foregoing

statements ;
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that usual remedies would have a bet
No doubt we often lose patients, for

of the system

being equally

excited.

SOME GENERAL REMARKS.

perfect understanding of my mode of treat
ing dropsical persons, is conceived by me, as of the
utmost importance, both to physician and patient,
I beg the mere reader to excuse me, for introducing
As

a

few pages here that will seem to him, quite desti
of interest ; but the solicitous practitioner, will
find it altogether interesting.
He will learn by
that
I
do
over
not
it,
looking
depend solely upon
my diuretic, to perforin and do every thing that is ne
cessary to be done by medicine, to effect a cure in a
case of dropsy. That composition of mine, will indeed
effect some changes in the system, better than any
thing else will, with which the profession is now
acquainted, and which changes are indispensable
in restoring to speedy and perfect soundness, the
various circulatory, secretory and excretory struc
It will
tures of a greatly deranged human system.
be found to act sanatively on the heart and circu
latory system, and if this, as it often is, greatly too
active, it possesses the power of reducing that ex
cess, and this it does, probably, by the influence of
And again, if the sen
the digitalis on the nerves.
a

tute

sorial power is

greatly deficient, this being

evinced
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of the
of the

circulatory apparatus,
capillary system, the
to the fibres
constituting
the structure of the whole body ; which accelerat
ing influence is equally imparted to the brain and
And thus it is, that the pulse will
nervous system.
become more energetic and healthy.- Thus, I look

by

a

and entire
seneca will

torpidity
impart energy

upon it, the desired medium of the action of the heart,
and circulation is obtained.
Part of the compound
the
tendency of which is to ex
possessing power
while
another
cite,
part of said compoound represses

sensorial influence upon the heart and arterial
system, he will see, too, that in the progress
of treating one of these old and bad cases,
attended with considerable functional, and often
structural derangements, I introduce several differ
ent articles ; some as adjuvants, and others, to effect
other particular remedial purposes ; and finally, he will
see that, as I commonly
my diuretic will
express it,
do
what
the
articles
only
composing it will en
able it to do," but will leave much to be done with
other medicine.
I think it proper here to append a few cases of
dropsy treated by me, showing my daily practice,
as in all probability, best calculated to
give a per
fect view to a practitioner, of my manner of- treat
ing dropisical persons ; in which exhibition, I give a
daily statement of the condition of my patients, as
weh as I can, concisely ; as also, the means with
which I try to meet current cvolvements.

the

"

The cases which I shall select, to pass before my
readers, shall all be such as had something attend
ing them, which constituted them at the time of
more difficult than common
cases are
esteemed to be ; besides common cases of the three or-

treatment,
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dinary forms anasarca, ascites and hydrothorax,
fully treated under their several names.
—

The several

cases

that

follow,

are

are

taken from my

note book.

CASE II

ASCITES

A female

OF ABOUT TWO

YEARS'

STANDING.

about thirty-five years
of choleric
black hair and eyes
dark skin
florid lips
features and limbs shrunk, but her abdo
men quite
large, and tense— pulse frequent, small and
firm
has received a good deal of treatment
fell
into this state after an attack of bilious fever. Upon
the whole, not a case of good promise.
May 12th.
Gave early in the morning, a dose of

aged

temperament

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

cream tartar

well.

and jalap. Reported to have operated
o'clock, began to give my diure

At twelve

continued till eight at night.
13th.
Diuretic, from six till eight at
spoon fulls and one.

tic

—

14th.
been

so a

Found her

good part

quite
of the

night,

four

morning ; had
night : pulse soft and
of general perspiration ;

sick this

voluminous ; in a state
increase and clearness of urine ; bowels a lit
tle excited ; every way more promising ; gave no
more

some

thing to-day.
loth.
Entirely clear of sickness to-day ; sensi
bly joerspiring all day ; pulse mostly soft, sometimes
a little
tight ; always slow enough ; bowels active
enough ; perhaps1 no urinary increase, but quite
clear ; took nothing to-day.
16th.
Pulse some too large and active every
way ; gave early, a dose oil and turpentine ; at
twelve commenced the diuretic again.
17th.
Took tea from eight till eight ; pulse still
too large this evening ; no sensible increase of urine ;
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in the face and arms ; says the up
of
the
abdomen
is sensibly more lax than
per part
the lower part.
18th.
Considerably sick last night and forepart
of to-day ; pulse too large all day ; towards even
ing got slower and soft, but still too voluminous ;
complains of back ; sweats a good deal, all day;
bowels free enough ; no increase of diuresis ; gave
nothing all day.
19th.
Not sick this morning, except from a dose
of cream tartar and jalap ; operated freely ; pulse
slow and soft enough ; lips continue florid.
20th.
Rises smart this morning ; much reduced
in bulk ; pulse tolerable ; took tea from ten till
eight, and seemed pert all the while ; complection
sensibly becoming clearer.
21st.
My patient seems quite smart, but pulse
too voluminous ; gave a dose oil and turpentine ;
sickened some, but not so much as formerly.
22d.
Seems quite pert to-day ; took tea from
ten till seven ; sweats freely all day ; pulse still too
large and full ; much reduced in abdomen.
23d.
Rises pert this morning ; pulse nearly
the
anterior part of the liver sensibly enlarg
right;
ed ; firm and tender on pressure ; gave oil and tur

seems

shrinking

pentine.
24th.
Is so-so; no worse; improving a little, I
reckon.
25th.
Rises a little sick ; gave a dose cream tar
tar and
jalap ; pulse soft and tolerably slow ; purged
rather too long, and too much ; is quite exhausted
and sick this evening.
26th.
Rises pretty smart ; pulse very good, slow
and soft ; not so sore in the hepatic region on pres
sure ;
gave a pill at bedtime, containing four grains
calomel ; operated well ; not much sick.
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27th.
Rises so-so ; pulse voluminous ; gave an
other four grains pill this morning ; acted some ;
the water seems all gone ; gave fourteen grains
calomel on going to bed.
Find her quite smart
28th.
not purged through
the night ; gave oil and turpentine ; tea from twelve
till seven, in small doses ; began mercurial pills to
—

night.
29th.
Rises pretty smart ; takes tea in half doses
from twelve till. six; quite smart.
30th.
Rises smart ; is getting quite flat ; water
all gone ; tea from two till eight, half doses.
31st.
Rises pert ; takes nothing to-day besides
her mercurial pills.
June 1st.
Find her quite pert ; made examina
tion of the liver ; felt a little firmness.
2d.
Not smart to-day ; gave oil and turpentine ;
made her quite sick ; puked some bile ; ate none all
day ; pulse slow and soft.
3d.
Rises sensibly improved ; pulse still very

good.
Find her quite pert ; took tea from four
eight; talks some this evening of dysenteric
pains of the bowels ; gave a dose calomel to-night.
5th.
Was a little sick all night, and purged,
with some griping ; gave oil this morning.
Left me ; supposed by me sound well ;
6th.
remained under treatment twenty-five days.
4th.

till

REFLECTIONS ON THE

FOREGOING

CASE.

By examining
of the

the statements made in the course
foregoing case, it will ap

treatment of the

one ;
pear that the pulse was quite an unfavorable
unsuitable as regards my diuretic. A tense, frequent,
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pulse, is always attended with considerable
obstinacy and tardiness in yielding to treatment ;
therefore I always esteem it an unfavorable pulse.
A large firm pulse, is also unfit for a diureric to act
freely on the kidneys ; but I believe is much more
easily managed, and sooner reduced, and brought
under the influence of my diuretic.
In the case
it
that
the
medicine
at no
treated,
maybe observed,
time acted freely on the kidneys.
Therefore, and
in order to reduce the inflammatory state of the

system, I frequently administered hydragogue

They would aid me in
flammation, and withal, tend to
thartics.

Notwithstanding a
serum
escaped by
of these
much

way.
was

remove

the in
water.

considerable quantity of effused
the bowels, under the operation

cathartics, according

more

reducing

ca

to

escaped by perspiration,

my judgment,
than any other

It further appears, that the aqueous matter
all evacuated before the circulatory system was

healthy action, and before the
healthy. Hence, you see me continue
diuretics, endeavoring therewitb to restore all the
capillary vessels throughout the system, and ad
minister calomel, in large doses, to emulge the liver
and glandular structures universally.
The condi
tion and state of the liver, could not at first be dis
tinctly ascertained ; the abdomen was too full and
tense ; when that became reduced and relaxed, the
liver was found much enlarged by engorgement,
and firm.
Hence too, it is worthy of observation,
I used the turpentine and oil frequently, on account
of the deranged state of the liver and other glands.
This kind of cases are usually slow cases, to get
the subject well.
Generally more slow, than this
was.
the medicine at once acts
case
When
lady's
that tbe system is
on the
it
is
an
evidence
kidneys,

set to usual

liver became

and
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below due tone, and plentifully relaxed; therefore the
blood can directly be driven through the kidneys
and the universal system can be more speedily adjust
ed and brought to healthy action. All these kind of
subjects require some considerable strength to ena
ble them to support under treatment.
But in case
one of this
sort is too weak to bear such active
treatment, I would say, he is not compelled to be
abandoned and lost.
With the diuretic alone, I
have effected cures ; using no stronger purgative
than cream of tartar, and that only given in quanti
ty sufficient to keep the bowels soluble.
CASE III

OF FOUR
WITH

YEARS'

STANDING

ATTENDED

GREAT DERANGEMENT.

female, aged twenty-nine years from a child,
one of your fear
was
noughts;" but when a girl,
she received damage, apparently along where the
diaphragm adheres to the ribs of the left side. This
injury was the result of excessive running and heat
ing herself, and probably imprudent cooling off.
From the injury now, and thus sustained, she in
the progress towards maturity, occasionally had
spells of great pain and suffering the pain ex
tending from near the spinal column along the ter
mination of the ribs, on the lift side, around to the
pit of the stomach. In this way, she often suffered
in her growing up; and in the intervals and exemp
tion from pain, she felt sound.
Thus, it went on
A

—

"

—

with her for many years, and until she was the mo
But now, during the last four
ther of five children.
or five years, she always felt uneasy along that
part
of

her, and only

good

deal

those four
mm

fcfhe had a
medical men, during
five years, but all without effect, at

done
or

at

times, very bad.

for her

by
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permanent benefit, and proba

bly without her complaint being well apprehended,
(as often happens in deep-seated internal affections.)
In the progress of disease, the peritoneum and gen
eral integuments of the affected side thickened, and
felt somewhat livery and firm.
I think there are
now hydatids or cysts formed, and adhering
along
the verge of the ribs of the diseased side.
From February until August, of last year, she
had frequent attacks of something like diarrhoea,

voiding, without pain, great quantities of blood and
bloody pus. This seemed to her, sensibly, to pro
ceed from over, and nearly over the pit of the
stomach, where now an enlargement and firmness
In August, however, she began sensibly
is felt.
to enlarge, abdominally, which enlargement was
once
pretty much subdued by the use of calomel
alone, but when the swelling again returned, the
calomel would make no manner of impression on
She has had in the course of these years of af
fliction, various nervous affections ; and sometimes
was attended with apparently asthmatic
difficulty
of breathing.
All the while I attended to her, she
had too feeble a pulse, and often sensibly irregular.
I entered upon her case, as a case of common ascites.
Neither the degree nor quantity of internal visceral
derangement, or structural disorder, could be ascer
tained by reason of fullness of abdomen ; and be
sides, she seemed designedly to withhold an open
and full disclosure of her case from me.
May 17th.
Gave a dose of salts and jalap; op
erated freely
bore it tolerably well.
18th.
Began to give the diuretic at ten ; took
on till four, when it seemed to render her so sick
that I discontinued it, during the evening ; she re
ported an increase of urine.
it.

—
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19th.
Began diuretic at four ; took on till eight ;
still bears the medicine badly.
Seemed tolerable this morning ; evident
20th.
ly an increase of urine ; urine very clear ; at five p.
m., sickened again ; stopped the tea; pulse very fee
ble ; no nervous
stomach.
Gave
21st.

affection, only
a

dose

of

the tea sickens her

ipecac, operated well,

brought up much phlegm ; operated on the bow
els ; pulse slow and distinct; has some tonsilar
like from cold, but I afterwards found
that it was an old, and by her well known, mercur
ial affection; at six p. m., seemed quite pert ; took
tea from four till eight ; bears tea quite well now.
22d.
Is evidently lessening ; sensibly under the

swelling,

influence of the diuretic ; every thing looks smoky.
The medicine acts both on the kidneys and bowels ;
feels feeble ; pulse good.
23d.
Still lessening ; bowels and kidneys con
active
tinue
; pulse eighty- five, at eleven o'clock a.
m. ; at six
p. m. pulse larger, and slow enough ;
tea from four till eight, one and a half and not
quite a half spoonful.
24th.
Pulse quite slow this morning, but dis
tinct ; sensibly shrinking ; kidneys act some ; bow
els griped a little, and mucous evacuations from
them ; ordered laudanum ; tea from ten till eight ;

p. m. seems pert ; still shrinking ; pulse
tea well, one and a half and not quite half
bears
good ;
full.
spoon
Felt more tense, and she thinks fuller all
25th.
from getting too empty of the diuretic ;
think
I
day,
ordered tea more copiously ; pulse a little tense.
Seems rather poorly, inflammatory, as of
26th.
ten happens, some time after treatment ; grunts all
at seven

day.
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27th.

No better ; gave salts and c. magnesia ;
and tight ; 6 p. m. salts operated well ;
small
pulse
free
from pain on the left side, along the
is more

diaphragm: pmlse sensibly
28th.

enfeebled.

Pain in her left

side, to which she has
long been subject, troubled her much the two last
days, and does now ; is troubled with a sense of in
ward tightness, like from fullness of water : at 7 p.
m., examined her, and find her abdomen quite re
laxed ; but was very restless all day ; took some tea.
Pulse rather low ; directed the seneca tea
29th.
in full doses, and the digitalis quite light ;. says she
always felt irritable at the time of one of these bad
spells, of a long time ; is shrinking much.
The difficulty in her left side, extending
30th.
all along the ends of her ribs, to
the
sternum
from
near the spine, induced me to-day to apply a fly plas
ter all along there ; she seemed to suffer a good deal
all this day, internally ; pulse too weak and irre

gular.
Pulse a little stronger this morning, and
from 10 till 8 ; at 12 seems better ;
regular ;
At 6 p. m., is com
and strong.
slow
more
pulse
plaining ; pulse inflammatory; directed 20 grains
31st.

tea

calomel at bedtime.
June 1st:
Pretty pert for one under the influ
ence of 20 grains calomel, but the calomel worked a
great benefit ; pulse pretty good this evening ; much
reduced in her swelling ; is in great distress from
nervous irritability ; directed laudanum.
2d.
Rested well last night, after taking 25 drops
laudanum ; pulse soft and larger than usual ; seems
right smart; directed tea from 10; at 7 p. m. still
smart ;

pulse good

;

3d.
Seems quite
Not smart
4th.

herself belter.
pulse good ; tea from 10.
to-day ; pulse tolerably good :

thinks
smart ;
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calomel again to-night ; something
wrong inside still.
Run off the calomel with salts ; operated

grains

seriously
5th.
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only moderately

;

pulse middling.

Pulse tolerable ; some internal pains ; con
tinues to reduce ; applied a fly plaster over the pit
of the stomach.
Pulse soft and slow ; blister drew well ;
7th.
6th.

complains
still ; took
seems

of

in each temple ;
from 8 till 5 ; pulse

pain

tea

at

6,

more

pain
frequent ;

some

smart.

distressful ; gave a dose egg and
did
feel pulse ; at 5 p. m. seemed a
not
turpentine ;
little more cheery ; pulse good ; blister throws off
much pus ; was quite sick all day ; the purge oper
ated very well.
Pulse toa frequent; but she feels better
9th.
than yesterday ; bears tea well.
10th.
Seems quite dejected ; pulse too low: or
dered toddy ; at 6 p. m. lively and heartsome ; pulse
8th.

Looks

better.
11th.

better ;

Somewhat in the dumps again ; pulse
seemed pert ; pulse tolerable ; bore her

at 6

unusually well to-day.
Sensibly more pert ; diuresis increased ;
takes tea again ; at 6 p. m. seems quite pert.
13th.
Still pert ; medicine acts sensibly on the
kidneys.
Seems so-so ; pulse pretty good ; some
14th.
increase of urine ; takes tea ; at 6 p. m. quite full of
the effect of the tea ; is quite smart.
15th. Rather feeble ; still a little urinary in
low ; takes nothing ; at 6 p. m. no
crease ; pulse
change.
16th.
Pretty smart ; is still shrinking ; pulse sotea

12th.

.
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day

; like in the.

morning.
Pulse small as usual ; shrinks still ; has
inflammation with much pain in one ear, evidently'an effect of mercury ; having formerly taken
ealomel long, without its having its usual effect;
also has two mercurial ulcers, far back in her
mouth, one on each side, inflamed and painful.
These things were not disclosed to me, until they
became too irksome ; upon the whole she seems
pert, but suffered much with her ear all day.
17th.

an

18th. Pulse more full ; probably from the an
guish of the ear ; still shrinks ; takes turpentine
and oil ; no tea ; at 6 p. m. seems tolerably smart.

doing very well except her ear; takes
laxative, flower of sulphur ; pulse a little ex

19th. All
as a

cited.
Seems quite smart ; takes tea ; pulse fee
20th.
ble as usual ; at 6 was in great distraction ; all day
with pains in her back, left side and limbs ; old
fashion ; something not clearly understood by me.
21st.
Seems so-so ; satisfied myself this morn
that
the
pain and difficulty she experienced
ing
and
often before, even long before she
yesterday
to
swell, originate from a sympathy of the
began
sexual system, with the disease fastened upon the
diaphragm on the left side ; the pain is evidently
neuralgic, and I put her upon a course of nervous
treatment to improve her in that respect ; still con
tinues the tea at 6 p.
afternoon.

m

; much

pained again

this

Seems more composed ; rather too active
22d.
in the bowels, but shrinks a good deal still ; had
but little neuralgic pain to-day, and seems right

pert.
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Pulse a little excited ; had a restless night
23 d.
with her bowels; at 6 p. m. seems middling smart.
Is in all her complaints, dropsy and pains,
24th.
better and improving ; still free in the bowels ;
pulse stronger at 6 p. m : took no medicine all

day

; is

quite

25th.
directed

only

her

smart.

Rather weak

pulse

; diarrhoea continues ;

gradually to check it; takes nothing,
strengthening compound ; is pert, but

rather feeble ; at 6 p. m. quite the same.
Pulse feeble ; bowels more steady ; seems
26th.
takes
tea at 6 p. m ; quite pert.
pert ;
Pulse feeble but regular ; seems smart.
27th.
Seemed cast down in appearance, I think
28th.
inconsequence of my sending her home, without
being first perfectly cured, which she felt she was
not ; I sent her off home with medicine and di
But I saw her in
to do her some time.
twelve days afterwards, and believe she took
nothing to much purpose ; and on examining found

rections,
ten or

body, (not the liver) fastened, as appeared, to
the forepart of her diaphragm, and extending down
to near the umbilicus, and otherwise in much pain.

a

firm

REFLECTIONS ON THE FOREGOING.

foregoing case was to me the most perplex
ing, dark, intricate and perfectly mysterious one,
The

until late in the course of treatment, that ever fell
into my hands to manage, among several hundred
I felt sen
of dropsical persons that I have treated.
sible all along, that there was something of con
siderable magnitude, wrong, inside of my patient,
But
as you may see, in the course of my treatment.
not
I
could
satisfactorily
what that something was,
Sometimes I thought I saw the root
ascertain.
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and

cause

of her distress, but

again

soon

perceived

Mystery succeeded mystery. In
deed the patient and her husband too, strangely
information that
withheld information from me
could
and
beneficially and easily
they possessed
This maimer of proceeding in
have communicated.
Patients. ought to communi
such cases is wrong.
cate to their physicians all they know, or think, as
causes of their present disease, or would constitute
any thing to the doctor's better understanding their
particular case ; because, with all the patient can
communicate, the physician has often perplexity
enough, in these old chronic diseases, to detect the
At first, and
real seat and state of the affection.
for some time, I esteemed her's, nothing more than
it as such a case.
a common ascites, and treated
When her old pains came upon her, I conceived it
only a somewhat aggravated appearance, of what 1
I

was

mistaken.

—

often meet with in cases of ascites, after treatment
the latent, chronic cause of effusion
for some while
more
active, and giving evidence of more
becoming
—

I instituted treatment according
inflammation.
ly, but that generally produced less effect than was

expected.
my settled opinion, that the peritoneum
thickened along the course of
was inflamed, and
ribs of the left side, from
of
the
the termination
the sternum to the spine; and probably the dia
It is

now

its insertion, was too greatly inflam
I now feel fully satisfied, that
ed and diseased.
she had several attacks,
of
which
her diarrhoeas,
attended
on her,
and some dread
the
time
I
during
had
before
I
saw
she
were
ful ones
her,
discharges
of matter collected in a sack or cyst, somewhere in
You may now
the course of her diseased left side.
perceive, that after the diarrhoea has continued sortie

phragm along
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time, her pulse
matter

and general state improved.
The
voided from the bowels at these times, appear

ed to be curdled or broken pus, mixed with a little
serum. Her blisters too, over the affected part, yield
I feel
ed an unusual quantity of thick yellow pus.
free to give it as my opinion, that if I had taken
time, and continued to attend her, she might ulti
mately have been cured. Such cases require long
continued, and gentle detergent treatment. The
water
seemed all gone out of her.
But, say
least
of it, the case was a first-rate bad one, let
the
it be taken any way.
CASE

A black

IV.

ASCITES.

years old, had been
diseased, more or less, a long time. Was believed
at first by her physician, to be of unsound liver.
The patient began to swell, dropsically, about three

female,

about

50

years ago, and from that time till now, has been
generally under medical treatment, of one kind or
another
yet always, more or less, swollen. The
water was attempted to be removed by cathartics,
which considerably tended to keep down the accu
mulation ; but the internal visceral derangement
was never
fully corrected and set to healthy action,
wherefore, the accumulation and swelling always
presently returned again in full amount. The pa
tient, in the course of this management, by natural
consequence, became very much exhausted and
enfeebled, and now occasionally became subject to
swooning fits. Her bowels were greatly debili
tated and their necessary tone lost, and usual heal
thy action perverted. Sometimes she was obsti
nately constipated, and then again, presently much
The pulse was feeble, small and very
too flux.
frequent. Urine sparse and high colored.
—

.

6
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July 20.
Began with diuretic at 12 o'clock,
without premising cathartics as usual, because this
patient had been poreviously much purged, and the

bowels, enfeebled.
21.

.

—

proving
22.

Diuretic took sensible effect right off took
to-day from 6 a. m. till 8 p. m. Pulse imfeels sprightly
urinated largely to-day.
Comes up in high spirits
the diuretic acts
—

diuretic

—

—

—

quite freely

purse
good directed tea from 4
till 8.
23.
Seems sensible of weakening, by reason
of the water running off so fast
takes quite small
doses of diuretic from 8 till 2
pulse sensibly slower.
24.
Much improved this morning
still weak
soft—
act
free
still
bowels
flux
kidneys
pulse
shrinks very fast
tea in small doses from 2 till 8.
Rises tolerable
25.
pulse sensibly slower and
urinates moderately
under diuretic influence
this
oil
and
turpentine
morning operates ex
gave
it
took nothing else to
cessively had to check
not

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

day.
skin universally soft
flesh
and abdomen much
some all over
perspfires
reduced
pulse slow and soft: took nothing all day.
Seems tolerable this morning
27.
pulse so-so
bowels rather too free
swelling nearly all gone
directed half a spoon full of digitalis from 10 till 8
26.

Seems

quite

smart

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

6 was quite smart.
Seems very smart this morning
28.
pulse good
takes tea from 4 till 8.
oil and turpentine this
29.
Rises middling
4
till
tea
from
8.
and
morning,
30.
Looks quite smart this morning
pulse very
good began blue pills last evening.
Is very smart
takes a littie tea
31.
at

—

—

—

—

—

—

to-day
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and
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nearly

well I

Sensibly under nervous influence from
only middling dismissed her.
12.
Sensibly enlarging again in her abdomen
I doubted the durability of her cure
she had not
taken diuretic enough to set to healthy action the
circulatory, secretory and excretory vessels she
is directed to take the diuretic again from 8 a. m.

Aug.
the tea

1.

seems

—

—

—

—

—

till 8 p. m.
13.
Seems smart
is diuretically affected again
the first day
the piulse is controlled.
14.
Too free in the bowels
is weakening
takes nothing to-day.
15.
Still purging and urinating freely.
Pulse
slow
weakening still takes nothing all day.
16.
Bowels restrained
blistered epigastric re
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

gion

—

takes

14.

except

no

a

improving
gin to-day.

little

18.
Pretty
rated well.
19.
Seems

regular

tea.

Is rather

—

smart

quite

—

gave

smart

a

little

a

dose of

—

takes

ipecac

—

ope

little ir
spoon full.
not sick at stomach
left
purge her to-day

to-day

—

pulse

takes.two spoon fulls and half

2U.
Seems pert to-day
takes tea light -tea did not
her.

nothing

a

a

—

—

—

—

OBSERVATIONS ON THE PRECEDING
CASE.
In the statements on the foregoing case, it may
be seen that the effect of the diuretic medicine was
much greater, both on the kidneys and bowels than
is usual.
I account for this so much greater effect
on those
emunctories, than what is usual, in this
Her bowels had long been in the habit of
way :
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bein°to

excited,

so

that

anything

the system, calculated

to

now

excite

introduced in
absorbents

the

and induce them to throw the deposited fluid into
the circulation, the customary tendency to the
bowels would, from habit and debility, naturally
incline them to become the medium of evacuation.
Cases under the influence of such habits, I have
often had to manage, and cases of this kind often
exist, in which no diuretic impression can be ob

tained

on the kidneys,
because of the ready ten
dency to the bowels, in consequence of old and
long continued purgative habits, and the bowels
thus yielding into a state of aqueous diarrhoea, the
system will become unloaded of the medicine, as
well and as effectually as if it had been run off
by the natural emunctory, the kidneys. I have
permanently cured several persons, on whose bow
els the water was thrown, by the diuretic, but why, in
the above case, the kidneys also proved so unusually
active, I think is accounted for in this way : By
the previous treatment that this woman had under
gone, of frequent drastic purging and other de

medical treatment, together with the rav
disease itself, tending together to estab
of
the
ages
lish great relaxation and debility in the system.
This state of things was favorable to the ready, free

bilitating

and copious action of the diuretic on
and this relaxed state of the system,
in ordinary cases, has itself to induce
before the kidneys will be gotten to

great and general relaxation is

the

kidneys,

the diuretic,
and establish

act,

because

indispensable before

But in this Avoman's case
can act.
this needful relaxation already existed.
While on this subject, I will inform the practitioner
that all my forms of debility are not favorable to in
creased absorption and augmentation of
my diuretic

diuresis

*
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of debility requires to be accom
universal
relaxation of the muscular
panied by
favor
the
to
ready action of my diuretic.
structure,
be
A pierson may
quite weak and exciteable, and
a
with
attended
firm, small and frequent
yet be

A favorable

state

a

pulse of great obstinacy, as
ity of fibres. Such a state

also great general rigid
of things will not be

In the case above, my chief dif
found favorable.
ficulty consisted in getting the person to bear diu
retic medicine enough, such as the composition of
my diuretic is, to re-excite the secretory and excreto
ry vessels, so as to perform their accustomed heal
thy functions', as also to adjust the circulatory
vessels, that each portion of said vessels would
again act with the former 'due and healthy energy,
and no more.
In this case my diuretic over-excited
the bowels and kidneys, and run off the effused and
deposited fluid so rapidly and speedily, that the
debility so induced, added to her previously existing
debility, seemed calculated to sink her too low, and
occasioned me to hold back.
The water was soon
all out of her, but the system of vessels above re
ferred to, were not restored to healthy action, and
therefore she again commenced re-accumulating,
and such too, was her complexion, that by it I
could learn nothing of the state of the capillary ves
sels.
Such a patient as the above, may doubtless be
made sound and well, but I would give it as my
opinion, that the case would require longer time
than would an ordinary or common case.
If
none of the internal structures or viscera of the old
lady, treated above, were actually destroyed, or rot
ten, to treat her appropriately, and save her life,
she never ought to have had more than half doses
of my diuretic, given her at a time, and generally
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less than that quantity, and perhaps discarding the
salt petre of the seneca portion of my composi
tion, would, in such cases, be an improvement, be
cause, then, by making the composition less puraative.

ON DISEASES OF THE LITER,
The liver is an
the structure of all

immensely important viscus in
perfect animals. But as I am
a
to
say only few things, and that alone with
going
to
the liver of the human family, in relation
regard
to its contribution to health, when it is in a healthy
state, and also, some of the effects on human health,
in consequence of derangements of that organ.
Lintend to say, what little I think useful to say on
this subject, in a feAV words.
The time was once, and within my perfect re
collection, that diseases of the liver, were exceeding-ly rare. At that time, a person who was said to
be diseased at the liver, was perfectly a " speckled
bird."
Yes, he was one marked for an event, lit
The tiring is not so
tle short of certain death.
common
now.
is
more
throughout our
Nothing
in
the
and
here
land,
South, than
especially
and
evidences
of de
dyspepsia and other effects
ranged livers, and from what 1 learn, I believe it
in the North equally as in the South, also,
It is now certainly very univerEast and West.

prevails
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and that among all classes of per
often found even among our hardy
was far
from being so fifty and
This
yeomanry.
is
so now,
but
and
distressingly
sixty years ago,
no one need to doubt that it exists, thus abundant
ly, as an effect of some universally prevailing cause.
But what this potent, and so prevalently existing
to determine.
I would
cause is, may be difficult
not impiute it to any one agent, but would give it
as my opinion, that several causes
conspire, in the
of
and
as
causes
are
said
to be " slip
it,
production
pery things," I shall probably say but little more

sally prevalent,
sons.

It is

now

about them.

But whatever the'se causes may be, one thing is
certain, namely : that there is a cause, or causes.
But whether it consists in eating, or in drinking,
whether laboring or in resting, iu waking or in sleep
ing, or whatsoever else, it may die hard to tell and
tell it in such a way as that some one will not be
found to point out a different cause and produce
more or less
plausibility in its favor too. Then I will
say to all, let every one enjoy his own opinion as
regards the remote cause of the present great preva
But be assured that whatever
lence of this disease.
that remote cause may be, or whether that cause be
certainly known or not, a derangement of the
functions of the liver, of a serious character, is per
haps, in every instance, an attendant ; together with
spasmodic -constriction of more* or. less of the sub
stance of that organ, anfl a low state <ff inflammation
of the abdominal viscera, generally, or in other
Words, the capillary blood vessels of all the struc
tures of that cavity, are constricted, "and therefore
incapable of natural or" healthy action. Conse
quently a deficiency of healthy bile, accompanied
with constipation of bowels, paucity, and high col-
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of urine, dryness of the universal surface, a de
ficiency and vitiated, state of the gastric juices,
consequently want of appetite, free digestion, Sec.

or

It-would certainly be desirable that the remote
cause could be distinctly designated, in order that
all the train of evils, which the man or the woman
is doomed to suffer, who gets into this disordered
Still now, I cannot point
state, might be avoided.
If
it out more definitely, than what I did above.
I say the sedentary and studious induce it, by their
for
manner of life and occupation,- this will not do,
I have

seen

the merest

clumpses of rustic occupa
under its influence.
A se

tion, suffering severely
dentary life however, is unfriendly
But some persons always followed
and

did not.

to

digestion.

such

occu

These

sedentary per
pations,
but were
sons usually had a weakly appearance,
Fits
of
cholic
were
then
not often dyspeptics.
occasionally known but generally traceable to some
impropriety of diet. Again, if I say,- the great change
of diet, induces the prevalence of these new chylopoictic diseases, every body now drinks coffee
and that generally at breakfast and supper, and not
some

.

I will not say that the
for dinner too.
use of coffee induces all
the train of
and
chylopoictic diseases,
hepatic derangements,
but I will say it is pernicious to the biliary and pancriatic organs, and may affect the stomach in such a
way as greatly to deteriorate the healthful and ac
tive qualities of the "gastric juices.
Every practi
tioner knows so much of the pernicious effects of
coffee on the liver that when he attends a person of
considerable liver disease, he forbids his patient the
so
use of coffee forthwith, and
upon the whole I
conclude that we had better be content, when we
point out its sensible qualities and the effect of the
a

few,

so

even

very free
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existing derangement, on the health of the subject,
and then try and do something, by way of recom
mending a plan of treatment, as well as we can, de
signed to remove those accumulated evils.
Is it to be doubted, that there exists any one spe
cific cause, as causes are commonly looked after,
that produces the train of evils in question. ' Many,
yes very many, hypotheses have been advanced, and
are still now daily given, as the originators of
dys
pepsia, indigestion, cholic, &c. It is a Proteus !
It would form an almost endless catalogue, could
I enumerate all the agencies, that have been im
plicated, as throwing the system into that peculiar
state.
But even an effort to do so, would be vain.
Then why should I detain the reader, with state
ments, empty as air, and that can avail nothing ?
Now if it be a fact, that in cases of dyspepsia, the
capillary blood vessels of the abdominal structures
are usually under constriction,
as
appears evident
and
those
of
the
and
external sur
they are,
general
face are so too, then the. state of the circulatory
vessels is manifest, and that particular and positive
state should point and in fact does point clearly,
whether observed or not, to the rightful and phi
losophic treatment of the system. I, avoid pointing
out, or running the parallel, between hepatic dis
eases and other internal,
chronic inflammatory af
fections.
Every person must be sensible of the
perfect similarity and coincidence. The secretory
and excretory vessels act very sluggishly,
fectly in all these chronic diseases, and in
or less alike.
Were it demanded of me to

or

imper

all, more
give dys

or chronic
hepatic obstruction, a new and
characteristic name; I should, on what I now think
of it, call it dry-dropsy, and institute my treatment,

pepsia,
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inflammation, accompanied

with

vascu

lar constriction.

Long ago, upwards of twenty years past, I ob
served and was struck with the visceral soundness
to which my dropsical patients attained, by the time
my treatment on them for dropsy was accomplish
ed, when for years, many of my patients told me,
had lingered
Often
of health.

they

along with a very imperfect
dyspeptic, usually costive

state

and
the
influence
of
"in
all
the
while
under
generally
ward fever," until ultimately, they found them
I think the febrile ac
selves becoming dropsical.
tion of the circulatory vessels, is just about such, in
dyspeptics,. as under circumstances favorable for ef
fusion, will produce dropsy, but when the viscera
all- very sound, and uninjured in their propor
are
tions and structure, a dropsical effusion
happen ; neither will dyspepsia.

may not

patients should succeed so
perfectly restored to
health, in their deranged viscera and I will here
say, they were much more sound, and more speedi
ly than I usually found them become, under our
prescribed plan of treatment, for diseases of the liv
er
evidently this superior effect is attributable only,
to their having taken freely, and for some time, of
Now that my dropsy
well and be so much

more

—

—

the diuretic medicine, which iu its proper combina
tion- exerts a powerful anti-spasmodic influence on
Iu view then, of the nature
the body universally.
of the disease lam treating of, it being evidently a
disease of constriction, and from the obvious effect on
the liver and other abdominal viscera, observed olten
by me, among my dropsical patients, I feel free to
recommend in all hepatic cases, attended with a
bilious tjnge of the face and surface generally, ac
companied with more or less feverishness, and small,
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frequent, piulse, to take my diuretic,
as largely
as the
or more,
person

131

for
can

well bear.
1 would advise the seneca in full doses
Deviations
but the digitalis in about half doses.
from these proportions ought of course to be made
by the practitioner to suit the particular case and
Let him go on taking that med
state of the system.
in such other
or
more befitting the
believed
case,
proportions
until the rigidity of the system has fully yielded,
and bbvious relaxation has taken place; the pulse
will now too, become slow and soft.
After these
states have been fully attained, but never before, I
would advise the administration of calomel pills,
morning and evening, until the gums become slight
ly affected.
I would advise to give no tonics, as a concluding
treatment, to restore the feeble subject to strength
and vigor.
If he certainly needed relaxation at
first, in order to recover him from bad^health, it
might by natural inference, injure him to return
him into that locked up state of constriction again.
And moreover, if his liver now acts healthily, and
all the secretories and the excretories perform their
functions well, the person will soon be restored to
fullness and strength, without the use of tonics.
If,
however, something should be esteemed necessary
by way of a restorative^m accountof the great and
necessary prostration of the patient, I would say, af
ter all the anti-spasmodic and detergent treatment is
effected,, which may be thought necessary in the case,
I would advise diluted nitric acid, in preference to any

icine, and in those proportions,
as are

else with which I am acquainted, as a strengthand restorer, as being somewhat tonic, while it
a
kindly and detergent effect on the glands,

thing
eiier

has
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is quite cooling.

no

and moreover,

PREFACE ON PULMONARY
DROPSY.
I have been more or less engaged in medicine,
for the last forty-eight years without any cessation ;
and something more than half that period,. I was

closely engaged

ill

a

constant

and

heavy country

practice.* It is but reasonable to suppose that in so
a time of attention to diseases and their treat

long

ment, I should have examined, and strictly scrutin
ized into, or after the cause or causes, of failure in
Of
the treatment of several of our current diseases.
this sort of diseases there are indeed yet a consider
able number remaining, which unhappily do still
bid defiance to the medical understanding of men.
This is true, and is a truth that is to be- lamented.
But until these things are better, we can only hope
they soon will he better, and in the mean while let
every member of the profession do all he can to

make them

so.

It is an effort of this sort that induces me to offer
to the public what 1 do offer in the following pages.
Perhaps some persons more weak in the faith that
they are right, than I am, would shrink from the in
novating attempt. But I cannot say that I am trou-
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treating. The case may perhaps

presented by

the

or
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thoughts of
unfitly be

not

simile:

re
re

Two

following
persons
bearing burdens along the public street ;
one of them
bought his goods and honestly paid for
them ; he cares nut who sees him. The other, whose
burden is stolen property, is jealous of every person
who may come near him.
(To the case on hand,
are

seen

.

are handed out, are my own ideas of
of the disease treated of) They may net
every where be positively right, or even the best that
might be advanced on the subject, or point treated
on, but they were the best I had, and honestly come

the ideas that

the

nature

• When I

to write this little treatise, I had
write on any disease besides the
three usual forms of dropssies, Anasarca, Ascites and
Hydrothorax. To cure these and restore the sub
jects to perfect soundness, much more certain spjeedy
and every way better than our popular and scholas
tic plan directs, I knew I had found both a method
and means to effect.
But in tryiug to develop and
no

began

intention to

show my views of the true state or the vessels of the
affected portion of the human system necessarily
are
pjlaced in by disease,. in order to enable that visstructure tr|&>ecome the source of effusion, it
occurred to me plainly that the vessels of that piart of
the system, were then precisely in the same state
the vessels of the lungs were in while passing
through a course of pulmonary consumption. This
view being new, and very different from what we

cus or

have on that subject, and believing it to be the view
of the two diseases, and that it. might lead to great
usefulness in practice, I wrote what follows on tabes
->,
pulmonalis.
The principal design

of this my little treatise

on
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is to try to stir up professional
them
well to weigh in their own
induce
and
men,
read
in authors, both theoretical
what
minds
they

pulmonary diseases,

practical, and take nothing for granted, on the
saying of any man. All respectable practi
tioners, esteem it bad practice to go into treatment
upon the mere dictum of any author. It certainly is
bad practice. A man is accountable individually for
his treatment of his fellow man. Then it will be right
to ponder and well weigh in the scale of his under
standing, all that he receives from authors, no mat
and

mere

ter how trustworthy and" truthful they may be. The
mind of man' at best, is imperfect ; this is lamenta
bly the case on what writers tell us on pulmonary

diseases and their remedies.
My object and principal design, as just now staF
ed, in publishing my thoughts on pulmonary dis
eases is, to bring before the general medical mind,
new ideas on pulmonary diseases, and try to dislodge
The ideas that I
the old and fallacious notions.
I
as
I
have
so
said,
say now, may, by possibil
give,
ity not be right, as stated by me, in the course of
what I say on the theory of that dreadful disease.
But I did then, when I penned them, think them
right, and I do fully as much think them right now.
One important object- in view is, to-get the medical
world off the old notion, that tabes pulmonalis is a
disease of its own kind, like pleurisy; gout and the
like.
Now I would say to all who may feel a want of
settled credit and belief in what 1 have said of pul
monary dropsy, exercise patience ; and it may be,
read the thing again, and earnestly and honestly
exercise your mental faculties.
Compare one thing
with another, and things with things ; and with" all
do not forget how long the medical world has been

#
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after relief in one only direction, on the com
mon, yes, universal opinion and belief, that con
sumption of lungs, .was a disease sui generis, but so
far have not succeeded in finding a reliable course

seeking

of treatment.
It is certainly worth while

to assume a sober
upon the right understand
ing of which thousands of our fellow men's lives
I cannot now speak exactly in the
may depend.
positive, respecting what I say on pulmonary dropsy,

earnestness,

as

on a

subject

before intimated,

my

treatment

:

but

not

having sufficiently

I feel

tested

authorized to say in the

that it is not what the profession has hither
If pulmonary consumption is in
taken it to be.
all
writers represented to be, a dis
what
it
is
fact,
by
ease of its own kind, it certainly argues, I think, one
one is, that the merciful Governor
of two things
of the universe, has laid that disease on mankind,
and has not allowed, and perhaps not provided an
Such an idea is preriostefous, is militant
antidote.
against the general character of the Almighty.
Therefore, let it be discarded. The ether is, that
our medical
guides have succeeded astonishingly

positive,
to

—

poorly in discovering the means, and effectual means
provided by the Creator, for the recovery of poor
suffering consumptives ? According to my theory,
the whole world of mankind, and our well-meaning,
but misled fraternity along with the others, all be
and do now believe, that somehow, out of the
and
mucous- spitting,
abundance of coughing
a
like
arises a certain thing
nothing else, and
thing
and
wasted
no
as
it
had
which
name,
away the
called
it
tabes
its
flesh of
subjects, they
pulmonalis.
It is now a long time since I have paid much at
tention to the early history of medicine. Therefore I
cannot now say positively how long, how many thou-

lieved,

—

■

m
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of the profession has been
sands years, the attention
that disease. Still one thing
earnestly turned towards
a mortal
malady ;
about it is certain, it was always
it
that
received early at
wherefore we may suppose,
Even if it had net received strict medical
tention.
notice, for more than four or five hundred years,
One or two hundred
that would be long.
years,
the
dark
in
after something, and
groping

finding
might be tiresome ; but'doubtless
all this has been done, and very much more. While
indeed 1 say these things, and represent them so depl&riggly, I entertain no doubt ofthe honesty and
earnestness of our professional men and writers, es-i -illy in their endeavors and researches, but
I
truly
believe, and indeed^m confident, that all of them,
and at all times, made the most powerful efforts that
their minds were capable of, to find, by deep, long
and bard efforts, a remedy, a certain cure for this
distressing disease. but found none. On this sub)> -t have been engaged the brightest human intel

nothiii'j:, it

seems,

—

i

lect

animated with great native mental endow
to wliicJi was added the best of preparatory
assistance, deeply imbued with philosophy and lan
guages, to all which was yet superadded a thorough
—

ments ;

course of medical
study and instruction with all
these promising advantages, men would easily add
the usual quantum of ambition to excel.' But all
proved abortive- fell short of 'that contribution to
the healing art that- was probably anticipated at the
—

—

outset.

These
■

producing

,

these
beneficial

things,
no

long-persevered-in efforts
practical result, may indeed
very serious misfortune affect

be looked upon as a
ing even all civilized nations of the world- f
probably wherever man lives, this disease
with so little exception that it

deserves

pre'vaik

no

name.
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These

huge failures, with such a mountain of talent
qualifications at the head of it, certain
to
be considered.
This in medicine, is
deserve
ly
notice
to
be
of—to
be wondered at.
taken
something
Still for this failure, as all other failures, there must
be, there is indeed, a cause—and as I have often
named it elsewhere, it will require no special prepar
and artificial

ation

here, for

me to name, what I think to be the
of the utter practical failure ; and that cause
will continue to operate, and produce the same, or
Now
very similar results, as long as persevered in.
for the honor of medicine, I will here repeat, what I
have in otiier places named several times.
There
are wrong
apprehensions or deductions formed, I be
lieve, among our pathological writers, of the true state
of the body, under pulmonary consumption
I call
the same disease pulmonary dropsy. Now under
any form of dropsy, the circulation, the secretories,
and excretories, are all deranged ; so is the liver, and
generally the glands throughout the system. This
is precisely the state of things with one in a con
sumptive state. It might be objected to this, by re
"
peating the oldb adage, that every like is not the
same." But I would reply, that when the agents of
health and soundness in the system, or the powers
of vitality of a human body, are in the same state
of disorder, very certainly the same .disease or state
of health will be theiconsequence.
One thing will however always go far towards
constituting a difference in appearance, and a dif
ference in fact between pulmonary dropisy,. and the
other usual forms of dropsies. I allude to the struct
ural difference, and the different uses and designs of
the several cavities, selected by nature, to become
One chief use of
the seats of the watery deposits.

cause

—
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the cellular membrane is, to act as a universal con
necting and uniting medium, of the various struc
tures throughout
the body
the abdomen
and
—

contain the viscera contained in them. Now
deposited in the small cells of the cellular
is nothing in the nature nor the use of
there
tissue,
that membrane to remove the water from them.
It
can and does remain there
and
accu
uninterrupted",
mulating a little, every pulse, until either a mitastasis takes pilace, and it is so transposed "to another
part of the body, or is removed- by art. It does of
itself but 'very little interfere with the animal econ
omy, or even with the patient, otherwise than as it
tends to make him clumsy, and unfits him for action.
And if serum becomes deposited, either in the cavi
ty of the abdomen or chest, it remains shut up and
perfectly stationary, except the little acquisition that
every pulse imparts. Ill neither of these three named
forms of dropsy is there the least abstraction from
the accumulation made in any natural way; and al
most always before death ensues, either in ascites,
hydrathorox or anasarca, every part of the body

chest,
if

to

serum

is

will become filled with serum.
happens that these forms will not
waste
the. flesh of the- subjects.
They
apparently
will remain full. They usually eat freely, and drink
be
a good dear generally. But so long as they may

throughout,

In this way it

take up, I
of accumulat

said to

what the

1;. deals

think

add to the

mass

digest at all,,
mostly goes-to

it supports a semblance of
Here is no
till very late.
the
of
from
substance
waste
body whatever, worth
Even
insensible
the
pxsres are closed, and
naming.
is
usual. The kidneys
as
do not transmit anything
the
same as nothing.
constricted and secrete
are
The bowels are constipiated and dry. There is in a

ing serum. But even so,
strength 'in the person,

-

-
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loss of fluid from the system of such an
They hold upi well, and hold out

in "any way.

long, every thing being considered. I wish this re
presentation kept in mind and the representation
correct in every view, on the
now given is strictly
three common forms of dropsy.
Now one thing is vastly different in a case- of
dropisy of the lungs, from other dropsies. Here in
—

deed, the vascular system is in the same state as in
Here too, is present,
the other named
the pulse is hurried
visceral derangement
the
of
vessels
the
and
tumefied
lungs enlarged,
capilTary
all is alike, except the
as in
the other dropsies
quantity and use of the places of deposit or effu
The lungs certainly are esteemed an internal
sion.
organ, but at every inhalation of breath, they are
in a manner perfectly accessible to the atmosphere.

dropsies.
—

—

—

And from what has been

just now said with regard
pulmonary vessels, and their cap
it
is
certain
that they are in a fit state for
illaries,
effusion
and
we know they do
copious
;
pour out
their aqueous piarticles, or albuminous contents, quite
profusely because the breathing is .accellerated in
part at least, by the air-cells being partly filled with
to the state of tbe

—

foreign

every breath it is true, carries off
excessive infiltration, but the more
crude portion still remains, and when it becomes
irksome to that delicate organ, excites coughing,
But my
and then is ejected in the form of mucus.
the
difference
great
object here, was only 'to show
of the different pjarts that are the seat of effusion,
some

matter

—

of "this

.

and the consequent necessary different effect on the
substance of the persons affected.
My design is
clearly to satisfy my reader, that in this form of

dropsy, the only cause of the Waste
ing of the flesh is the constant drain

and disappear
from the

Jungs;
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in the other forms there is an entire want of
But besides,, as
abduction, from the effused mass.
"while

I show

elsewhere, the lungs, are the great chemical
laboratory to keep the blood of healthy quality.
The faculty of the lungs for performing this office'
to the blood is now destroyed, and of course there is
no healthful acquisition to it.
Therefore this too,
becomes an additional source of waste"
As I make this matter very plain and clear else
where, I may perhaps be thought needlessly repeat
ing here what is, I think, sufficiently plain already.
But there is one thing I wish further to state in this
place : it is this, it may be objected to my views of
the cause of consumption, or mucous wasting away
of the substance of one under a wasting pulmonary
disease, because 1 allege that the deposit into the
lungs is made by, from, or out of the blood-vessels
of the lungs, prepared to do so by having their exhalents enlarged, by previous inflammation* where
as it is asserted
by respectable writers, that the
mucous sputa take pflace in consequence of inflam
mation of the mucous membrane of the lungs.
I
be
that
membrane
and
I
doubt
inflamed,
may
reply,
not is so ; but I claim that expanse of bloodvessels.
as contributories to my view of
producing the ex
cessive infiltration into the air-cells, in forming a
case of my pulmonary dropsy.
I wish duly to impress the mind of my reader
With the fact, and it is an all-important fact too, that
in pulmonary dropsy, the fluid separated from the
blood by every pulse, is at once in great part con
veyed away out of the lungs, by the air we breathe,
and a remaining balance of more gross mucilaginous
matter is left in the air-cells until it accumulates to
the degree of irritating the lungs ; it is then coughed
up and spit out. And thus the circulating fluid and
—

r
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the whole system is continually being deprived of
ground and essence of its fullness and vigor.
The air-cells are always ready to receive depjosits
from the enlarged exhalents. This is not the fact in
either of the other three forms of dropsy. Their
cavities will sometimes get full, after which the ves
sels can no longer readily unload themselves, and of
course the
deposit will not go on so rapidly ; and
the

strength of the patient will be much re
so in pulmonary
dropsy ; I believe Avithout hesitation, that if a subject of common ascites,
had an opening made into his abdomen, and this
opening kept opien, and in a part Avhere all the serum
that Avas thrown into that
cavity, could immediately
escape, such an one would Avaste just as certainly 'as
he Avith pulmonary dropsy, and just as fast as he,
with the exception only, that in dropsies any where
else, except the lungs, persons retain their blood of
better quality something longer and excepting also,
the worrying and exhaustion from coughing.
It is
a fact, I believe noAA^
a
that
admitted,
universally
his
is
unless
who
dropsical subject,
frequently tapped,
system is improved thereby (and such cases have
been knoAvn) will die much sooner, than probably
he would, had he not been tapped at all.
It is tbe practice in these pulmonary complaints ;
the remedial treatment of our consumptives, I wish
to have changed.
Call the disease by Avhat name
I dislike the old name a
But
confess
I
you please.
the
old prejudices in favor of
little, because I think
its incurability, and its being a thing that never had
so

.

the poor

tained. Not

—

name, and
of
tend somewhat to blunt the edge
effort, among
the members of the profession;
My heart's desire is,
to impress the idea on the profession, that the na
ture of that pulmonary derangement, called conan

existence, may accompany the old

-

•
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always misconceived.
understood here without

has been hitherto

sumption,

It is hard to make

myself

It was natural I oavii, to
all right plain out.
call the disease consumption, because the subject of
it is Avasted aAvay, but it Avas unfortunate, as it in
duced medical men from the first notice of that dis
ease, to look for a something that never existed.
A. nonentity, a mountain bubble, found in existence
among mankind, adopited and groAvn up Avith it, and
by age has iioav become sacred. Men do so iioav ;
reading the efforts of late Avriters on that disease,
one is induced to think them so earnestly looking
for, and hunting after that non-existence, that they
stretched their necks, and inclined forward. What a

telling

pity.? Turn,
than two
not

oh turn !

Looking

thousand years in the

finding it,

for

an

same

object

more

direction, and

having heard of it, I think.it
and look after it in another direc

or even

is full time to turn
tion.

The condition of the lungs, I hesitate not to say,
is very accurately, and even minutely represented
and .described, post-mortem, by our late pathologists.
And besides the huigs, the state and diseased parts
of the. system universally are taken notice of, and
And these derange
the derangements pointed out.

such as result in consequence
influence on the blood, of
due
of
the
of
the
of
action
the healthy
lungs. The various dis
as
such
are
eases alluded to,
itidioate', and result from
the
of
foul state
a
blood, devoid of its ac

ments,

are

decidedly

the Avant

sluggish,

This should act as an index,
to the "practitioner, in selecting suitable remedies.
The state of the health of the general system ought
In this country, Avhere I
to be Avell attended to.
have been accustomed to see the disease, and only
a few I have seen, I strongly incline to think favorcustomed stimulus.
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ably of tonics, after the general system has been regulatedand brought doAvn, if excessive in its arterial
action.

In a word, the piractice in consumption cases, is
The state of -the lungs is cer
all that is deficient.
tainly as Avell developed as can be, or even need be.
And I would advise all practitioners of- medicine,
informed and

judicious-mien,

Avho may

these kind of cases, after noticing
lungs, under the influence of these
the

meet with
the, state of the

pulmonary

affec
of unbiased

tions, according
representation
.pathologists, to form a plan of treatment, or judicious
general principles, regardless of the old notions of
the peculiarity of the dtsea.se
having due regard
to the length of time of the standing of the disease.;
for no doubt very much of the general derangement
of the contiguous Aiscera as Avell as the lungs them
selves, will depend on the time that may have elaps
to

—

from the commencement of the determination to
organ ; and after having Avell pondered on
these things, let them determine on some course, and

ed,

that

try-wdth
meet

My

suitable

the various

word for

and Avell selected remedies, to
demands of the deranged paijts.

it, proceeding

cious pierseverence,

in this way, Avith

judi

aiid perfectly remedial
treatment wilfsoon be found.
I need hardly say
which
is
however
I
believe
that the en
here,
true,
of
medical
Avcre
held in
hitherto
men,
ergies
always
because
all
the
Avorld
has
and
iioav
been,
abeyance,
is confirmed in the belief of the incurability of the
disease.
The old notion, I hope, Avill soon Aranisb.
I will iioav here only add, as a friendly caution to
the honest-mean ing, and on-trust-receiving public,
that when this disease attacks a member of the
family, not to trust too long to nostrums and erapyric remedies, Avith Avhich the land is noAVflood-

ahappiy,
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"Pulmonary consumption,-" is by quacks held
upas a local disease, consequently capable of be
ing removed by simples. This, say the least of it,
is a fallacy, both in theory and in practice.
Let pul
be
well
seated
oh fire
monary dropsy, (consumption)
of
one
word
for
it
will require, to
it,
any
my
lungs
remove the
complaint, and restore the lungs and
system generally to a sound and healthy state, that
—

Avell

'

local treatment be called in aid.
To patent a valuable discovery does not vitiate
the discoArery, all mankind knoAV, but many valua
ble discoveries are greatly vitiated by newspaper
and hand bill puff's, promising more in them than
To do so is Avicked
the compound can perform.
because a valuable discovery, (it may be) loses its
merited grade, and in due time is cast away as being
fallacious ; and moreover, the confiding public of
ten rely on these deceptive nostrums, until the case

general

as

as

—

has

acquired
opposition.

such

strength

and virulence

as

to

defy

ON DROPSY OF THE LUNGS.
Much has been written by pathologists, on the
condition and derangement of the lungs, suffering,
or having suffered under the influence of the disease
commonly, and as Avould seem, Arery appropriately
From the earliest daAvn of his
called consumption.
tory that Ave have any knoAvledge of, there is notice
taken of a disease that seems to have been Avell
known among mankind, at that early period of the
See Leviticus, 26th chapter
world by that name.
and 16th verse ; also, Deuteronomy, 2Sth chapter
and 22d verse.
Here the Almighty threatens Israel,

'
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of their rebellion and

consumption,
then had

no

as

Avith

an

clown,

disobedience, Avith the
against which they

And it seems,

antidote.

has descended

evil
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eA'en to our

time,

that disease
in the

same

upwards of three thousand
unprotected state,
off
its thousands into etternity,
and
has
years,
swepfr
Avithcut any effectual remedy having been found,
Avith Avhich successfully to oppose it, even down
This state of tilings seems
to the present day.
indeed Arery remarkable, and is much to be deplored.
Much .laudable effort has been made, to ascertain
the truc^&te of the system, generally, and of the
lungs most especially. Much learning, time, and
an incalculable amount of the most careful and crit
ical research has indeed been made, and made long,
and no doubt is still iioav making, fully to ascertain
the nature of that disease, and obtain, if possible,
such a knowledge of the morbid state of the lungs,
more successful plan of treat
as would lead to a
ment'. But so far, I think, the great object of pur
suit, has still eluded tin; grasp of any, and all our
wisest and most indefatigable professors.
While thousands of the human family are suffer
ing, and multitudes- dying every year of consump
tion, and in the present state of the science of
medicine, there is no man on earth, able to step hi
between the dying and death, Avith power- in his
hand to arrest the disease, and let the subject go free;this is a most lamentable state of things, and much
to be desired that it could be otherwise.
It is no.
matter of wonder, that all the force of the mind of
man should be marshalled to seek relief from
this
arch enemy of human life and family happiness,
and restore men to peace and freedom from the fear
of dying for months, under the inexorable fang of
On a slight view of these.
this relentless assailant-.
now

7
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Avould-be rather induced to wonder, that
learning- and brightest human intellect,
should have been engaged so long and so ardently.,
and not found a ransom, a sure remedy in a Avord,
a method of treatment, that Avould inspire the
ling
ering, but dying -sufferer, with confidence in his
certain recovery.
The condition that the lungs are placed in by this
disease, and the various constitutions, forms of per
son's, ages and sexes, and other, and all things, con
ducive to render a person liable to become consump
tively affected, are all ably and very trulypointed out.
The gradations of the different stages of the disease,
with the accompanying changes ia the structure of
the lutiss, accompanying each stage, together. with the
effect that these several changes of that important or
gan exert upon the general state of the system and
health of the subject, Avith some exceptions, are all

things,
so

one

much

lucidly brought

to

view.

It may be held as matter of astonishment, wheal
we read the Amlumiuous. post-mortem researches of

and observe the
men of erudition on this disease,
clearness and fullness of their labor, on that branch
of medical science, that a more successful! plan of
treatment has never been discovered ; since in most
other diseases there have been such delightful ad
But truly there
in their treatment.
vances made
is an obvious difference between dissecting and hand
ling a lung and inspecting it critically by sections
observing it care-fully, the superior, middle and in
and tracing the relations of contigu
ferior portions
ous
parts contained in the same cavity with the
lungs, and marking the share of influence on the
lungs, that an unhealthy state of an adjoining
structure may exert on
them, and vice versa.
These things can all be seen with the eye, and
handled with the hand, mid eeratitas^U au4- investi.

.

—

—
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gated, time and again, if necessary, until the
But
mind settles down on some conclusion.
to form a remedial plan, a system of treatment, that
shall meet all exigencies, of such a body of derange
ment, such a mass of disease, and corrupting matter,
is quite different, a perfectly different effort of intel
lectual exertion. And deductions and inferences are
mislaid, being subject to the iafjueueu
pre-existing opinions. The duty of the honest
and well informed physician in all diseases; is per
form e*d by deducing conclusions from previous! v
established facts, and these facts even, are in this
disease, capable of being viewed through several dif
ferent mediums, as given by our best pathological
writers. The disease appearing different to differ
ent men, notwithstanding the subject matter of de
cision, the respiratory organs, are equally accessible
liable

ts be

of

Much more will men be liable to differ in
drawing conclusions from theories, respecting which
even our host
pathological writers are not agreed in
all the parts.
This view of the state of medical science, on the
disease in question, will in a measure remove the
cause of -wonder at the
backwardness of the pro
fession in finding and adopting a decidedly effectual
pteri of treating phthisis. There can be in reason
no doubt that the true and real condition of the
lungs
of consumptives is Avell and correctly represented by
the pathologists of the present day.
By some of
them at least, not by all, because they disagree
among themselves, in some of their views, so far at
least, that one set thinks inflammation of the lungs,
or bronchial tube,
produces the tubercles that are alAVtiys found in the lungs of persons wlrl have died
of consumption; and another set thinks that those
to

all.

*
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origination

of the attend

ing inflammation.
For my purpose it is not material at all, whether
the- inflammation be the cause of tubercles, or tuber
I take it for
cles be the cause of inflammation.
that the state of the lungs is the same either
after
Avay,
they have become affected in such a way,
to
such
a degree as to begin wasting away the
and
The condition and state of
flesh of the subject.
that organ, together Avith the effect on the rest of the
body is the matter of importance to the practitioner,
and from the nature and degree of derangement of

granted

lungs indicated by certain symptoms, he ought to
form his judgment, of the present state of that viscus,
structures affected in conse
as also of the other
of
the
quence
puhnoiiary derangement, and thereupon
his
institute
p>lan of treatment. So I shall leave the
state of the lungs of phthisical persons, and believe
it to be as represented by ourlatest and best piathologists : a mass and congeries of tubercular and in
the

'

flammatory affection.
One thing only I Avill name here, and that is:
that a tubercular lung is not a lung in a natural and
healthy state, Avhatever some Avnters have said to
And if then it is, in any state but a
the contrary.
it
one"
follows, that it must be in an un
healthy
one.
Noav
by a law of the living animal
healthy
it
is
certain, that a morbid, diseased state
economy,
of an organ cannot be the product of the healthy
action of the vessels of that viscus.
Consequently,
this tubercle-producing agency in the lungs, sup
poses either an excess-of sangninous afflux to them,
If then there is excess of blood, and
or a deficiency.
congestion in the vessels of the lungs, there is strong

presumption
cess

that there is inflammation present,

of excitement of the

pulmonary

vessels

at

ex

all
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This would be the state of things upon the
supposition of the lungs pjroducing tubercles, accord
ing to the opinion of some Avriters, namely, those in faevents.

of inflammation being the producing cause of tu
bercles. But another class of Avriters,deny inflamma
tion to have any hand in the production of tubercles,
altogether. Then in this case there must be a Avant
of due afflux to a degree of creating great inanity to
a
dangerous extent, inducing derangement of the
vor

health of the organ, &c. Now, either way, one thing
is certain, and that is: the A'essels of the lungs act
unhealthily in producing those tubercles, and to pre
vent the consequence that certainly follows such a
state of things, the deranged action of the pulmonary vessels must be set to rights ; or, in other Avords,
the tubercular state of the lungs must be changed,
the tubercles must be removed, or rendered innoxi
ous, and the vessels set to healthy action.
To effect this, as I think, pre-eminetly important
change, upon the vessels of the lungs, and recom
mend to the Avorld a course of treatment of such
cases, as are commonly called consumption, but I
believe misnamed, and really are cases of dropsy of
lite lungs, is the object of this my little, but Avell
intended effort. The idea of dropsy of the lungs,
will no doubt be variously received by the members
of the profession. By some, it may be even attempt
ed to be ridiculed
I ani prepared to expect that.
This Avorld- has always been too apit to treat im
provements iti medicine so. Notwithstanding that
my views on the disease of tabes pulmonalis may
not be acceded to at once, with the same
degree of
certainty of the truth and fitness of them, that I
think I see in them, yet I will venture to predict,
that in less than half a century, what I have stated,
and subsequently shall state, respecting that disease,
—
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Avill be the universal and prevailing opinion and
doctrine, throughout the medical world, and that. so

far

uncon

ciples

trolable disease will be cured

and

This

practice.

seems

on

prin
taking

my

indeed like

myself, as it is putting my
opinions up, in opposition to the whole

rather too much upon
views and

medfcal Avorld "besides. So it may be, and even so it
ought to be, upon the fact, that I am right, and all
This truly has in. part to be
besides are Avrong.
hereafter
facts
solid, strong, undeniable
by"
proved
iu the Av-ay of submitting
and indisputable faets
—

—

to my dropsy treatment.
Then, in my view,
such fact is Avorth a thousand theories to the
And even this test, my medicine and
contrary.
has in a degree -undergone
of
administration
"plan
cases

one

with success, .but

satisfactory

That there is
where

or

not to

a

and

necessary

-perfectly

extent.

mistake, or a Avrong taking up. some
somehow, of the nature and consequently of
a

the treatment of phthisis, I hope no concientious and
Avell informed medidal man will deny. What then is
this wrong r And where lies it ? Not in the Avant of a
knowledge of the diseased condition and state of the
These things doubtlungs as found after death.
.

correctly represented, as are also in a good
the exciting causes leading the respiratory
No one
that pecul iar and diseased state.
into
organs
I
venture
to
to
be
will
assume,
deny,
hardy enough
that the practice recommended, and professing to
be founded on those plausible pathological displays
of our best Avriters, is utterly insufficient to arrest
Here
the disease, and restore the lungs to health.

less

are

measure

then, is

where the

sufficiency begins
tion is raised

error

to

lies, because

show itself.

.

here

the in

Much expecta
but in

by great pathological parade,
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tbe end all is empty show, because utterly barren,
leading to no relief
As said before,, the description of the lungs— Iioav
diseased, and Avhat its diseased state consists in, with
all the morbid phenomena of a consumptive are, I
have no doubt, correctly stated.
Wherefore, it
—would seem that acotrect judgment might be form
ed of a course of remedial treatment, that would re
move all difficulties in
pulmonary diseases. But iu
this disease, so far, it has indeed not been effected.
There is, without a doubt, a cause for this failure.
—

Were I to look for, and point out the most prpbable cause of failure among medical men, in the
treatment of phthisis, as 1 now judge of this mat
ter, I believe I should say it Avas altogether oAving
-

fondness

of, or at any
mankind, to follow in each
to

a

rate,

a

proneness. among
From the
other's xcake.
nature of the termination of that-diseased state of
the lungs, denominated consumption, viz : an utter
and entire wasting away of the flesh, it Avas extreme
ly natural, and perfectly in character with the an
cients, to call the disease by that name. I will be
excused, I hope, for stating here, that at that period
of the world, the science-of medicine bad in all prob

ability

out of its embryotic state.
morbid condition of the lungs, ending
wasting away of the substance,of the

emerged

not

Thus,

then,
certainly in a

a

consumption. This was
'disease, it may be, occur

became denominated

body,

The

natural.

quite
ring from

century to

tune, with the

Would

same

same

naturally

century, down the annais of

Avasting

retain its

effects

on

apparently

its

subjects,

very appropri
ate name, Tales Pulmonalis.
For two thousand
years and more, the pathelogy of that disease re
mained but very little iinown ; and to say the least
of it, anything like perfection in the development
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of the condition of the lungs, in consumptive cases,
has perhaps never been made, near so scientifically
and

perfect, as within the p>roseut century ; and
generation succeeding another and retaining
same name

for the

sanie

disease, with all its

one

the

accom

panying pre j tuiees and preconceived opinions, it so
happened! all scientific and medical men, imbued
Avith the universal ideas about consumption, labored
to the same point Avith their predecessors in estab
lishing a plan of successful- treatment of a disease
that never existed, and so is done until now, and of
course still utterly Avithout success.
This, 1 think,
is the true cause Avhy. there has been so little, I
might say, no progress made, in the treatment of
tabes pulmonalis.
course of these Arery
observations about the diseased state of the
lungs, always ending in Avhat has been, time out of
mind, called consumption ; but I shall hereafter call
Pulmonary Dropsy,* to induce any one that reads

Enough has been said in the

fevv

Avhat is said, to see that I think pathologists and
other Avriter&on medicine have shown much clearer
the condition of that vital and all-important organ,
the lungs, after the subject had been killed by pulmonary disease, than that they have succeeded in
pointing cut permanent and reliable modes off treat
ment to save those multitudes of subjects from the
Much more grateful
and dissecting knife.

scalpel

had it been to the readers of those learned disquisi
tions of the professors of one of our great public
medical institutions of health, could the narrators
have repeated Iioav many of their fellow-citizens had
with always to be understood as
of the vessels of the 'lung-,, fit to
fluid, and that this evui.'-irtrr is made into the air-colls
and thus constituting that di.-easc.

*
By Pulmonary Dropsy, I
intending to express a state

eft'use
of the

serous

lungs,
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been snatched from death

improved
but few

by

the

potency of their

sanative treatment, Avhile
were compelled to be

comparatively

consigned

into the

design no reflection on the
but
into view unvarnished
bring
simply
profession,
We all know that perfection in any thing, is
facts.
but seldom the lot of the pursuit of man ; and no
doubt the arcana of diseases are more slow, and
often very difficult to develop ; much more so than
And withal, it is
many points of general science.
men will too much fol
useless to deny the truth
hard

lap

of death.
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low in each other's track: and the fact is, the thing
begins to look ugly.

Many statements have been made, and facts rela
ted by pathologists, and other medical writers, shew
ing the inadequacy of the popular notions and treat
ment of pulmonary dropsy, it would seem quite
sufficient to indicate to

themselves that different
views of the nature of the disease fastened on the
lungs, from what had so long been entertained and
acted out, would suit the nature of the
derange
ment better.
And observing that, as a mistake, and
the unfitness of their treatment, they Avould be

induced to seek at least, for different pathological
views, and of course, different treatment ; to meet
Avith effect, the difficulties under Avhich that struc
on these .occasions.
And besides
would
to
incline
think
that
the very fact
this,
alone, of the popular and authorized treatment, hav

ture was

laboring

one

ing always been unsuccessful, ought to act on our
public guides as a decided monitor, and induce
them at least, strongly to suspect that something
was

Avrong about the matter.

Dropsies of the lungs are introduced as dropsies
are elsewhere, and that
is, by something taking place
that deranges the usual and healthy action of the
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in pulmonary affec
is oftener from /what is

Perhaps

exciting
taking cold," than any
hereditarily disposed to dropsy of
cause

other.
the

A person

lungs, usually

small chest and small lungs.
Such
an one will,
in health even, though it may be 1111perceived by the person himself, have more or less
difficulty of breathing, beyond Avhat persons of good
lungs and thoracic capacity have, under similar
states of trial ; hence the high, pointing shoulders
and long neck.
Such a king, iu its host slate, has
more ''difficulty to render the common exisencies of
life necessary. to be performed by that organ, than
a
lung of sufficient volume, contained in a spacious
chest ; therefore under increase of circulation, the
pulmonary structure is apt to suffer violence, hence
And under a somewhat
often homopitie affections.
different modification of lungs and chest, a more
chronic derangement may, and often does seize and
fasten on the lungs, or a portion of them, Avhich
gives out symptoms of cold. The lungs and sys
inherits also

a

■

generally, iioav are, or soon get to be, someAvhat
feverish ; a greater than ordinary afflux of blood
now tends to the lungs; cough ensues, and more or
These affections, if
less expectoration takes place.
Avill
and
soon fasten on that
met
not early
removed,
tem

defiance
organ, and then bid

to

"our learned pro

fession."

Mackintosh, vol. 1st, p. 533, has these expres
:
Physiology teaches us that in the healthy
living body there is a constant secretion from the
blood, of an albuminous'halitus, Avhich is deposited
sions

—

"

in every part of the system, and in no structure so
abundantly, as the cellular tissue. Whatever deramies this interstitial secretion, tends to the produc
Hence any irritation of preternatural substances.
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as
an
exciting cause ; not that it
increases the activity of the secretory
process, ("which in health is very prolific) but be
cause it perverts this important function."
Here
seems to be one important fact granted
the "exha

may act

necessarily

—

lation of albuminous fluid into all the various cavi

ties, and among others, largely into the air-ceils of
the lungs." The same writer states, on p. 531, Avhen
talking about the formation of granular tubercles :
This kind of tubercular formation in the lungs
has long engaged my attention, and I feel convinced
they arc the air-cells, distended and enlarged by a dis
eased deposition, probably the consequence of in
flammation- of their inner membrane."
Evidently
this "deposition," into the air-cells, can be nothing
else but the "albuminous halitus," before, named ;
in quality, no doubt changed, from a natural and
healthy, to the opposite state. And in this state,
all things taken together, the lungs may be looked
<l

upon as in as perfect a dropsical state, as that organ
is capable of being.
It is not well dene to object to my vieAV of lungs
being the seat of dropisy, merely because not much
Avater is usually found in them after death ; "where
as that is the cose in dropsical affections of all- other
cavities.
In fair reasoning, this makes no objection
at all : because, besides the very great structural
dissimilarity oft the Avhole substance of the lungs
(keeping in view its functions,) and other cavities
of the body liable to dropsical effusion, and Avhich
dissimilarity alone would be an all-sufficient reason
why Ave might expect an obvious difference in the-.
sensible appearance of the parts, under dropsical
effusion
the fact of persons breathing dry atmos-.
pheric air continually, and thereby eliminating from
the deposit in the air-cells, the more subtle por,tica
—
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of the "albuminous halitus," and leaving iu the
air-cells only the more crude and albuminous por
tions of the deposit, Avhich matter itself on produc
ing irritation there, is coughed up and spit aAvay.
Say the least of it, this vieAV alone, accounts for the
s*ate the lungs are found in, and is in strict accord
ance with sound reason, and the operations of the
animal economy.
Many men have laboriously examined the lungs,
post mortem, of persons Avho died of dropsical lungs,
and I Avill not dispute the honesty of their design,

they make ; but I
generally, a writer, Avhen he
sets out to give his Views to the world, and the re
sult of his investigation, as it -would be styled, he
launches out with a good supply of preconceived
notions'in his head, how the things arc, on Avhich
in

making

the statements that

will say that I believe

he is about to enter ; and iu the course of prosecu
ting his enquiries, be will -(it may be unconscious to
himself,) endeavor to shape all the important mem
bers of his subject to fit his preconceived opinions.
This has, I believe, been done to a great extent by

perhaps all our Avriters on pulmonary diseases. All
probably, thought pretty much when they set out
on their invest igations, that the disease Avas almost
These
any thing else besides what it really Avas.
and
pathological investiga
objections to our 'writers
tors,

be attributed to' a notion that I belicwe
prevailed, and still iioav prevails, that dropsy

are

to

always
of the lungs (popularly calied consumption,) Avas a
disease sui generis; standing alone, unlike to, and
This isolated
unconnected with-auy other disease.
notion of that disease, always prevailing, no doubt
Avas the cause of keeping it shrouded, and still now
environed in thick envelop of mistaken and unpro
fitable theory, and a practice utterly unavailing.
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denominations,

as

A\ras

found in the lungs, of va
thought by some,
rious colors and consistence ; a considerable variety
of density and appiarent states of maturity ; some
appearing to be older, and others of more recent
were

Others hoAvever state, that the
Sec.
far as found tubercular, appeared as though

formation,

lungs,

so

all had been formed pretty much at the same time ;
and moreover, all agree that in the progress of this
diseased state of that organ, these tubercles seem to
ripen and form a species of pus, or thickened mucous
This
matter, which is coughed up and spit out.
view of the diseased action and state of the lungs, is
exactly Avhat is required, and is every thing that is
needful to constitute Avhat I call dropsy of the lungs.
The infiltration into the-air-cells, in amount probablv much increased by diseased action, the more
volatile piart of which is taken up by the breath and
carried out, and thus leaving the gross and more
albuminous matter iu the air-cells, because the air

raise it ; here it then remains, ripens and
thickens, and by every pulse increases in quantity,
until the amount in tbe air-cells irritates the tender
organ, and so excites coughing, Avhich Avill bring up
that muco-purulent matter Avhich in this Avay, and
by this time it has come to be, and in this state is
cannot

spit

~

away.
The air-cells, as said before, are the repositories
of the increased infiltration ; and of this deptosit
the more fluid part being coiweyed out of the lungs
or air-cells in
respiration, leaving only the albumin
ous
this no doubt, becoming much con
and
parts ;
cocted and exsiccated by the morbid heat of that
organ, and so becoming more and more firm every
moment, and the mass in each affected cell, augment
ing every pulse, and the convulsion of coughing, not
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it is

probable, and the matter
becoming old and firm, and
assimilated to animal substance, (our
cheese. )
Noav when these papilla are
in the lungs after death, each one of
cells,

retained in them thus
somewhat
writer says
thus found

these cells, thus filled, and no
considerably enlarged, is called

doubt most of them
tubercle.
Noav it
is very reasonable to suppose that the interstitial
membranes of the lungs Avith their bloodvessels, are
changed from their healthy, into an unhealthy
state, and therefo*re may in this their state, transmit
more fluid into those cells ; and'the mouths of the
vessels being also enlarged, and become, more patu
lous, may, and I think will transmit more and more
crude and illy assimilated fluid, than in health.
This I hold, is the nature -and working of the dis
ease fastened on the lungs, -that I call dropsy of the
a

but has usually been called consumption,
The condi
three thousand years and more.
tion of the lungs is Avell set forth by our .AVriters,
but no progress made
them, in advising a suc
cessful plan of treatment ; and 1 think this Avas the

lungs,

now

ify

only, because they all believed
ease
peculiar to itself, and not such
really Avas, pulmonary dropsy.
result

it to be
an

one

dis
as it

a

Noav, that this infiltration" from the blood into the
air-cells, and the discharge of the matter so formed
is one of the true causes of the waste
Mackintosh
there can be no doubt.
that
has become
"An
on
533.
1st.
organ
quotes
p.
in
an
fluid
secretes
its
enfeebled,
imperfect
peculiar
manner ; these fluids no longer possess the degree
of vitality necessary to stimulate and support the
in the
of the

lungs,
flesh,

solids ; they become from day to day more unnatu
ral, until at length they cease to have any analogy
This I esteem an excelAvith healthy structure."
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representation of the effect of
in a drop^sical state.
lung,
By
some deranged action of the
pulmonary,Aressels and
this derangement, I think, usually is sthenic rather
than asthenic—-but by whichever class of agents, in
that respect, this unhealthy action of the lungs may
be produced, the effect is the same, or in its conse
an
unhealthy exhalation from the
quence similar
blood vessels of the lungs into the air-cells, in tbe
part or parts of the lungs affected. And this de
ranged and unhealthy state of things continuing iu
the lungs, or a portion of them, as stated in the
quotation above, the unusual matter secreted not
possessing the needful quantity of stimulant in
fluence, the lungs naturally and necessarily cease
to perform their usual and very necesstry function
of decarbonizing "the blood, and the blood thus be
coming of unhealthy mixture in its component parts,
the body of the lungs Avil! by degrees become more
and more affected, until the whole mass ultimately
becomes diseased ; and the blood, by the imperfect
action of the lungs upon it, having lost its stimulat
ing and invigorating quality, all the muscular parts
of the body, and glandular structures throughout,
become enfeebled and incapable of performing their
a

correct

diseased

and

one

—

—

destined and needful functions.
"
On re
Mackintosh, vol. 1st, page 536, says:
found
to
are
from
the
the
body, they
moving
lungs
One case 1 have
be much heavier than natural.

already
pounds

mentioned, in A\ffiich they

Aveighed

nine

Not with standing the
three quarters.
assertion of Cornell to the contrary, I have several
times seen the marks of the ribs left upon the poste
and

rior and lateral
very

heavy."

parts of the lungs,
In such

a

viscus

as

Avhen
the

need not, and indeed there cannot be

they Avere
lungs there

expected

a
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of there

and retained in the

being foreign
lungs, than is
noAv
repeated.

said by Mackintosh in the sentence
This unnaturally great volume and increase of
Aveight, speak for themselves. Nothing can ac
count for it, only that there is a considerable portion
of its cavities or air-cells, filled with serous, or other
In one word, let the idea
more crude exhalations.
of dropical lungs be adopited, and all will instantly
come right
every body will see a fitness between
the state of the lungs, given above by Mackintosh
and the disease I insist on ; and it Aviil require but
feAv words to shew the reasonableness of the in
creased A\reight as Avell as volume of the lungs.
And Mackintosh further states above, that the lungs
Avere so much enlarged in
volume, -as to be pressed
ribs
the
; and that the impres
surrounding
against
sions of the ribs remained on the lungs contiguous
to them ; nothing could be mentioned more analo
It now
gous to an anasarcous state of that viscus.
seems to me that nothing more need be adduced to
remove prejudice, and settle and establish my asser
Tabes pulmonalisy is neither
tion, that vulgar
a
more nor less than
Dropsical state of the lungs.
Great labor has been bestowed to lay open to view
and perrisal, all the parts of the body liable to be
come diseased in the course and final progress of
Of
of these mortal pulmonary affections.
one
ten their very appearance, and all pertaining to
—

"

are shewn clear and satisfactory ; thus it has
been stated, that tbe bronchia, the plura, the heart
and pericardium, tbe stomach and intestines, the
spleen, the peritoneum, the omentum and several
other structures, Avere found in a state greatly dis
And in fact it appears that by the time a
eased.

them,

case

has

passed through

all the

gradations

of diseas-
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ed action and is terminated by death,

no soundness
remains anywjiere throughout the whole system ;
but every part is become.putrid, or nearly so.
These
things seem to be brought into view by our pathol
ogists, as something to be wondered at,, and at least

adding very much to the mysterious and aAvfully diseased state of the human body, under the
influence of tabes pulmonalis.
Noav according to the view I have of these things,
and gave above, this is all natural, and only Avhat
Ave
might and ought to expect to find under such ex
tensive derangements of the pulmonary functions.
As said elseAvhere, the lungs are the great chemical
laboratory of the blood, and they are under such an
utter state of derangement that they are incapable of
either adding to, or taking up from the blood, as is
required by the law of animal life, to keep the
blood and fluids all sane ; therefore the blood and
all the fluids secreted from it, are in a condition unfit to support vitality and health any Avhere and
But most especially aviII glandular
every where.
structures suffer and be eminently liable to become
diseased ; because evenin health, the blood passes
sloAvly through the glands, and now under the eufeebled impulse of the heart in this disease, no doubt.
often partial stagnations Avill take place in some of
them; then in the vitiated state the blood is now in,
disease of some sort falls upon them, as Avell as also
Mackintosh fur
on the structures above named.
ther says, p. 535, vol. 1st. " It often happens that in
persons Avho. died of phthisis, we see the bronchial,
axillary and inguinal glands greatly tumified and

as

diseased,
Let

objection be brought against my opin
lungs being liable to dropsical effusion, on
ground that the causes producing pulmonary

ion of the

the

Sec."

not an
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derangements are evidently very various. There
is perhaps no disease induced by -a greater variety of
remote causes, than acknowledged dropsy, and be
sides I have been induced to' believe for many
years, that our ordinary dropsies were evidently
and strongly inclined to be hereditary, and Avho is
there of any

considerable

observation,

that is not

prepared
ackaowledge that very often, if not gen
some
erally,
peculiarity of form, and sometimes of
to

character too, permanently
in the lineage of families?

descend
doubt
that these peculiarities of form and character, do
materially affect and determine the kind of diseases
The different
persons are particularly liable to.
temperaments, assuredly modify diseases'.
The variously diseased condition the lungs are
often found in, after 'death, is no evidence against
dropsy of trie lungs being the nature of the disease
no

patient. There is perhaps
precisely the same symptoms

that carried off the

disease that has

attach to, and
And I have

-

no

on

is the system precisely af
any
persons ;
in different
same disease,
the
fected similarly by
takes
place in con
Hemoptysis usually
persons.
of
the
chest alone,
sequence of mal-conformation
two

nor

but may also take piace in consequence of violence,
and either way induced, may lay the foundation of
imperfect action of the vessels of the lungs and re
sult in dropsy of that organ,
I will now here acknowledge, and I have no Avhere
disputed it, that 'our pathologists have given us true
statements, in their learned, able and very particu
lar investigations, post mortem, not only of the
lungs generally, but the rest, of the body universally,
All this, 1 admit, is'goid,
as farats found diseasedAvith
it.
But unhappily
and 1 am highly pleased
for mankind, all, so far as I know,
here,
.

stopped
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and seemed magnanimously sat"
had
well examined the various
they
diseased -parts critically and made full and long state

isiied,

content

when

ments, With regard to the condition they found the
But so far as regards the method of
several parts in.
no
^relief,
progress was made by auy one of them ;
and all, so.far as I know about our latest and best
writers on practice, follow each other in the same
beaten track, Avith others that ha\'e gone before
them from time-out of mind, and this is done, know
"
one
stiver."
ing it xv ill not benefit the patient
But perhaps a good apology for this kind of con
duct is, the doctor don*t wish to be esteemed a quack !
iunovattr.
It is useless to lengthen out this subject, and
make many statements.
Suffice it to say, in a Avord :
medical men, as well as all mankind, besides, .were
early led into a gross and radical mistake, about
the true nature of pulmonary dropsy, and this, no
doubt from the appearance of its subjects.
They are
consumed sure enough-^—reduced to living skeletons.
Now the cause of this great waste, seems to me, oc
cupies the surface pretty much, and ought to have
been taken hold of and acted on, long ago.
As
shown above, nutrition and assimilation are sus
pended, by the unhealthy debilitated condition of
the lungs acting on the blood, and the blood again
the glandular system, and so this, becomes a
on
source
of wasting away, and then the increased
afflux to the lungs, and great secretion from the
blood into the air-cells of the lungs, which infiltra
tion is thence eliminated and carried off in part, by
the constant respiration of dry atmospheric air, and
nor an

balance, in a more consistent form, is raised by
coughing and then spit out. It is scarcely necessa
ry for me to name here, that those consistent sputa,
the
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consist of such matter, as of all other forms of
fluid, is most wasteful or fully as rhuch so as any
other, and saps the constitution most rapidly.
It seems to me that from the shewing I have now
and expect hereafter still to add a little there
elucidate and sIioav clearly and satisfactori
ly, the similarity of the diseased state of the lungs,
under dropsical affection, and the deranged condi
tion of certain other of the viscera, laying the foun

made,
unto,

to

dation for ordinary
system, is and will

in other parts of the
be such as ought to satisfy
every person nearly, in search after truth, that con
sumption is iu fact drop>sy of the lungs. Old and

dropisy,

long cherished opinions, I IIiioav, aire slow to yield
and hard to be surrendered, not alluding to the" old ad
age of "There is no one so blind as he that wont see."
The

pretty

of my arguments and slinvings, are
much all taken from Avriters, who conscien

ground

tiously believed when they wrote, that the disease
they Avere developing, Avas sure enough a disease of
its OAvn individual kind, distinct from all other human
diseases.
And here the great and fundamental (I
might say fatal) error lies. Now, I hope I have
made the similarity between dropsy of the lungs and
dropsy in the other parts, plain and striking enough.
in what I haAre already said ; but as this is the pivot
and the point where the great mistake has hitherto
lain cloistered in safety from the view of the Avorld,
something more, still elucidating and confirmatory,
no doubt be Avell.
The state of the general system is the same dur
ing the preparatory stage for dropsy of the lungs,
that it is for dropsy in any other part of the body.
I intend to say, that there is in either and all of
them, for sometime, a period liable to vary much, as
regards length of time, of a low, feverish state of the

will
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habit.
The patient is apt to say, Avhile in
this state, that he " is indeed not exactly sick, but
feels evidently that he is not welL" These feelings
equally obtain iu all forms of dropsy, whether of the
lungs, thorax, abdomen or cellular tissue. One
sympitom attends dropsy of the lungs, that is nearly
peculiar to that form, I allude to cough. This cough

general

ought to serve as an index, pointing out the proba
locality, or focal point of operation, that the cir
culatory vessels will take.
All dropsical persons retain their appetite unusual
ly Avell and long, considering them as disc seel pier-

ble

sons.

the

In this respect I know no difference among
forms.
The primavia, I incline to

various

think, generally,
the stomach

are

apt

to be

deranged, from
persons of pulmo

more

throughout, among,
nary dropsy than persons of either of the other
forms ; the bowels of all are, however, constipated.
Bloodlessness of counsenance and surface generally,
The hectic flush, is sympa
is also common to all.
thetic, and therefore no exception. A disparity be
tween the ingesta and the strengthening and real
nourishment that they receive from their food, is
also alike in all.
In my opinion, none really nourish
Such digestion and assimila
much from their food.
the
as
several
tion,
organs destined for these uses,
are now capable of performing, in my view, produce
only such gross juices as tend to add to the gen
eral mass of crudities, already supierabounding in
the circulation.
Very little strength is derived
from this mass.
Tapping a dropsical person frequently, unless his

general health should, contrary to expectation, be
improved thereby, or by art some ether way. or nat
urally by the force of the vis"mcdicatrix natures, will
hasten any case on to death, much faster, than if
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dropsies of the abdomen,
if
the e flu s fori or deposit is
chest,
tissue,
left uninterrupted, the part of the deposit will in due
he

Avere

or

not

In

tapped.

cellular

with difficulty to yield, and re
the circulating, fluids remain
considerably stationary in volume, and thereby, af
time

get full,

ceive

more

So as

; hence

ford -the usual tone and firmness to the solids. This
even, affords a hypocritic resemblance of strength.
Now empty such a sack of deposit, and the circula
ting vessels can at once, with ease, unload them
selves ; and thus soon bring on dangerous inanity
throughout the system, but especially dangerous, I
think, as regards the brain. In a case of dro'psy of
the lungs, the healing agents of nature, the circula
ting vessels, throwing off largely into the air-cells,
The lungs,
as in other dropsies, into other cavities.
however, constantly throwing off wftat is secerned
into them, is one reason, and I think a potent one,
why persons of dropsical lungs terminate their ca
reer sooner than other dropsical patients usually do.

daily evacuation of the lungs by breathing,
by coughing andspifting, I esteem equivalent to
daily tapping in point of debilitating the "patient,
andmoi'eover is the great, and perhaps the only cause,
why persons under the disease of dropsical lungs de
cline hi flesh, while in other forms of dropsy they
This, is indeed anidea drawn merely from
do not.
analogy, but I think is correct.
Ascites and hydrotk'iax, before they land their
This
and

subjects

bits

cous sw-

-Hi igf

eternity,
--

f" f

'
-

i.

are

!

certain t.M induce

wer

an a sir-

extremities, arfu often of
'

body generally: 'bias savi ii •::■■ crme on us
ually after the cavity e'onstit ting rife primary scat of
the

Thfsafiftsarcous affectioneffusion is jrotiy fml.
is well known among practitioners of medicine, to
take

place in

those cases, which

I

distinguish by
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the appellation of dropsy of the lungs, and is,
I think considered the next to the last stage the
disease carries its subjects through before death.
This anasarca having continued for a short space,
a diarrhoea usually
supetwenes, which soon carries
off the emaciated and enfeebled subject.
No doubt
this diarrhoea takes place in consequence of the dis
eased state the stomach and intestines are said to
be found in, after death, by cur pathologists; and
this derangement again, is owing to the deranged
state of the lungs, and its bloodvessels, as shown
elseAvliere, in this my little essay ; and so is pecu
liar to pulmonary cases only.
In another'circumstance, dropsy of the lungs is
like dropsy elseAvliere, it is this : The lungs and
pulmonary vessels have to pass through apreparat--ry process of slight or chronic inflammation, to
become suitably adapted for the appjroaching increas
ed afflux of blood and humor, as Avell as to prepare
the vessels of the interstitial membranes, for th'etransendation of the fluid intended to be deposited
there.
This preparation of the vessels, and adapta
tion of the particular structure, that AAill become the
future seat of the Avatery deposit, are doubtless ef
fected during the precursory febrile state, the ves
sels and systems are ahvays found in, before effu
sion takes pla.ee.
-

A FEW THOUGHTS MORE ON PULMONARY

DROPSY.
I have

now

consumption

good deal, trying to show that
truly dropsy of the lungs. When

said

is

a

I survey AAdiat I have written, I could Avish 1 had
comprised Avhat I have scattered over a good deal
of paper within less space; still I cannot see one
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idea that is contained in that portion of my essay,
that Avould not, if taken away, leave the balance
I am fully sensible that my
more or less injured.

method of
the present

composing, is
day scholar,

too stale

and

palate of
I might
acceptably,

for the

even

now,

perhaps say, what I aim to say, more
by simply saying, that my. composition is deficient
in fluency of style, AVhen compared with the com
position of medical Avriters of the present age. Ail
this, and more than this, if demanded, I readily and
cheerfully grant, because I knoAV it is true, and it is
true, because I cannot Avell help it.
My most ready
excuse, and perhaps the best too, is, that it is iioav
into med
a long time, that I hiVe looked but little
ical books ; so long, that the style, language and
easy manner of conveying my ideas, is not at my
command, and moreover, in the main, tlie ideas in
tended to be conveyed, are original, Avherefore I
in lan
Avas usually more careful to' put them down
guage current with me, than to be careful to look
1 ng, to find fashionable' dressing for them.
My ideas on that affection, I have just now said,
Were original, and I may say more, are new, even
Not quite three years ago, I thought
to myself.

about that

namely,

every body else iioav thinks,
disease -of its own kind, sui
and additionally, did I think, as

complaint,

that it

as

was a

generis; altogether,
probably every body now does (medical writers not
excepted), that something like a doom of incurability

Avas firmly attached to it, like a tight garment, that, followed it so far through time, .and iu all probability
would descend with itto the end of time, all the
while bidding defiance to the scalpel, and all our
So I thought about
fine piathological exhibitions.
think
about it at all.
it, I say, if I could be said to

But

to say

the least of

it, I confess

that

the

disease
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perfectly un
positively beyond
the influence and control of the scieuce of
medicine,
that very long I had ceased, to think seriously about
manageable,

and

so

•strictly

and

so

so

The way was this: In the year
I.
She lived under the influence of
Wife by it.
the disease six months, all of A\dtich time I strove.
and did all I could do. to save her life and restore

i812,

it at all.

lost

.

a

her to health.
But all failed ; she died.
I made
great efforts and had the co-operation of medical men
of ptrofessed skill, aided by many years experience, but
all proved unavailing.
This, 1 confess, discouraged
me with regard to that disease ; for I did my best, and
did it hopefully ; but when all, notAvithstanding, fail
ed, I gave up in despair, and but seldom thought
about a AAay of relief in such a case since, until a little
while back, as stated before.
But now my notions
are so
different
from
What
any man before
perfectly
me,

perhaps,

ever

thought,

that I

am

prepared

to

ex

pect the medical world wffl be slow to go into my
But however this maybe, I
views on the subject.
comforted with the reflection that Avhat I say,
I believe is true, and " truth is strong and Aviil pre
vail."
In my foregoing essay, I haA^e endeavored to bring
before my readers my views of the disease -popularly
called consumption, but I think is misnamed, .and
am

named dropsy of the lungs, or pulmona
I am quite sensible of the apparent fit
old name, for the disease in question,
ness of the
the
and I am quite sensible too, that Avhile
that
hitherto
old
that
name,
opinion accompanies
always has accompanied it, the disease Avill never

ought to be
ry dropsy.

extricated from that labyrinthian maze, into
Which the universal consent of mankind has doom
ed it.
All the rational part of mankind, when they
8
be
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reflect a moment on this matter, I think, must be
satisfied that if the medical Avorld had well under
stood the causes, both remote and piroximate, of this
disease, and also had duly considered on the state"
and condition of the circulatory A'essels, they would,
in all probability, hit upon some plan, or mode of
of treating the disease successfully, before this age of
the world.
But on examining this matter, it will
be found that there is as yet no regular, systematic
and successful mode of treatment known, or record
ed in our books of authority.
Oh, no ! All is dark,
and Avill remain so, until the existing pathology of
that disease is changed, nay, abandoned altogether.
It would look too much like the dog in the fable,
barking at the moon, for so private, so unknown a
person as I am, to say all that might be said here,
Avay the profession has conducted in
I forbear say
this matter, for many hundred years
ing for several thousand years. All that is important

against

the

—

to be noticed in the matter, is of universal notoriety.
All mankind know that whoever has the consump
tion Avell fastened on him, is a sure candidate for
death, so far as the science of medicine is concern
ed, at all events. Or in other words, it is a fact,
that the honest and earnest labor of men, deep skill
ed in medical science, generally, have as yet found
no sure treatment, with which
successfully to meet
that inexorable assailant of feeble man.
It may be easily observed in looking over Avhat
I say, Avhen treating on Jhe nature and cause of
pulmonary dropsy, that I feel certain that our popular theories on that disease are an error, and that our
pathologists have misconceived about the disease in

question, altogether. I there attempt to give my
happened, that all mankind was
misled, respecting that disease ; medical men as
views of hoAv it has
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others.

And the Avay Avas natural, easy and
imposing. By occular appearances, ail the
world Avas led astray, and formed mistaken notions
of that disease
all mankind, the learned and the
as

very

—

the

unlearned,
thinking and the not thinking man,
all
are
down
in that abyss.
There is such a dis
all,
all
must
and
it
is
seated
in the breast, and
ease,
grant,
then upon the lungs, which if any one takes or is
taken of it, produces coughing and mucous
.expec
torations, fever and a great leanness, with debility.
The existence of this disease is knoAvn, and it is
also knoAvn too, and declared in medical
works, that
tbe matter spit out by such, is eminently calculated
to induce exhaustion of
strength and substance.
This was certainly right and true, but here our Avriters, our theorists, have stoppled and gone into inves
tigating and searching out the particular and diseas
ed state of the lungs after death.
Among other
that
Avere
found
in
ain
this
things
lung
condition,
there was a great, a morbidly great afflux of blood
and other fluid to that organ, and before this state
Avas arrived at by the disease, there
must, or might
have been observed by the physician, a precursory
febrile state of the system generally, Avhile at the
same time, there existed in the
lungs, the affected
organ itself, something of an inflammatory excite
This state of things always pre-exists Avith
ment.
a

person Avhose system is

preparing

to enter

into this

Avasteful pulmonary affection. After the exhalents are,
as I hold, thus enlarged and
capacitated for much
increased action, the inflammatory state of the

lungs someAvhat abates, and free expectoration takes
place. And iioav the Avhole train of debilitating and
wasting agents are fully set at work, or very soon
will be.

•
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I et

medical

men, let

everybody

call

what I call

they please to cad it—
it that pleases
call it by the old name, consumption,
to
be called.
it
I
think
ought
better than what 1
will
benefit
name
The
nothing ;
shall not object.

pulmonary dropsy, just

what

A'ill neither add to, nor detract from successful prac
The only thing of consequence in practice
tice.
is to have proper conceptions of the disease, in all its

bearings. To obtain a more sure,
mode of treatment of pul
reliable
perfectly"
yes,
shall
that
monary dropsy,
inspire the physician with
ease of mind, having confidence in himself, that
he possesses power and skill sufficient triumphant
to compete Avith the disease, is the whole and

connections and
a

ly

ultimatum of my aim.

And

perhaps
before

if. I were
tbe

to

public, jt

explicitly
lay my object
Avould be best done by saying, that I wish to arouse
public medical attention to the true state of the
of
system avIich under the influence of that kind
the
is
of
which
the
end'
diseased affection,
Avasting
away of the flesh and strength of the diseased per
more

son

and then death.
stating Avhat I now state

as my
supreme aim,
Wish, hoWever, distinctly to be understood, as not
abandoning any one expression that I have made
But let all be assured
any Avhere in my AVriting.

In

I

that I possess full confidence in the truth and recti
tude of Avhat I say on the cause and nature of pul
It is a truth, for instance, that it
monary dropsy.
seems to me
surprising, that medical men, in exam
ining lungs, post mortem, and being often
present
with, and attendant on persons in all the stages of
that disease, that neither the condition
Avere found in after
death, or the state of the
tem, with its symptoms, while living, should
never
have suggested to them a
great

the°hm°-s

similarity

between

♦
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into this disease, and those
of the forms of ordinary dropsy.

very strange, that wise and
on so
long to the same pa
Avhen it is known to themselves

seems

should hold

good
thological notions,
and to every body else, that in point of practice,
their display adds nothing profitable at all.
Solar
as app.cars, the profession is as far from
being in pos
session of a reliable treatment for pulmonary dropsy
now, as ever they were,
It seems quite evident tome, that my Aiews, of
the nature of that old pulmonary complaint, com
monly called consumption, but by me pulmonary
men

are true.
Reference to my essay on the
of that disease will, I think, make it ap.pear
exceedingly probable, and I iioav still feel no doubt
that my views, there expressed,- and my plan of
treatment of that disease, hereafter to be exhibited,
Avill correspond,, so as to give to the Avorldanew and

dropsy,
nature

valuable mode

oftreating that hitherto, and uoav nn-i
disease
with success. Th is is indeed mat-'
manageable
ter of anticipation and supposition, or at any rate
part
ly so. 1 anticipate that the. time will soon arrive, after
this my little book has gotten out into the world,
that men will presently learn to append to my diu
retic'

composition, such adjuvants, as Avill together
it, be found sufficient, presently to arrest the
progress of the disease, and restore to health, al 1

With

persons afflicted iu that way,- or at any rate, as
all as is common to saAre, in other serious dis

near

1 have very little hesitation now in saying,
what I have seen of its efficacy, in some cases of
that disease, in which I have tried it, that in all fresh
and recent attacks, it will require but very little if
eases.

on

any

help,

and in old constitutional

coughs,

it is

a
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This I havm experimented -to
treatment.
satisfaction.
my
I labor under the misfortune, or disadvantage at
least, of living in a part of the Avorld, Avhere serious
pulmonary affections of any kind are very rare, and
pulmonary dropsy is almost unknown, Avherefore

sovereign

it

that I cannot procure cases to experiment on.
It Avould have been a gratification to me, could I have
tested my theory effectually, in my life time.
I feel

is,

well assured in my mind, that in some cases, even
from the first, some extra medicine Avill be required.
The system, I should say, in this affection, as in oth

dropsy, may, and no doubt will, often re
quire "preparing, for the. diuretic to act kindly and
beneficially upon it. This must be left to the judg
Cases far advanc
ment of the attending physician.
ed. Avill certainly require some extra medical treat
ment, and cases of long standing, in Avhich the
lungs and system generally, but the lungs and stom
ach especially, are much diseased, and functionally
greatly deranged, will require peculiar treatment ;
and besides these particular organs, the system
throughout must be attended to.
When I first began to administer my diuretic com
pound in cases of common dropsy, containing the
same, or very nearly the same component parts then
er

forms of

I gave it

in, the com
position acted very Avell and performed everything I
Avished or even thought needful to be done ;
Avhile in others 1 could scarcely see anything that
was done
right, by the same composition. Then
my patients remained piretty much stationary, and
During all this
yet both kinds had the dropsy.
I
about
or
nine
gave my mind but
time,
eight
years,
little trouble respecting the modus operandi of my
as

now, I found in

said medicine ;

or

some cases

the condition

a

system should be
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the

profitable reception of it. I gave it
patient, pretty much because it had
cured the first, without reflecting much about it, in
I Avas then generally very busy in a
any Avay.
heavy neighborhood practice. Thus proceeding for
some years, and
obtaining a patient only now and
then, as other men of the profession do, I did indeed
not give the necessary attention to the particular
state that the arterial system or circulatory vessels
of my patients Avere in, Avhen they first applied to
to

the

second
'

me.

along
attend

To get these obstinate and immoveable cases
at all, I was compelled someAvhat critically to
to

particulars attending

them in

the

course

of this treatment.
Thus, observing the symptoms,
and therefrom inferring the particular state of my pa
tients' internal and visceral derangement, and then
considering on the poAvers of my medicine and its
tendency ; I thus gradually discovered the proper
condition a system should be in, beneficially to
And uoav I began to .see the
take my medicine.
cause of my Avant of progress in- some of my cases,
and Avhy my medicine was so tedious in effecting
Avhat in some of my cases I had so long to wait for.
And thus- 1 gradually discovered one thing after an
other, until now ; and it may be that even iioav, all
is not discovered that might be conducive to perfect
the management of some cases of common dropsy.
But I feel authorized to say, that such as I now have
jierfected the mode of treating that disease, and the
manner of
preparing the system for the profitable ad
ministration of my diuretic, very few indeed, if any,
need die with dropsy, Avho will in due time apply
to my remedies and plan of treatment.
But as it once was with regard to anasarca, ascites
and hydrothorax, so it iioav still remains Avith respiect to pulmonary dropsy. Much of this needful
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pulmonary drop

sy fully and pterfpotiy. has still now to be discover
ed.
That such Avill be found to be the fact iu most,
or

it

maybe all cases
no doubt, and

I have

in

more

recent cases.

of

some

good

while

standing,

it may also often Vie required
lueaeh one ol the three ordina

ry dropsies, there exists something peculiar to itself,
and different from each one of the other loans,

making
So I

difference in the treatment necessary.
Avili be of pulmonary dropsy.
adjuvant will have to be apipended to my

some

think there

Something

diuretic treatment that will do what is necessary
to be done, it may be to the lungs, or to the general
system, or to both,. Avhich my diuretic cannot do.
In tlie course of treatment in the three common forms
of dropsy, some symptom, almost in every case,
will be evolved that indicate more activity in the

sanguiferous system than Avhat has usually attended,
patient, to one unacquainted, would be pro

and the

It will be recollected that I men
elseAvliere, and there give prop
Such a state
er directions to meet and subdue it.
come
a
under
treatment
for pul
may
up>ou
person
in
case
such
should
If
be the
monary dropsy.
any
if
are
it
the
must
be
fact,
inflammatory,
symptoms
met with antiphlogistic treatment.
If pain should
rise any where in the breast, it had best be met
Avith some dissipating external treatment, as Avarm
fomentations, mustard, or flies. I am compelled
hoAvever, for Avant of having attended more cases
of this disorder, to leave the propter treatment of
evolving difficulties, very much to the judgment
and discretion of the attending physician.
Noav Avith these lew foregoing prefatory remarks,
I will for the present rest content,, believing that
first and last, I have shown satisfactorily, that in
nounced

tion this

worse.

occurrence

♦
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of

ordinary

dropsy, it is usual for symptoms of disease to be
evolved that were not apparent before treatment,
and Avhich symptoms arise from and out of the very
nucleus of deranged structure, that constitutes the
cause of the existing dropsical affection, and Avhich
new, or it may be, only aggravated, symptoms, re
quires speedy medical attention. And I will iioav
only add, as a natural inference, that if I am right
in supposing consumption to be pulmonary dropsy,
that in the course of treating that kind of dropsy,
Avith my diuretic, there should appear some sympitoms, it may beneAV, or perhaps some usually at
tending symptoms, only acuated and made more
apparent. It is reasonable to suppose that this
should be so, in treating such cases, and if indeed it
comes to be so, in any case, it will be necessary the
practitioner should try and adopt some treatment
suited to the nature of the symptom or symptoms,
or it may be, state of the system, that may become
so e volved ; also, it may so happen, that my diuretic
may remoA-c some of the untoward symptoms, but
leave some unremoved ; these too, Avill of course re
quire special attention, and as suitable treatment as
can

be devised.
CASE V.

PULMONARY DROPSY.

22 years; of consumptive family;
others of the family having
died of consumption ; his hair and beard are black ;
eyes dark, rather than black ; has been so far through

Mr.

,

aged

his mother and

life considered

some

as

stout

a

young

man as common

;

complexion and eye, that
something
his
indicated
tempierament to be mixed, of
strongly
bilious and phlegmatic ; had of late folloAved the oc

had

cupation

in his

of house carpenter, for several years.

His
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habits, so far as known, were steady and good ;
strictly sober ; his chest Avas inclined to the incapa
cious ; upon the Avhole, rather a slender habit.
moral

About five

months ago this young

man

Avas at

tacked Avith hemoptysis; he bled quite freely then,
and occasionally has bled copiously since, at dif
ferent times.
At one of these times, it was thought
that he had bled a quart, or very near a quart, be
fore it subsided; had hectic fever regularly, every
afternoon, follo\ved by heavy night sweats, which
together with his cough, and consequent expector
ation, have debilitated him very much ; so that now
he is extremely Aveak and reduced to "a perfect
skeleton," AAdierefore in exercising a little on foot,
his breathing becomes \-ery much hurried.
His ex
tremities feel cold and clammy ; his pulse is exceed
ingly frequent, feeble and often indistinct and irregu
lar, cannot be counted. The cough is not remarka
bly constant, nor often very hard. Expectorates

muco-purulent matter copiously, especially in, and
during the morning, and early part of the day ;
sleejis comfortably and plenty ; urine is moderate in
quantity, and generally usual in color ; appetite by
no means
good ; boAvels in good state ; feet someAvhat swollen.
May 9th.
Began to take my diuretic ; 4 small
table spoon fulls of the Seneca, and not quite 1 sjx>on
At 7 in the evening the pulse
full of the Digitalis.

sensibly filled, was iioav perfectly distinct,
perceivably more low; no effect any other. Avay.
was

and

10th.
Rested Avell as usual : thinks he sweat
less ; no other sensible change ; directed the diure
tic as before.
11th.
Rested Avell ; sAveat less; pulse more
and
a little firmer
equal,
; no other change ; takes
his medicine as before.
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Rested Avell last

night ; sAveat very little ;
pulse evidently
round, and perfectly equal, but
a little
or
corded
tight
; coughs less, and more easy
to himself; looks improved, more lively: directed
the diuretic from 10 till 8 ; no unpleasant effect from
it, in no respect ; at 5, the pulse was a little irregu
lar, but perfectly distinct.
13th.
Seems still improving ; sweat none at all
last night ; pulse more expansive this morning,
than ever observed before, and quite equal ; has not
observed any increase in quantity of urine, but is
evidently more clear; coughed and spit more than
usual, last night; cough not distressing, and brings
up matter easy; directed diuretic from 10 till 8;
coughed less to-day he thinks ; pulse a little irregular
at 6 this evening ; \'ery damp air all this Aveek.
14th.
Seems sensibly better this morning ; pulse
more voluminous, and slower ; coughed less
through
the night, but sweat a little, says very little; is
directed to take tea from 12 till 8 ; At 5, his pulse
Avas very equal, Avas larger than ever I felt it that time
of day ; coughs but little ; haAvks and spits mostly ;
more

breathes too short ; directed him to try and inflate
his whole lungs, by forcing his breath doAvn to the
For this purpose a good inhaling
bottom of them.
tube Avould be serviceable.
15th.
Coughed a good deal last night, and spit
more
purulent mucous matter than usual, but seems
quite cheery ; sweat none at all ; pulse still improv
ing in volume and frequency ; no derangement from
the tea ; directed to continue the tea from 10 till 8 ;
at 5, piulse equal and sensibly slower, but still too fre
quent ; coughed but little through the day ; hawked
and

little

spit

a

more

good deal, altogether
full.

mucus

; breathes

a
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Pulse still improving ; 114 beats in a min
quite equal, and sensibly slower; sweat none;

16th.
ute ; is

cough
night;

is. moderate ; spit a good deal through the
from 10 ; he laid it aside at 5 ; at 5 the
Avas
large and stronger than usual, much ;
tea

pulse
coughed but little through the day, haAvked and
spit moderately.
17th.
Coughed only tAvice last night : spit tolera
what
he hawked up ; sputa improved ;
free
bly
more
perfectly mucous ; breathed steam of nitric
acid ; takes no tea to-day ;■ pulse inc re-ased in volume,
105 per minute; no SAveat last night; drinks diluted
nitric acid all day, and inhales the steam of it.
Pulse much slower than formerly, but
18th.
still 110 ill a minute ; cough sensibly abating ; every
way. seems improving ; takes no tea : but continues
drinking diluted nitric acid, and steams with it.

Pulse this merning-at 75 ; cough much
breathes
abated;
deeper and fuller, and much slower:
hawks and spits a good deal, mucus altogether-;
drinks diluted nitric acid all day, and steamed with
the same ; took tea from 4 to 8 ; looks improved.
Pulse between 75 and 80 ; this morning,
20th.

19th.

regular and soft ; sweat
still abating ; directed tea
on

his

nerves

last

night again

from 10 till 8 ;

;

no

cough
effect

yet.

Pulse 89 ; large and tolerably full ; takes
21st.
diiiretic ; takes diluted nitric acid ; sweat none
last night ; coughs less ; spits a good deal, ali mucus;
tea from 4 till 8.
22d.
Seems nervous and feeble this morning ;
pulse quite frequent ; coughs more than usual, and
uid so last night ; spits no great deal ; no tea ; Avater off of cream of tartar.
Still rather oppressed, but less-than yester
23d.
day; puke slower: coughed hard at times last
no
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and spit a good deal ; at 6 p. m. is entirely
clear of any influence of the tea-; pulse large, round
and full, and perceivably sloAver ; coughs a good
deal, and spits pure mucus, and a good deal of it;
took cream of tar-tar.
24th.
Seems quite pert this morning ; rested
unusually Avell last night ; took on going" to bed 15
drops of laudanum ; coughed the same as none ;
hawked up uncommonly much mucous matter;
took no tea to-day, which Avas contrary to my
directions, he thought his tea had groAvn sour ; pulse

night

bad this

evening.

in a universal
nervous tremor, equal
ague fit ; don't feel
neither
does
he
feel
cold to my touch ;
chilly himself,
says he has several times been so before ; pulse
small and very frequent ; sweat some through the
night ; cough and spitting about middling ; this tre
mor left him in about two
hours, and he- took tea
from 10 till 8 : in the erening seemed pretty smart ;
pulse more slow and round.
Seems tolerable; no SAveat last night;
26th.
and middling strong ; tea from 12 tiff 8.
round,
pulse
Pulse large and full ; no night SAveat ; or
27th.
dered tonic, of carbonate of iron and columbo ; at 6
p. m. seems much as usual ; pulse good.
Pulse too frequent ; SAveat a little last
28th.
night: coughed much and spit a good deal; looks
languid this morning ; ordered the digitalis every
two hours, to reduce the pulse ; took his tonic this
morning; at 6 pvm. pulse still large, full and fre
quent; took the digitalis but tAvice ; forbid tonic;
ordered balsam of wild cherry, and 15 drops lauda
num at bed-time.
Rested and -slept Avell ; coughed none all
29th.
night, but sweat a little again ; seems sensibly smart25th.

This

man

is this
to

morning
an
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ing up some ; took tonic, and is directed to take tea
from 10 on.
30th.
Pulse rather Ioav this morning ; ordered
tea from 10 till 8 ; at 7 p. m. pulse round, equal,
and a little too frequent ; sensible perspiration to
day ; ordered on going to bed 15 drops laudanum,
and a dose of Wistar's balsam.
31st.
Seems quite pert this morning; pulse not
exceeding 80 ; round and soft ; directed tea from 12
till 8 ; at 6 pulse very frequent ; looks feeble ; cough
ed much, he says all day ; took nothing.
June 1st.
Pulse about 80 to 85; seems pert ;
directed tea from 4 till 8 ; at 7 seems quite smart
still ; took iron and columbo before dinner.
Pulse 85 ; seems tolerable ; at 6 is quite
2d.
smart ; took some tea to-day.
Find him smart this morning; no sweat ;
3d.
pulse good, only too frequent ; took tea from 10 on.
only middling this morning ; pulse nearly
enough ; at 6 upion the whole, pretty smart ;

4th. Is
slow

feet swell a little more, I think.
5th.
Seems as usual this morning ;

pulse pretty

good.
usual ; pulse rather smaller this
morning ; ordered a large dose of his tonic poAvder
this morning ; tea from 4 till 8.
6th.

Is much

7th.

Seems

as

quite stout ; pulse too frequent ;
spit freely ; directed tonic and diuretic ;
at 6 seemed jovial ; pailse large, but still too fre
quent ; coughed a good deal to-day.
8th. Pulse very irregular ; sweat none last night ;
seems middling ; ordered tonic ; at 5 pulse better ;

sweat none ;

seems smart

7th.

; rode out

Pulse

on

horseback.

but SAA^eat last
Aveak
; at 6 is so
enough, only
to
have
him
Avell
rubbed
evening

pretty good again,

night ; looks A\rell
still ; began this
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with vinegar and mustard, \varm ; directed this to
be well done three times each clay.
10th.
Seems as usual ; says he coughed much,
and spit unnsally much, but brought up easy ; iron
and columbo ; pulse is better this
ual at this time of day,

evening

than

us

11th.

Fully as smart as usual; pulse good, ex
frequent ; sweat none ; spit freely ; cough
ed moderately; at 6 cough and spitting less to-day
than usual ; pulse too frequent, but quite distinct,
cept

too

and softer than usual.

12th.

Cough and spitting diminished, and no
pulse pretty good, and appetite imprewed.
13th.
Spit much last night ; seems feeble ;
soft
; drinks nitric acid ; at 6 no alteration.
pulse
Pulse pretty good : SAveat none ; takes
14th.
and
is directed to take tar-Avater; at 6 as in
tonic,
the morning.
15th. Pulse quite good ; coughed and spit a good
sAAmat ;

deal ; otherwise
16th.

usual ; drinks
Pulse still pretty good ;
as

tar-Avater.

coughed

and

spit

less ; seems quite smart.
Pulse continues good ; coughed and spit
17th.
less ; SAveat none ; seems quite revived ; looks and
talks strong ; continues the tar-water; is directed to
take- syrup of hoarhound and cumfrey now and then,
and his tonic morning, noon and night; still con
tinue the friction Avith vinegar and mustard ; at 6
piulse slower than usual for him at this time of day;
looks qiiite smart.
18th.
Pulse larger and soft ; coughed but little ;
SAveat some ; seems middling ; at 6 coughed and spit
but little all day, but seemed breathless and feeble ;
had labor in breathing all day; at 6 seemed like

nervously oppressed. I
stricts his lungs too much,

one

judge

the tar-water

con
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;

talks better and stronger.
Pulse very firm, sIoav enough, soft and
not too large; but SAveat some last night ; cough
and spitting light ; at 6 seemed dtill and heavy with
sleep; only about middling all day ; very Avet and
SAveat none ;

20th.

raining.
21st.
Pulse stout this morning ; spit freely last
night ; coughed but little ; seems pretty smart this
morning; at 6 took tar- water freely ; began to take
elixir. vitriol to-day.
22d.
Seems as usual : sAAreat none ; jiulse good ;
at 6 pulse a little too tight ; is upon the Avhole mid
dling.
Seems so-so : not as smart as he has been,
23d.
yet no way bad" coughed and spit but little ; sweat
none.

Pulse frequent and corded ; is otherwise
24th.
usual ; takes tea'; at 6 pulse large and soft.
25th.
Pulse large and open; spit freely through
the night.
26th.
Pulse too frequent : sweat last night ;
and
coughed
spit middling; takes tea from 12 on;

as

at 6

pulse

too

frequent.

27th. Pulse still frequent ; coughed and spit less
last night, and brags of feeling smart, and resting
well last night ; at 6 is about as usual ; has under
taken to inhale the smoke of burning rosin.
28th.
Pulse better ; seems feeble but no way
Avorse

; rode out in the

evening

;

uses

tar-Avater and

tonics.
29th.

coughed
middling.

Pulse full and very frequent ; SAveat none;
but little ; spit a good deal ; at 6 seems
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30th and 31st. I was absent
but left medicine
and directions.
July 1st.
Find him tolerable pert ; pulse slow ;
he
feels
says
pretty good.
2d.
Pulse regular in frequency, but too frequent;
appeals to be tolerable.
3d. Pulse as yesterday ; spit a good deal : seems
as usual ; tea from 10 till 8 ; began
turpentine pills.
4th.
Pulse pretty much the same ; skin feels
matural, and he evidently looks better; he was now
carried in a buggy a mile or so out and in, morning
and evening, just one Aveek : improved him much.
5th.
Pulse more expansive and slow ; spit less
last night ; seems smart ; takes no tea ; pilis and
—

tonic
6th.

Pulse 105 ; but soft

rather dull ; gets

at

10 o"clock ;

seems

riding out at all.
Pulse as yesterday; is a little more spright
7th.
ly ; feet swell more ; coughed and spit less ; takes
turpentine pills and tonics; but still gets no exer
no

cise.
8th. All much as usual ; feet uoav keep SAvelled
all night : is costive ; evidently retrograding.
All just so still. I left him to-day and went
9th.
miles
into the country to see a patient, and
eight
him but once afterwards. 1 became hope
less of saving him,, without the aid of carriage ex
ercise, and the use of a well furnished shop of medi
For Avant of suitable atticine at my command.
cles, I substituted crude, and iu some instances im
proper articles, as may be seen by reference to the
case.
My friends in the p.lace told me indeed, that
be was too far gone in the disease before I saw him.
never saw

How that positively Avas, I never shall k iioav, but al
ways shall believe, late as it was iu the progress of
the disease Avb.cn 1 found him. that if I had had a fair

1S6
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I would have succeeded in restor
soon as I left
him, and he got

from under my treatment, he regularly descended,
and soon died.
I will 'now here only further premise, that this
young man was certainly far advanced in the dis
ease, when I first found him ; Avas already in that
stage marked by writers, as next to the last one a

patient usually passes through to his end- had swol
len feet and ankles.
Besides this he Avas exceed-*
and
emaciated
Aveak, yet notAvithstanding he
ingly
Avas so Weak and low-in bodily
strength, and conse
quently deficient in energy of mind and resolution ;
he haxL.no one to attend on him; to hand him either
medicine, or administer to him any common com
fort, not even to put him on a fire and keep it up,
notAvithstanding it rained almost every day while I
attended on- him.
And when it did not positively
the
rain,
atmosphere Avas very cool for the season,
and unusually damp.
And almost the Avhole time
he was occupying a small room, much neglected
Himself not very care
Avith regard to cleanliness.
ful as to his sputa, he would deposit a number of
—

these half rotten

mouthfuls, in different parts through
in the course of the day ; and these lying
neglected, gave the Whole little close place an un
comfortable appearance and atmosphere. This was
the

house,

against his doing Avell. All these things iioav named
were against him.
Then say the least of it, neither
himself nor I had a perfectly fair chance
he for his
of
skill.
and
I
success
for
the
life,
my
We Avill iioav endeavor to review the treatment of
the case as stated in the exhibition given on the
foregoing pages, and make such observations as may
suggest themselves as probably useful. And as this
is the only case I have as yet conducted, of this form
—
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and on my neAV plan, I intend to make
deductions
as minute as I think Avill conduce to
my
the benefit of a man in practice.

disease,

OBSERVATIONS ON THE FOREGOING
CASE.

This young man having been much reduced and
excessively debilitated by his disease, when I first
saw him, I premised no cathartic, but
gave my diu
retic without a purge.
I gave' the diuretic in small
(I. think too small) quantity. The spicon we had to
measure the doses Avith Avas an iron
spoon, small
and flat, consequently held but little ; and my pa
tient had by some means obtained a knowledge of
the number of spoonfulls that Avould constitute a
dose, and so was hard to persuade to take more than
the prescribed number ; and in fact I never could
prevail on him peaceably to take more. It seemed
like he could not comprehend that a small spoon full
Avas less than a large
spoon full ; hoAvever so, or
somehoAv so, he never took quite as much as Lshould
have been pleased he had taken.
This deficiency
of quantity will appear, Avben you notice Iioav long
he continued to take the diuretic without becoming
nervously affected by it ; and in fact he never Avas
strictly under the perfect influence of it. It appears
the medicine soon acted on his pulse
this of course
and
the
of
his
rather gave
medium
nerves,
through
evidence of the stimulant effect of the'Seneca than
the depressing effect of the Digitalis through the
"

—

the heart.
From the ninth to the thirteenth day, you Avill
observe hoAv beautifully the diuretic acted on his
surface, in reducing his night-sweats, by improAing

nerves on

the

vigor

and healthfulness of his

circulatory

sys-
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In this instance there Avas one, and an impor
of the debilitating and Avasting drains of
the system closed up; here, in five days an impor

tern.

tant one

tant member

of this dreadful disease

was removed ;
of
this
disease
closed : bis
complicated
Avastegate
in
same
short
see
this
time, is as
pulse too, you may
From
being small, irregular,
tonishingly improved.

one

and

has become expansive, regular
and
intervals,
-comparatively good. In regard

even

in its

fluttering,

cough, that too, was sensibly improving.
Coughed easy to himself, and brought up freely for
the amount of coughing ; evincive ,of a beginning
improvement of the pulmonary Arcssels and appara
Ail these advantages were obtained
tus generally.
The
under almost every possible disadvantage.
Avas all the Avhile unusually
damp and
atmosphere
time
of
f^cie
The
and
for
this
latitude
cool,
year.
of
needful
a
for
Avant
attendants,
great
medicine,
part of the time, no doubt, very imperfectly taken;
such as is usually eaten by labor
his diet ordinary
ing persons ; occupying in a danip atmosphere, with
out lire to dry the room, unless made up by himself;
to

his

—

and often his person uncomfortably cool.
Here I Avill make mention of my oavh error or
errors.
Long, very long, havei been accustomed to
treat dropsy, without using much of any medicine
I acted culpably so here,
as aiding my .diuretic.
Avould probably do eA^ery
diuretic
that
my
believing
of dropsy ; Avhich
in
other
as
in
forms
this,
thing
would
not do, and that
found
a
while
I
after
it.
long
of
that
diuretic was
something besides the power
I gradually introduced other additional
demanded.
treatment, one thing after another, (such as they
Avere.) but all late, and never so much, or all, that I
ought; and I now think that these helps ought to
have come in j.bout the fifth or sixth day
some of
.

—
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them at least ; and some too, that I never did use.
This-remissness in me, is attributable only to ignor
ance, and greater expectations from my diuretic than
Avas
possible for it to render. So much I have learrfin
ed,
conducting this one case, and observing its
evolvements, in the course of its 'progress. I now
believe that as soon as it is found that the diuretic
has affected the circulation, for Ave have reason to
believe, that Avhen, and as soon as the circulation is
changed and improved, the'secretions Avill be chang
Noav on the night of
ed likewise," and ought to be.
the fourth day of medicating, he reported that he
"
coughed and spit more than usual ;" but the cough
Avas not distressing, and yielded freely and easily.
Through the course of the thirteenth, Avhich Avas
the fifth of treatment, he coughed less; and on the
fifteenth, which AAas the seventh day of treatment,
you may see that his purulent expectoration had
changed altogether to mucus. Noav' at farthest, his
lungs and system generally ought to have had help.
What this help is, positively, has perhaps yet to be
found out.
1 iioav belieAre, that in confirmed cases of pulmonary
dropsy, asthe case above exhibited was, the practition
er ought, early in tbe course of treatment, resort to
medicine and treatment, calculated to strengthen
the lungs and system generally ; I mean as soon as
the lungs haAre ceased to throAv off purulent matter.
And now, it Avould be advisable, provided the sub
ject is not too much enfeebled to bear the operation
of an emetic, or there does not exist too gre&t lia
to hemoptic affection, which might become
excited by the convulsions of an emetic, to admin
I Avould advise to give
ister a dose of ipecacuanha.
order to deter
Avith
a view to nauseate in
nothing

bility

mine to the

surface,

the diuretic

freely

administered

/•
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that purpose.
At this
I think, be as much as

stage, the

should,
possibly it
to
drive
divert
the
afflux of
and
be,
the blood from the lungs, and medicallyand otherwise
To effect the
to brace and strengthen the lungs.
a
blister
on
the
chest
should
be kept
former, perpetual
up, and irritating and exciting friction over the limbs
and along the spine, Avould be advantageous.
And
to effect the latter
the bracing and strengthening
let him inhale the steam or vapior of
the lungs
nitric acid freely and frequently through the day ;
also, let him drink diluted nitric acid freely du
ring the time he is taking no diuretic. In this state
freely used, it proves an excellent promoter of all
the secretions, and is calculated to impart healthful
vigor to the secretories and excretories. Fully a
quart should be drank in the course of the day, in
order to act freely on the glands aiid capillary ves
sels.
My method of preparing the nitric acid is,
slightly to acidulate common Avater. I would con
fine no person to my adjuvants' I hope other men
from my experience,
will suggest better articles
will
be
it
readily
supposed that in such
expressed,
be
I
should
not
cases,
capable of recommending
In many of my directions I am guid
much variety.
ed by common sense.
Some muscular exercise, such as Avill engage the
muscles Avithout hurrying respiration or exciting
the circulation, should by all means be had and em
ployed, as soon as the secretions are found to be im
proving. Exercise, either on horseback or in a
carriage, as might be judged best, and in a suitable
state of the atmosphere
pure dry air is doubtless
exercise
must be entirely
beneficial.
Ambulatory
restrained or very nearly so. So should all things
that Avould tend to hurry the circulation, and pass
treatment
can

be made to

—

—

,

—

—

—

—
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the lungs.
These
well taken possession of
by the disease, or in other Avords, after the vessels of
the lungs are fully prepared, and deposit freely in
to the air-cells, do not inflate the whole body of the

lungs,

but breath

only

the upper part
breathe hurriedly,

seems

through

are

with

a

only is

part of them, and it
used.

Consequently

very frequent ; they should
be directed to try and inflate the Avhole body of the
lungs. A parson may by dint of effort, effect a
change of breathing in this respect. They should
be told to endeavor to depress the diaphragm and
let the ribs remain utterly stationary, not suffering
them to be elevated much, and so seem to breathe

they

or

with the abdomen

ing

is Avell

After this mode of breath
the person will, naturally,
sIoav Avithout spacial and constant ef

only.
established,

breathe more
fort.
I Avill here

only say, that quite prohably the
might be used in these cases, Avith
inhaling
at one period of treatment,
excellent advantage
to induce the patient to fill his lungs, and at sub
sequent times to be used for the purpose of strength
ening the diseased and prostrated organ as the
practitioner might think best.
It may be seen in the morning's report of the 19th,
at which time he had been treated only ten days,
and badly treated at that, as said before : no nurse
to attend him and hand him his medicine at the'
proper times, his diet unsuitable, liis room damp,
coot, and often not clean enough. Yet under all
these disadAantages, for him to improve as he did,
is certainly very remarkable, and more besides,
myself the attending physician. All his medical
conducting had to gome from me, and I utterly in
experienced in such cases, and no Avell furnished
medical shop at my command, out of Avhich I might
tube

—

—
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Avith such articles as I might think
trial in any emergency, and Avithal
no assistance from horseback
exercise

supply myself
worthy of
the

a

same as

carriage. And in joint of medicine, there' Avas
nothing administered besides my diuretic, only for
the last two days, he inhaled the steam of nitric
acid, and drank the acid m a diluted state. This
or a

says much in

favor of my diuretic in such cases.
pulse reduced in so short a time from a
state of such rapidity that the beats could not be
counted by" reason of frequency, in ten days, to a
To

see a

good healthy number, and that alone by my diuretic,
is remarkable. But here alas, my imperfection begins
to accuse ihe. Mv ignorance and Avant of knowledge

apply to the sufferer, in every emergence
perfect novice in the direction of such a case
the first I ever attempted to cure in this Way, Avith
out directions either from man or experience. What
could I do ? I could and did do, Avhat other men
long before my time, had to do, and really did do.
I bethought myself as Avell as, I could in my situa
tion, and employed such adjuvants as I could com
These I -grant were prolably not in every
mand.
Avhat to

—

a

—

the best 1 could have wished, but such as
1 could command.
It may perhaps by some be es
teemed as culpably puerile in me, to take upon me
the management of a disease with which I was not
better acquainted than iioav represented.
By Avay
of apology, I can only say, if I, or somebody else,
do not pursue a new course, Ave will all still follow
the thousands that have gone before, after the poor
dying consumptives, doAvn to their graves, in the old
beaten- and insufficient way.
In such a case "as this,
Avhere I can not sec clearly, I esteem myself only
feeling about for a new and a better way of treat

instance,

ing

such

cases; and if God will

permit, try

and

*>
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disease,

and

method of recovery from it.
I need not here
all
and
in
its
breadth
state again
that our popu
lar and collegiate treatment will never arrest the dis
a sure

length

ease

—

it

never

From the

did.

19th to the 25th, every thing in the
to do Avell ; only I now think he
that time, to have been helped, with

main, seemed
ought during

potent and suitable remedies, tending to brace his
lungs and system generally. This I did not then
believe, because I did not know ; for in my treat
of all other clropaies, I admit no tonics of any
kind, unless nitric acid be considered such. This
I give sometimes. But my opinion of nitric acid is,
that if tonic at all, it is but Arery slightly so, and has
no tendency at all to close the insensible pores of
the skin, nor constrict the kidneys, but greatly pro
motes both, and acts sanatively on the glandular

ment

system generally.
From the nature of the condition the system is
placed in, by this disease; the tendency of all the
fluids of such an one, being directly to vitiation,
from bad to Avorse, until the Avhole mass is corrupt
the lungs
ed ; this from the nature of the disease
—

elseAvliere sIioavii, being a most important organ,
in all perfect animals, in fact it is the chief organ to
correct and remove feculencies from the blood and
impart healthful and invigorating proparties to it ;
and thus the functions of the. lungs keep the blood
as

their healthy functions, are now
entirely suspended, and hence results this vitiation
The
of the blood and fluids, that iioav prevails.
the
most
are
in
eligible position
lungs
Avisely placed,
or part of the human body, endowed Avith the finest
and most appropriate adaptedness, continually and
But

sane.

Avith

ease

9

these,

to answer

this great purpose of

life,

both
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sleeping. Now the nature of this dis
on the lungs, being
directly and en
for
to
the
tirely
disqualify
lungs
performing this in
dispensable office to the blood and humors, they
will necessarily soon begin to become impure, and
tend to rottenness even on ; wherefore; I think among
other medicines, antiseptics are naturally and strong
ly indicated. I would suggest charcoal besides the
fumes of nitric acid and diluted nitric acid, as
soon as the sputa have changed from pus to mucus.
My patient Avent on and passed through different
states, from the 15th May to the 9th July. I re
sorted to several expedients, to rouse his torpid sys
waking
ease

and

fastened

tem, but all my efforts were either too weak, too
None of our ex
few of them, or altogether wrong.
tra treatment rendered any observable advantage.
I did not think that I could see any effect at all,
from tonics, either on bis pulse or general state of

langour! it is true his appetite improved and became
good enough. Neither do I believe that his tomes
restrained his night sAveats any, even elixir vitriol
had

no

effect that Avay.

All

the restraint that his

colliquative night sweats received, I feel assured,
was effected
by the diuretic. And further, 1 feel
confident that all his solid improvements were effect
ed by that composition, with very little, if any ex
ception. The improvements alluded to, consisted
in his pulse and general appearance, interruption of
night sweats, Sec. His pulse, before lie began to
take medicine, Avas so frequent, much of the time,
that it could not be counted ; this was reduced down
a healthy n umber of beats, and
-besides, his eye
and general aspect were much better.
It is true,
to

his pulse did not remain at this healthy standard.
This I attribute to my Avaut of skill, not knowing
well what to give, or what to do iu order to repress
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the afflux from the lungs, and so co-operate with
the diuretic, and gradually, but certainly and ulti
mately divert the morbid action and impetus of the
bloodvessels off the lungs, and bring on natural and

healthy action in that structure or organ. So, and
only, is it possible to restrain the pulse perma
nently iu such cases, is my opinion.

so

The eyes of this young man, when I "first saw
him, then under the lull influence of his diseaserhad
no expression, looked dead and retreating, devoid of
meaning, moved slow after objects. These became
keen, expressive,, lively and firm, full of meaning and
quick. There was* liveliness about him; the eye
of aperson is certainly a good index, from which
iearu tbe true condition
Ave may with -accuracy
both of sanity or disease, both of mind and body.
His eye became good
that sympathetic fever,
which always attends this disease, and is attended
—

with heavy, enfeebling, colliquative sweats before
day, iti the relaxed state of sleep, Avas in a manner
entirely removed. Noav taking what is here stated
on the
capillary vessels, in union Avith what is stat
ed above, Avhen reviewing the pulse, it will clearly
this was, the diu
effect
on the Avhole
powerful
must
affect the
and
if
it
so,
circulatory system ;
Hence
the
likewise.
sputa At^ere
glandular system
The
mucus.
to
from
kidneys secret
changed
pus
His cough
ed clear, instead qI high colored fluid.
for some Avlhle at
and spitting sensibly improved
first, both seemed increased, but the cough less
laborious, still the expectoration augmented. Now
if Ave take all the changes and the parts that were
changed, with the amount of those changes togeth
er, Ave must be convinced that the diuretic effected
much, and much that was important, and Avell cal-

appear that in such
retic compound has

cases as even
a

—
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ciliated in its sanative tendency, to contribute much
towards a restoration to health, of a lung under the
diseased influence that I esteem dropsy of the lungs
to be.
Upon a careful examination of the statements
that I made on the foregoing case, both Avith regard
to the diseased affection of some parts, and the gen
eral improvement effected on the man, will impress
the mind, I think unequivocally, that my treatment,
poor as it Avas, one thing taken Avith another, affect
It was undoubtedly
ed the disease to its centre.
long my confirmed opinion, judging from appear
ances, changes and improvements, that I should cer
tain! y recover him to health.
But unhappily his
case required more and extra treatment besides the
diuretic, to meet which I had no adequate resources.
But my judgment is, that the diuretic ought to be
given in such eases, much more freely than I gave
and especially the digitalis ought to
it in this case
be given, after the pulse has been raised, and become
large, full and round, iu quantity sufficient to re
duce the pulse in frequency, and bring it to a healthy
standard, or a little below that. And after the
pulse is once Avell raised and filled, the seneca ought
only to be given in such quantities and such inter
I mean, keep it
vals as Avill keep up the pulse
These are my vieAVs, re
from sinking too Ioav.
specting the use of my diuretic, in old and confirmed
In more recent cases,
cases of pulmonary dropsy.
it
would
that
doubt
I
not,
however,
prove sufficient
without any extra help, unless inflammatory symp
toms should run high ; then some antiphlogistics
Avould no doubt be necessary.
Noav if my diuretic made such a palpable and
evident impression on the diseased state of the sys
tem, as appears from the representation given, when
—

—
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very imperfectly received or used, as in this
instance it certainly was, the natural inference is :
That if the poAvcrs combined in that diuretic com
position possess such corrective tendencies, in such
a

Avas

state of utter

pulmonary derangement

and

de

rangement of the system generally, as existed in the
case
exhibited, consequent on the pulmonary de
rangement, as is evinced above, Avith all the imper
fection

attending

stance

did

its administration, that in that in
attend ; if it Ave re given and used in
due quantities and regular times, and other circum
stances were propitious, as a dry clean room and bed,
body linens clean and duly changed, the diet suita
ble, and exercise enough, and of proper kind, &c, it

wotild act and do much more than it did, or even
could do, in the foregoing case, under existing cir
I have not the least doubt at all, that
cumstances.
the
diuretic
Avith
compound, the pulse of such a per
son may be regulated to the
point of satisfaction, made
strong and voluminous enough, by the judicious use
of the seneca, and slow and soft with the digitalis;
and having brought the circulatory system into
such a state

the cough will be
better, and the sputa chang
action of the extreme vessels, the capil
as iioav

represented,

much influenced for the

ed, and the
laries, much regulated

; and a time will seem to
have come in the management of the disease, that to
all appaarance, only a little more Avill seem to be
required to accomplish the cure. Thi^ little some
thing is, however, iioav the desideratum.
I have no doubt, but feel perfectly confident that
some person will find out a treatment and medicine
too, that shall meet all the demands of the diseased
system, besides Avhat my diuretic will do ; and all
that is really necessary to accomplish this much de
sired object is persevering pursuit, on this my new
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that is now laid before the medical world and
mankind generally.
It is utterly useless to Avaste
time or fatigue myself with arguments to establish

plan,

a fact that is
universally known and is utterly incapa
ble of being denied, and has several times been hint
ed at, in the course of this my little essay.
I allude
to the fact that all mankind, medical men and all,
who alloAV themselves tolhink on such things, and

among them, until quite lately, have thought,
and do iioav think, the disease that is commonly
called consumption of the lungs, is a complaint pe
culiar to itself, and unconnected with, and unlike to

myself

When I call for my
any other disease whatever.
Bob, the idea of his size, shape, complexion

servant

and

do

aH,

are

not see

sumption

instantly fixed
So it

him.

isaunomiced:

orable man-killer

my mind, although I
and now is, Avhen con

on

Avas

instantly

presents

to

that

hideous, inex
a dolorously

the mind

Noav from time immemorial
constructed thing.
as
as
men began to, seek for medical
at
all
soon,
events,
help in this disease they sought remedies for a dis
ease that never existed
mistaking the nature, of the
disease.
If I am right at all in my view of that
disorder, Avhat I now said is obliged to be a fact ;
and that accounts readily for the utter and perpetual
failure that has so long attended the profession, with
regard to that disease. It is absolutely .astonishing,
laying aside all hypocritic tenderness for a profes
—

—

—

to see men
sion that as a, Avhole, I highly venerate
of that profession, of high constitutional endow
ments—and these good and great native faculties,
much brightened and improved by cultivation, sober
thinking and long experience, persevere on one
—

track, in one pursuit so long, so patiently and un
falteringly jogging on; the hind rhost ones pressing
after those that

Avcnt

before them ; and all this their
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never
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»iUH5riug
affording

did, and humanly
profession one jot

never

the

of

relief to the

perishing

and dying thousands.
I hope I will be excused for having again harped
It is not my wish to
a little upon my old string.
cast
any unmerited aspersion or censure on pathol
or even any by-gone day.
much pathological
evolved
knowledge of the system, under the influence of
pulmonary dropsy, and no doubt did what they
thought tiie best they could, to contribute towards
the development of that impenetrable mystery that
But when I
seemed to hang around that disease.
near this view of the disorder in question, I con
get

ogists of the

have

They

fess

I

that

men

am

present day,
indeed

quite overwhelmed Avith astonishment,
should hold on so long, delving in one

channel, and yet

no oue ever

found,

nor

yet is likely

find any practical usefulness from it.
Now I will say, but it may be esteemed, with toO
great a degree -of confidence, that 1 do unhesitating
ly and confidently believe pulmonary consumption
is pulmonary dropsy.
My arguments may be seen
elsewhere in this little essay. I further say that I
I
rest perfectly satisfied with regard to that fact;
I
have said if before, and repeat it here again
thought as all men iioav think of consumption, until
ever to

—

of Writing my treatise on dropsy.
course
of endeavoring to obtain a parcourse
the
in
There,
feet view of the state of the general system, when
approaching towards an. attack of common dropsy,
and then considering also the part of the body that
gives way, and the state of its vessels, prepared and
to
or become the focus or point of effu
in the

form,
looking these things carefully over, I was at
struck, not with a similarity, but positive same-

ready

sion ; in
ouce
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of the state of the general system, as also the
exhalents anterior to location, under the full opera
tion of forming our common dropsies, and what I
ness

esteem

pulmonary dropsy.
derangements in

All the

the lungs, the condition
of the blood vessels of that organ, Avith their depo
sits into the air-cells, as found by our pathologists,
after death ; the condition of the neighboring
glands, and in fact the state of the glandular system
throughout, as well as all the solids, are all faithfully
and profitably represented by pathologists of the pre
sent day, I have no doubt.
And after all this, and
much more than this, is searched out, aud the diseas
ed state of things is to have a name, behold ! they
call it by that most hideous of all names, consump
tion ; and from that time forward light and under
standing forsake the fraternity. Well, if that must
be the name, let it be so, I shall not contend about
the name of a disease is nothing, and
the name
But a stronger proof of
will not do to practice by.
—

"

misapprehension of our knowing ones, about
this disease, cannot be thought of than exists in the
fact that no adequate and successful treatment has
been or possibly ever can be established on the no
tion that consumption is a disease off from any other.
I believe that. I cannot Avell present to my readers,
the

.

the idea that our profession and in fact all mankind
take up when- they see one consumptive, unless it is,
he must die.

Although these things are so, it is not to be de
nied that medical men have made great and long
efforts to avert the mortality from persons afflicted
with pulmonary dropsy.
From the earliest period
of the cultivation and systematizing of the science
of

that disorder received its due share of
The remedial treatment hoAvever, ail

medicine,

attention.

■
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disease that

I think "never
existed, consequently the treatment Avould prove
unsuccessful.
But men not discouraged, renewed
their efforts, and as Avould seem, redoubled their zeal,
still looking deeper and deeper into the state of the

along,

Avas

a

of parsons diseased in this Avay, and raising
expectations about treatment, founded on their
neAV discoveries; but stili thisneAv sanative plan of
treatment had for its object an imaginary disease ; of
course it Avas- abortive still ; and somehow so, have
medical men kept on to the present moment during
some thousands of yerfrs.
Let no one then be as
tonished, that I esteem the perseAarance of men as
something quite remarkable. If some semblance of
success had ever attended these verbose, yes, volu

lungs
neAv

possible to find an
palliation. But utter
apology, something
entire
failure,
insnfficietiey, having been always the
k
result, makes
truly astonishing.
It seeins to me- the medical community has run
full long enough now, after a phantom, a beii
without being!
Still the pursuit has m i fo--:i m
Lil—
profitable; the profession ha's searched the :.:
igently into both the derangement < the org- I tl

minous

displays,

it would be

like

a

-

:

beeomes-the seat of those affecfi
well as ii
s, a
the system generally; and thug, nmc-h valuable
knOAvfedge respecting these parts has been elicited
all calculated to lighten up, and slivw more clearly
the nature of the affection and state of the Iimgs
and of the system throughout ; and were I able to
delineate a lung clearly and perfectly, in that cj '.edi
tion that I esteem Under dropsical influence, I do
not believe that I could'do it as well as I would do
it, by transcribing some of the principal leatures
stated by pathological writers, on the state of the
lungs, in a case of consumption. .To believe of
■

—

"
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sanation, what I
to

ge;

the

care

believe of it, and am tryto think of it, it is
only
the name.
But as I said above,
>n

but little for the naqie ; if any one
p'Um rather than mitmonary dropsy,

■o 1 ;u m

h,iv:i

Sec.

now

omfessi

neassjry.t-s change
I

DROPSY,

consumption, but

prefers
let„,him

let his efforts be
the lungs.
Let
.against dropsy
h: n cubavor to avert the arterial excitement off the
bugs, and do his best to restore them to their won
ted, bat now bat, healthy action. The practice is
all tiu.t is of importance in tins matter; let this be
of

the

practice,
alt-cells of
1:1

right, if both names be wrong.
f see no good and legitimate cause why the pro
fession should not be willing to change their views
re-jpoetnig fie medical treatment of this pulmonary
disease.
Hurelj there exists "no cause for obstinacy
011 the ground of their success in pursuing and trying
So far,
to medicate a thing that does not exist.
that nonentity has never one time b^en overtaken
The fact is, there is a 'p-.dmonary dis*
and eured.
very serious disease it is ; but there is
there never Avas and never 'will
be;
as men and our pirofession too, have thought tluey
saw, in looking after that derangement in the lungs,
that the universal consent of mankind has called
ease,

and

not such

a

a

thing,

Oh, the thing is prreposterous. Why
resulted from these mighty efforts
in practice, now iu the course of several thousand
The good time to act faith iu our prescribed
years ?
treatment is past, is gone by ; there have been only
failures, too long !
I will no doubt be reviled by some for presuming
to change the Avhole, and very strong current of pub
lic and medical opinion, respecting this long known,
and often inspected and Avell considered disease.
Although censure, and faultfinding, may be the lot

consumption.
has no good

*
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of Avhat I msy say and have said respecting this
complaint, and which, if it is done, I have no right

complain I know I gave my opinion fearlessly,
as I bad a right to do ; but I grant, other men hatre
equally a right to their opinion. All this is cheer
fully granted ; but I think 1 have a perfect right to
be honestly, candidly and fairly dealt Avith ; be
to

cause

—

what I say, censorious as it may seem, is said
candor ; and although not learnedly dis

in honest

played,

as

many of the present day productions

it will be hard to condemn and

are,

futile, all
considered.
Before
this
could
be suc
tilings being
and
with becoming plausibility and
cessfully done,
propriety, it seems to me, it Avould look well, first
to sIioav that consumptions arc noAV generally cured
upon the plan of our popular treatment ; and not
only incipient; but also sturdy, well confirmed cases.
Moreover, what may appear in the course ol my
treatise, as savoring of censure or "faultfinding of our
learned writers, is often only a mode of bringing
facts up strongly before the mind ; for doubtless, and
set

aside,

as

■

nobody

can

dispute it,

there is

a

great and painful

mistake somewhere in this matter.
know myself is to excite cool and

My object, if I
dispassionate re

the more knowing ones of our pro
and try to induce them to lay aside that
ready jrrggihg after one another. It does not liethe Avisest and best men on
come the profession
letiio man be!ie\a a
:
therefore
error
be
iu
earth may
a
because
thing, merely
great man, and one that oc
iu
the
a
niche
temple of science, has said
cupies high

search,
fession

amoia

:

—

Elihu says, "Great men are not always wise."'
In conclusion, I Avould most earnestly urge all
such as have reason to
persons, but most especially
think that, they are constitutionally, more or less pre
to
derangements, to appiy for

so.

disposed

pulmonary
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advice and

aid, as soon as they perceive
premonitory symptoms or indications
of any thing being amiss among their respiratory
apparatus; because in this disease, as in all other
serious diseases to Avlnch man is incident, the early
stage, the forming stage, is that point, in the dis
eased state, in which the physician has the best pros
pect of making successful opposition. To impress
the truth of this assertion, no argument is required.

judicious

the very first

Then I would say

to all of these unfortunate ones,
aversion to its being thought .that they
may be subjects of that dreaded disease, hold them
back one moment.
Holding back from applying
for counsel, and a little medicine, it may be, will not
prevent the disease from forming, and may prevent
help, at the easiest, if not surest period of the disease.
And now for the encouragement of those afflicted

let

not

an

with

pulmonary disease, no- natter whether ycucall
consumption of the lungs or dropsy of the lungs,
(the disorder is the same,) I will venture to assert,
that if the medical men -Avid generally take what I
have said of that disease, for the. true pathology, of
it, and direct their energies to that point, it will not
be long till the sting and "dread of -that disease, shall
be found entirely extracted and, removed.
And
then persons who become consumptive may enter
tain as well grounded hope of recovery frem\that
disease, as they iioav may from any other constitu
tional and serious complaint whatever.
I am anxious to have the treatment of pulmonary
dropsy changed; to get the name changed, I would ngt
give five cents ; notwithstanding I am certain that
the disease that is fastened on the lungs, in these
it

cases, is introduced Avith the same symptoms, and'
has the vessels belonging to that organ, at the com
mencement and during the progress of that

disease,
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that the vessels of other parts of
is formed in other
parts. As regards the name, that amounts to noth
ing, only that a person had as well always be right
the

as

same

body

state

are

in, when dropsy

wrongs
-

DESULTORY OBSERVATIONS.
In

I often refer

of medi
When
the
word
cine,
taking
course, Sec.
course is used
or
any where
any way, 1 desire to be
understood as meaning the time that a person can
at anyone time of
or ought to take -my diuretic,
my

treatise,

and

taking it. -Say
two,
will
time

to

a course

one

first-

usually continues
days : then the nerves
indicate a suspension (sec note -7lh).
-This
that a person can bear taking the medicine,
two

and

a

the

half

is called a course.
In the course of

hundred

or

course

three

treating

betAveen four and five
meeting Avith

persons, 'I remember

dropsical
only two. cases,- that were evidently encysted.
They were both females, and ovarian cases.
The usual aud-natusal~pasjs for the Avater is by the
kidneys : but- 1 have known it repeatedly nm off by
one case by diuresis, one
the bowels
by the saliv
obtained
still
alb
The
"cures.
ary glands
abiding
another
of
was
removed
accumulated water
patient
Avithout any emunctory being sensibly excited :
and yet tbe parson obtained abiding health, in about
—

—

six Aveeks.
It is usual for dropsical persons to be constipated
The diuretic
in the bowels, while in that state.
almost invariably removes this, and during its use,
persons will not be troubled in that Avay.
It is always the fact, that the kidneys act more
freely in the night, during sleep, thanin day time

—

A

--<*
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probably OAving
tem, m sleep.

to

the greater relaxation of the sys

In anasarcous cases, of great distention of fibres,
if the water is suddenly withdrawn, as may happen,
Avithout due caution, the limbs Avill become in a

insupportably irksome. In such cases they
tightly bandaged. In cases of ascites, if
water is suddenly withdrawn, whether by tap

manner

must

the

ping

be

or

diuresis, and irksomeness becomes trouble
tight.

some, the abdomen must be laced
If all is conducted well,' and the

system in suitable
for
the
diuretic
to
take,
plight
effect, a person may
become cured in two to three weeks, but often four,
and even sometimes longer than that.

My diuretic is preferable «to any article, or compo
sition used in the cure of dropsy, that I know any
thing of. If much is admhrrstered, its diuretic effect
will be in proportion great; if little is given, the
This property
effect Avill be pro port ionably less'.
to
be
to
-the strength
it.
adapted
qualifies
specially,
of the patient.
And besides, it has the happy pro
perties of correcting and restoring to healthy action,
the absorbents, -the secretories and excrctofies, to
gether with the glandular structure throughout.
[ have kept by me, both the articles of my diu
retic, in a state of tea, more than one month, bot
tled, and then used it. I Avas not sensible of any
diminution of efficacy.
.

I have very often blistered over the abdomen,
when in its enlarged state, and never saw the slight
est tendency to sphacelus, gangrene or mortification.
I have also tappad a considerable number, in a great
ly distended state, and never in one instance have
I seen any ill effect from it, in any Avay.
It would seem scarcely necessary to give particu
lar injunction to judicious men, to be certain togra-
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capacity of the recipient;
unintelligible torpidity of sensorial
power, attending some very feeble persons, Avhich
prevents them being as soon affected by the diuretic,
but there is

to

the

an

others are, who

are much stouter
persons.
is
dismissed as cured, he should be
After
person
strictly enjoined to take a full dose of cream of tar
tar .and jalap, every ten or twelve days, three or four
times.
1 have long observed that common dropsies attend
some families more than others, as
though there ex
isted in certain lineages a more suitable conformation
of parts, for the formation of that disease, than in
others.
Also some localities are more prolific in that

as

a

.

disease than

not graduated by their health
others
iness or unhealthincss ; but whether. oAving to the
elevation or depression of the ground, or the walor
used by tbe families, or something. else, I have not
been able to learn.
When iu my directions I name a table spaonjul,
1 wish to be understood intending half an ounce,
and to contain that, requires a tolerably large spoon.
To make av hat I call Cook's P ills, .in my direc
—

tions, you will pulverise and well mix. equal weights
of' rhubarb, aloes and calomel; form a mass, and
make

ordinary

sized

pills.
turpentine and, oil to be taken, I
refer to the following state of amalgamation :
Put
into a tumbler or tea cup, about one table-spoonful
When I -direct

—

of the white of an egg, add to that a common teaspoonful spirit of turpentine and from one to three
tafffe-spoonfuls of castor oil, then stir all three Avell
together Avith a tea-spoon, so that neither egg, oil or
turpentine can be seen separately, then add to that
mass a table-spoonful of spirits, (or if preferred spir
its and water,) then stir all a very littie, and let it
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be swalloAved down.
May eat and drink all
usual.
I think I knoAV nothing that will act

atively

on

generally,

diseased and
this.

as

engorged livers,

day, as
as san-

and viscera

«

Persons who are apoplectically constructed
of
rather full habit, low stature, large and flat head,
thick short neck and florid complexion, are surely
at all times, and in all states, liable to be struck, ei
ther with apopiexyyor palsy; but with due care,
even such
The caro
may live out their full time.
Avhich such ought to take, consists in good part, in
—

following observance's : They should be careful
eating and drinking ; never eaf to perfect satiety,
and be guarded against eating only the -most nour
ishing diet ; the suppers ought to be very light, and
such had better always "sup early,' and not lie doAA'n
soon after supper ; and Avben in bed, have the head
Avell raised ; ought to be yery" attentive to the- state
If
of their bowels, and keep them quite active.
is
to
effect
saline
articles
medicine
this,
necessary
the
in

Ex
should be preferred. -Active exercise is "good.
cessively heating the blood, 'should by all means be
avoided ; sudden emotions, whether of joy or grief,
are hurtful ;
spirituous potations are most danger
ous.

vance
a

More- might be -added, but a careful obser
of what has been said, will assist one to avoid

premature grave.
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NOTES.
Note 1st, page 40.
The practice of medicine
has undergone a great change from the time I first
entered the practice and iioav. Formerly Ave thought
it necessary to open and duly emulge the liver, as
a first effort in
trying to restore health to a person
under
bilious fever.
In the present prac
suffering
tice in that disease, I believe the state of the liver,
Avith many practitioners at least, is very much left
out of view.
Some cases of dropsy would, no

doubt,

be

attention

prevented taking place, by giving
the

more

condition of that viscus in the
course, and at the termination of treatment in bil
ious fever.
Notje 2d, page 42.
A majority of my patients
that I have treated for dropsy iu the last twenty
odd years, having been previously treated by their
"family physicians/' have been often purged, and
most drastically too, and not a few of them
heavily
salivated and otherwise unavailing! y worried Avith
debilitating medical treatment. And so circum
stanced, and previously dealt Avith, it has been my
lot to receive a number of first rate weak patients,
that could not bear the debilitating operation of an
active cathartic.
All such cases have to be treated
Avithout premising a cathartic, and must be entered
upon at once Avith my diuretic treatment, just as that
is recommended and directed to be given when a
cathartic has been premised
only that, in one of
these cases, you begin the diuretic treatment early
in the morning, say at six o'clock.
to

—
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3d, p. 42. In Aveak and delicate habits, I
prefer combining epsom salts and calcined magnesia,
or cream of tartar and calcined
magnesia, as acting
Note

more

but

mildly,

I much

equally
prefer in

as

effectually

as

a

hydra-

all cases, when the subject
to commence with an active
i think it has a tendency, to excite the
cathartic,
absorbents into action, and besides exerts a benefi
cial influence on
the general vascular system.
There is perhaps always more or less inflammatory

gogue.
can bear the treatment,

excitement

prevailing iu the vascular, systetfl uf
internal structure of ah dropsical persons.
1
wish it understood, iioav here, for always, that when

some

I direct

two

articles to be

given jointly to make
together fully

dose, that it is my wish, to put
half dose of each article named.

one
one

Note -4th, p. 42.
If I believe my case is calcu
lated to give me trouble, I always begin to adminis
ter my diuretic an hour or two before the cathartic
is done Operating : this Avill have a tendency to con
tinue the alvine action, and throAv the serum much
into that channel as one of its' natural emunctories.
The diuretic tendency of my composition will, in
such cases, usually succeed in a few days, to change
the current of its impetus to the
kidneys. Cases are
likely to be troublesome that are attended Avith more
evidence of inflammation than is common in cases
of- anasarca ; erysipelatous affections of tbe lower
limbs, or a sphacilous. ulcer or ulcers on them. Un
usually much scrotal enlargement, and other such
like irregularities, induce me thus to hurry cases and
get the vessels and various fibres reduced from their
now over-distended state, into a natural and more
healthy one. On such reduction, the inflammation
will subside, and foul ulcers usually heal, Avithout

much, if

any,

special medical attention..
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Note 5th, p. 42.
These two articles are taken
undiluted with any thing, and are said to be less un
pleasant to be taken cold than Warm. The mouth,
however, in every instance, after taking the article
seneca, had better be rinsed Avith a little Ava.ter, and

fruit, or for Avant of that, vinegar nassed
the
mouth, to remove the unpleasantness of
through
the taste, and so preserve the stomach from becom
ing offended with the taste of that article.
Note 6th, p. 42.
If the patient is thought to be
in imminent danger, on account of Avhich, there seems
a
propriety in hastening the medicine on him, and
withal, that he can get no rest and sleep, as he iioav
some sour

is, provided even ha takes no medicine, I Avould
advise, under these circumstances to administer the
diuretic at night.
It will be equally as efficacious
administered at night as in day time.
But night
rest and sleep especially, ought never to be inter
rupted, unless for very 'urgent reasons. Rest and
sleep are relaxants, and relaxation in dropsical treat
ment, is paramount even to nocturnal medication.
Note 7th, p. 43.
It is nearly always s a, that on
but sometimes on the second
the third day
the
administration of the diuretic medicine has to be
suspended. From the nature ami the effect of the
digitalis on the nerves of the human body, this be
effect of
comes necessary, as also, that the diuretic
the composition is such, in most cases, that it be
comes
prudent to withhold the agent of excess,
from running the patient down too suddenly and
so debilitating him more than is necessary.
Among
the nervous symptoms induced by the medicine, are
a
these : dizziness of the head
peculiar pain of the
and often meaty
head
vision
smoky
impaired
—

—

•

—

—

—

vision
main

—

a sense

quiet,.tcc.

of lassitude,

These,

inducing

or some

a

wish

of these

tore-

symptoms
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or more

than

enough

of the diuretic medicine

has been taken.
These
occurrences, however, need alarm no one; in a day
or tAvo or three at most, all this
Avill be gone off.

If, however, it should exist in considerable excess,
or is accompanied with too
great sloAvness of pulse,
it Avill be advisable to give the patient any suitable
stimulus

of course.
Alcohol is the
and
should
be given until the pulse
proper antidote,
fills, and increases in frequency. The same stimu
lating treatment will be beneficial where a patient
—

alcoholic

sinks

uncomfortably much, in consequence of the
running off too fast, or sinks under the opera
It is necessary in all such cases
tion of tapping.
to suspend the administration of the diuretic, until
water

all unusual symptoms have subsided and the pa
tient feels someAvhat recovered. This generally will
occupy from one to three days.' But if neither of
the now named two causes, for suspending the

of the diuretic, should take piace, and this
happens to be the case, the medicine is
still given on in quantities, as last stated, and at

taking

sometimes

same intervals, until the
nerves
give way, as
I have twice given
stated in this note ; then desist.
it, within my recollection, to dropsical patients, day
by day, for, one entire Aveek. Feeble constitutions
Avill bear it longer than strong ones.
After my patient has been
Note 8th, p. 43.
once well filled
throughout his system, Avith my
diuretic compound, I always try afterwards to ad
minister it in such quantities' pier dose and length of
interval betAveen doses as 1 think Avill best suit the
condition, strength and idiosyncrasy of my patient.
The stomach of one may be very irritable, conse
quently easy to nauseate : the kidneys of another
may*be more than usually excitable, Sec, to such

the
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small

doses, and at long intervals, (tAvo
often.) Others, whose fibres are more tor
and
pid
consequently not so sensitive, may often take
the diuretic through the Avhole course of their trea
ment or nearly so, in full doses, and usual intervals.
But it is indispensably necessary to Avatch Avell, both
kinds of patients, and as soon as either gives indi
cation of fullness of medicine, (see note 7th,) dis
prescribe

hours

«

After a person is once Avell
filled Avith the properties of my diuretic, I perhaps,
never again give it a Avhole day, to
more, than one
out of twenty patients.
And by design, I give
Avhat I give in the latter part of the day, because re
laxation is friendly to secretion.
My diuretic is
also is a great
and
relaxant.
Sleep
anti-spasmodic
continue the diuretic.

relaxaut.
Then the two powers co-oparating, the ef
fect will be greater than that of either alone.
The Avater and swelling being
Note 9th, p. 43.
a cure
of dropsy.
And
constitutes
never
removed,
out
how
it
I
once
for
will
hap
iioav,
always,
point
pens, as I think, that my composition exerts such
a
superior medical influence in dropsical cases,
above and beyond Avhat any other knoAvn treat
ment does; it is briefly this : the digitalis of my
compound controls and loAvers the action of the
.

circulatory vessels, an excess of the ac
tion of which always exists, whenever, and whereever
dropsical effusion takes place. This action of
the circulatory vessels is caused by disease, and
acts locally rather than generally, on the dropsical
subject, and in its character is sthenic. My mean
ing is, that this excess of arterial action, is only dis
played by the vessels of the cavity or structure that
heart and

Now this
becomes and is the seat of the effusion.
excess is repressed by the peculiar and known med

ical

properties

of the

digitalis

of my

compound.
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And in treating a case of dropsy, that article ought
to be so regulated as to effect that purpose or in
tention, and not allowed to do any more : arid this

article, co-oparating with the seneca of my com
pound, the two articles, together, exert a powerful
influence on the secretions throughout the system,
and open and propel to action, the insensible pores,
and also excite lively and ready action through
all the absorbents, and so do .all that seems capable
or even needful to be done
by medicine, to remcTve
the unduly prepared fluid (the
serum) from whereso
ever it may be
While
this is thus going on
deposited.
the seneca contained in the larger portion of my com
position, being a heating, stimulating sudorific, and
eminently calculated, by its peculiar medical pro
perties, to excite the capillaries, it will divert tbe
morbid afflux, which is now tending to a certain
part or structure from that channel, and throw it to
the surface, and by exciting the torpid capillaries
break open the long closed insensible pores and ex
cite them to action, by its decided and Avell known
.

influence
it

over

the vascular system.

that this article

And thus
the

too

cir

is,
equalizes again
general
culation, Avhich, by disease had been much deranged.
These, or something like these, are my views as to
the modus operandi of my diuretic.
Note 10th, p. 44. I have cured a considerable num
ber, Avho remained parfectly Avell too, aftenvards,
without using mercurials of any kind in their cases.
It Avould seem, however, best to use mercurials in
cases where there exists strong reason to believe the

liver, spleen, or other internal structure Avas much
diseased.
Note 11th, p. 44.
The old practice of admin
either
in
the course of treating drop
tonics,
istering
sical cases or after the Avater was removed, is falla-
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The

practice has, indeed, got great antiquity
favor, but was originally founded in a mistak
en notion of the
pathology of dropsy. Our early
writers attributed dropsy to Universal debility of the
subject. Then, and upon that supposition, the prac-»
tice Avas natural enough, or at any rate Would
seem plausible, viz :
setting to remove the water,
and as a portion is removed, to supply tone to that
part, so that a recurrence of the swelling might be
prevented. Then, after tonics had been administer
ed in due quantity, and a sufficient length of time, be
gin the hydragogue treatment -again, Sec, until tbe
subject should be perfectly emptied of his watery
swelling, by the use of some hydragogue medicine.
And then, as a good finish, tone up tbe system as
effectually as may be done, to confirm and gst.ablisti
the cure.
Such, or something very much like it,
is the old practice in dropsies, and 1 believe is not
Noav,
very much departed from at the present day.
in ail perfectly established and confirmed dropsies,
there are parts of the body that arc already too rigid
and tense ; and they are important parts, tou, viz :
To effect a cure, tiase
the surface and kidneys.
be
relaxed
must
insensible
perspiration es
parts
tablished, Which cannot go on in this rigid sate of
the general surface ; and the surface is an important
outlet, or emimctcry. The kidneys too, aie tense
and constricted, and thereby incapacitated to per
Re
form their office, in usual and. due quantity.
laxation of the kidneys, too, is needful.
Now, say
both the surface and kidneys have undergone this
required process of relaxation, and are duly relaxed,
and now act freely as emunctories of the blood, as
in its

—

they
viz

:

Avere

intended

to

duly relaxed,
functions, and

tomed

be.

each

While this is their state,
one

will perform

the condition

and

its

accus

health

of
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body will he pleasant and good ;
portions of the blood are carried off,
the

well.

But let

us

consider such

a

the
and

person

as

feculent
all
he

does
iioav

really is: all the system throughout relaxed, and
by necessary treatment someAvhat enfeebled and
"weak, consequently very impressible by tonic med
icine.
Give that class of medicine iioav, to one in
this state, and you will certainly bring back the
former condition of these parts, to-wit, on the sur
face and kidneys, and so suspend the purifying in

fluences
tem ;

the blood and other humors of the sys
say the least of it, pave the way for a re

on

and,

lapse.
Note 12th, p. 48.
It is very important that a
practitioner should Avell ascertain the true nature of
an abdominal enlargement, before he enters on treat

Cases of the kind have often misled un
medical
men ; and it
wary
may be sometimes to
the injury of the patient.
Pregnancy, accompani
ed with edema of the loAver limbs, has been
mistaken for ascites, and treated for sometime as
Other cases, arising from long continued
such.
Ioav inflammation of the peritoneum, and of the ab
dominal viscera, often form cohesions of the viscera
and peritoneum.
These cohesions are sometimes
more extensive, and in
other cases more partial ;
but as far as they go, they will impart firmness to
the part cohering.
I feel authorized to say to prac
titioners, be wary wherever you find a case in which
the abdomen feels considerably firm.
There will
be certainly difficulty, and that, perhaps, insupera
ble.
Mercurials, conjoined with my diuretic, will,
in such cases, promise the most success.
Some en
even
abdomens
feel
will
on
hard
larged
pressure.
An obstructed and enlarged liver will also present
perfect firmness to the feel. But here the different
ment.
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lobes may be felt, and often spaces may be traced betAveen the indurated'ancl
enlarged lobes. Long con-

tinuedandslightchronic peritoneal inflammation often
produces a thickening of that part of the peritoneum
Avhich lines the cavity of the abdomen, and
enlarges
thickens

the

cellular substance exterior to it.
Such
livery and firm on moderate press
ure.
A person cannot readily get hold of the
integ
uments with the thumb and finger, but
by strong
pressure it can .readily be pressed doAvn towards the
All these, and other eases, more or less like
spine.
or

cases

feel

certain to be attended

with "strong abdo
observable
when
the person lies
pulsation, very
on his.back.
No doubt, however, all abdominal drop
sies originate from some diseased affection of a vis
cus or structure contained Avithin that
cavity, which
will be attended Avith more or less inflammation.
I have generally found de
Note 13th, p. 48.
of
the abdominal viscera more difficult
rangements
to correct and restore to soundness, when they in
duce, ascites, than when derangements among the
viscera terminate in anasarca or hydrothorax.
Of
these,

are

minal

ten, in this affection, when the Avatery accumulation
considerably yielded to the diuretic treatment,

has

and the patient might be expected to be getting
better, there will be observed a more inflammatory
pulse and general state of the system to spring up,
the apparent condition of the patient will seem much
Noav I en
less promising than before treatment.
deavor to find out the cause of this reserve and
The cause of this change
prepare to remove it.
to be a diseased viscus or
be
found
Avill always
with more than former
seized
structure, becoming
This
inflammatory action,
inflammatory activity.
is located either upon the peritoneum generally, or
Often it will be found upsome portion of it only.

10
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the diaphragm, along the termination of the ribs.
The liver too is often found scirrhous, and liable to
But wherever the in
increased arterial excitement.
nucleus
be
the affected part,
located,
may
flammatory
now become somewhat divested of its diseashaving
edcovering of impurity, the impetus of the blood upon
the newly denuded seat of the disease, will be at
tended Avith increased sensibility, or it may be-even
pain. At any rate, there will iioav be ah increase
of vascular excitement in the affected portion, and
These things require
often in the system generally.
spacial treatment, antiphlogistic of course. If the
on

patient can bear it, he might be bled, but I always
administer active, cooling cathartics.
Often I blis
ter over the painful part or sometimes I put setons into the most eligible place, where there is
1 am not much in lavor of cup
much fixed pain.
ping

over

blisters

the' abdomen

in

these

Whether
should be kept

cases.

preferred, they
running long, if the parson is too Aveak. While
the foregoing extra treatment is going on, the diu
retic must not be suspended, unless the pulse is large
•and full.
In that case the pulse had best be brought
or

setons are

doAvn first.
The primas via; of dropsical
Note 14th, p. 49.
Avith impurities, and
are often
so loaded
persons,
mucous
that
matter,
undigested
they very much
loathe medicine and soon become
incajDable of
the
diuretic.
The
stomach
especially
swallowing
is greatly in fault.
To save persons m this respact
all I can, I direct them to rinse the mouth With
common fresh water after SAvalloAying a dose "of the
diuretic, and especially after sAvalloAving the seneca,
and immediately after rinsing to pass some acid

through the mouth. It seems a Jong time to a
dropsical person, to be compelled daily to take an
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and it is

so
too, but cannot
do
well.
When one
person
nauseates rny diuretic too much, and
begins to feel
as if he could not
take
it
possibly
any longer, I
a dose of
such
an
one
and
cause
him
give
Ipacac.
to evacuate the
stomach.
After having done
This nau
So, be will bear the diuretic 'very well.
think
is
more
liable
I
to
attend
sea,
persons under
the form of ascites, than any one of the other forms.

be

.

In the management of tie
Nora. 15th, p. 49.
abdominal cases, I always find my greatest du'iuulBesides correcting and regulating the visceral
ties.

noticed in note 13th, there are va
of the system evolved in the
course of treatment, that have to be met
with spe
cial treatment..
For instance, it not unfrequently
happens in dropsical persons, that the reinal organs
are
deranged, and therefore do not secrete Avell ;

derangements

rious

other

states

in such cases it matters not Iioav much diuretic
medicine is administered,. the kidneys will remain
inactive.
Wherefore, in such cases, I give -my
diuretic as frequently and freely as the person's
nerves' -will bear, and depend oh getting the Avater
out of my patient, by administering hydragogue
cathartics.
Sometimes too iu these cases of organic
reinal derangement, 1 give a large dose of calomel,
*

say twenty grains, in the evening, and next morua dose
ol salts.
run it off Avith
After this, I
give a hydragogue cathartic,. every third or fourth
day, and diuretics in the intervals, as freely and
constantly as the system can bear it Avith tolerable
Thus I go on, and by the time the water
comfort.
is all gotten out of my subject, the vascular system
with its capillaries, will usually be set to vigorous

ing

action, and
and

good

as

the health will be

equally

if the diuretic had acted

on

as

permanent

the

kidneys
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diuretically. Getting a patient cured in this AVay
will take longer time, (usually betAveen three and
six weeks) than Avhen the medicine acts copiously on
the kidneys, but a final and permanent cure is no
less certain.
Other cases will present themselves
in Avhich the arterial system is under too high in
flammatory excitement, for the diuretic to act diu
retically. In such cases if is necessary to reduce the
inflammatory action of the system perfectly and
obtain a soft or even a flat pulse.
Much of this

needful reduction of the circulatory system may,
and had better be effected Avith the lancet, aided,

however,

with

blistering

over

cooling hydragogue cathartics, and
painful part of the abdomen ; or
if there is no pain, over the hepatic region.
After
the system is thus regulated, and the excessive ar
terial action subdued, the diuretic Avill generally
act kindly and beneficially on the urinary organs.
Note 16th, p. 49.
Abdominal dropisies always
in
consequence of visceral derange
taking place
and
this
ment,
derangement almost in every instance
more
becoming
apparent, (see note 13) and the dis
ease,
at

the

whether functional

some

common

in

tient nor
by the management

note,

organic,

or

more

pungent

of treatment, are
occurrences, and need alarm neither pa
physician. This febrile excitement will,

peiod

usually

the

course

recommended,

be subdued in

a

few

iu the

days

foregoing

; then all Avill

on Avell.
Note 17th, p. 57.
I feel it my duty here to ad
vise practitioners, in all cases of' thoracic difficul
ties, attended Avith much sensible beating and la
bor of the heart, especially when these things are at
tended with difficulty of breathing, on trifling mo
tion or exertion, to suspect an inception of
dropsy

go

of the chest.

Often I know these

early

indications
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or little attention
paid to them, or are
attributed to something else, until the disease
has groAvu into its almost insuperable strength.
There attends in the advanced stage of hydrothorax
are

neglected,

even

in every instance, I believe, a remarkable expres
sion of anxiety in the countenance.
The bowels in
this form of dropsy, are inclined to be irregular,
but generally too constipated.
Note 18th, p. 58.
One. and indeed the principal object in prescribing the cathartic, is to excite
the absorbents and cause them to take up the de
posited fluid and throw it into the circulating mass,
thus to be passed through the kidneys, by them to

be

have

for

once

that

of

from the blood and passed off.
But I
it distinctly understood here, and
ahvays, and in all forms of dropsy,

separated

Avould
a

cathartic is not

indispensable

to

the

effecting

Only in some few unnatural cases of
in
which
the kidneys cannot be gotten to act
ascites,
as
I
can
testify that I have cured many
freely,
Also
to Avhom 1 neAar administered a cathartic.
some
is
to
in
method
generally,
give mercury
my
form, till I excite slight mercurial action in the sys
To do so, I have no doubt is best, and espe
tem.
cially Avhere the liver has partaken much in the visce
But this even is not indispensa
ral derangement.
ble.
The diuretic alone will do wonders in all these
a cure.

derangements.
19th, p. 58.. It may be observed through
directions about administering my diuretic,
that as much as possible I avoid imposing it on ah
empty stomach. My reason for doing so is, that the
article of seneca is, upon the whole, an unpleasant
beverage, and as it has to be taken often in the
Note

out my

course

of

I think

fully treating a
important to

it

case

of

preserve

dropsy through,
the

tone

and
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Therefore,

much
as

as

&c.

circumstances

stomach somewhat

a

braced by food is in a better condition to receive
and retain an unpleasant article, I avoid as much
as consistent,
forcing it on an ehipty and consequent
ly Aveak stomach. .And as I have no Avhere men
tioned the fact before, I will now here state, that I
believe it will matter not at all, in respect to the
efficiency of the diuretic, as such, when" it is taken,
With regard to dieting, whether just before meal or
just after meal, or if one would' prefer it between
It is all matter
the beginning and end of a meal.
of indifference.
I always Atish my patients to eat
freely, of any usual nourishing diet, Which- they
know will not disagree with them, while taking my
treatment, unless forbid by too. strong inflammation.
Drinking cold or fresh'spring water, is also perfect

quantity at option. 1 frequently
encourage my patients to drink fresh water freely, in
Cold water is s'edathe time of taking the diuretic.
acts
and
medically in such cases.
tiye,
consequently
Note 20th, p. 58.- When all goes on and does
Avell until the third day or Avhate'ver other day the
optic nerves give evidence of being affected, the
physician will have to desist giving the" diuretic,
inconsequence always of the effect of the digitalis
upon the nerves, and probably through the me

ly allowed,

and in

'

.

dium of the nerves, too great sedation is sometimes
This
effected by it, on the sanguiferous system.
requires also to be duly guarded, in managing cases
of dropsy.
(See "note 7th.)
Note 21st, p. 59.
My medicine is undoubtedly
and in all cases wheri cor
a
diuretic,
very potent

rectly Ayeighed and properly prepared and rightly
administered, will effect as much, in that way as
perhaps any medical composition of that class,
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There are not
among medical men.
cases
of
in
Avhich
it will how
Avithstanding,
dropsy
not
act
at
all.
It
is known
ever,
diuretically
medical
men that Avhen the
among
system gener
ally, and the surface in particular, is in a state and
condition unfit for perspiration, that then the action
of the kidneys is equally suspended.
I think I haAre
shown iu its proper place that when the system is
noAV

use

under the influence of dropsical diathesis, that the
general surface is at that time, under universal
constriction, and so Avill be the kidneys. Asa proof
of this, there iioav is always present, paucity of
reinal secretion.
Although a difficulty of getting
the kidneys to act freely will be experienced, in the
management of many cases of ascites,- yet in cases
of hydrothorax, I have never knoAvn it to fail one
time, of acting freely as a diuretic i and in many
instances, it was necessary, in consequence of an.
excess in that Avay, to Avithhold the administration
of the composition for some time, until the flux
To run off the water sud
Avould somewhat abate.
be
it
could
denly, (suppose
done,) and then desist
the
diuretic
compound, Avould, I believe, not
giving
It is my opinion that
effect a permanent cure.
three weeks
all
the vascu
at least, in order to open and
and
lar and glandular obstructions,
give a noctural
determination to the circulating fluid, besides re

the said

compound

must be

given

two or

remove

the water.
In the course of managing
'Note 22d, p. 88.
a few cases of Epilepsy, I formed the
opinion that
of
more constantly full
be
to
kept
epileptics ought

moving

the

of

diuretic, than

required in the treatment
This is intended to apply
first, say two or three Aveeks.

Avhat is

ordinary hydropics.
only for some time at
An increase of urine, in

these cases, is

not to

be

ex-

>

.•
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urine *vill indeed become

The

quantity

of

serum

'

more

per

usually depos
small, hardly

ited upon the brain in these cases is
ever exceeding a few ounces.
Such persons as are afflicted
Note 23d, p. 88.
from
water
with epilepsy,
in the head, and have
iioav been under heavy treatment, for the space of
from ten days to four Aveeks, differing in length of

time, I believe, according to the degree of intensity
with which the person Avas medicated.
or gentleness

epileptic from having Avater in the
begin to lose his little stock of
presently will become strangely de

If the person is

head, he will
intellect and

now

of his recollection of past occurrences.
His
is
mild
and
pieasant, utterly harmless,
appearance
and what may properly be styled, in a state of child
like simplicity.
Judging from appearances, he feels
at conversation, he is unable
In
attempts
pleasant.
to form one idea, but is by no means unhappy.
These persons are doubtless insensible of their pe
This state of mind Avill continue
culiar situation.

prived

with such an one, two to three days usually.
And
when it leaves him, his mind will return to him in
a much greater degree of perfection than he had en
joyed previous to his becoming bereft. Persons get
ting into this state, evince to the practitioner, that
they Avill benefit by his treatment, and that he is
not

laboring

in vain.

ed, will-enable such

Spirits

of any

kind,

iioav

us

his right
mind again.
Evidently persons get into this state
of mental bereavement on account of the diseased
pressure being removed off the brain, for whicli'ieason,
if this mentalimbecility does not take plage, after
two or three weeks, heavy treatment, I Avould advise
to dismiss the patient, as in all probability not
being
a case of
epilepsy from water in the head.
an one sooner

to recover
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EECIPES.
CORROBORANT

POWDER.

I have long and often used a composition of med
ical articles, in combination, to which I gave the
name of Corroborant PoAvder ; its effect in
my hands
has been unusually happy.
This composition, in
something like the subjoined formula, has been my
refuge in a class of diseases that largely abound in
this southern latitude, inducing debility, both gene
ral and local.
I have prescribed and had this composition ad
ministered Avith quite satisfactory results during all
my medical life in Georgia, now forty-five years, in
old cases of chronic inactivity of liver, stomach or
intestines ; and also Avhere all these viscera Avere de
ficient ill activity, inducing langour of the heart and
arterial system universally, and thus establishing
diseased torpor throughout the capillary Aassels.
Hence pallor and coolness of surface, and shrunken
features, Avith all the train of diseased affection,
evinciAa of loss of health and due vital energy.
All these evidences of deranged health, that compo
sition has removed, and restored the subjects to
This derangement of health the
sound health.
populace formerly termed cholic, but now is univer
sally known by the "fashionable" appallation of

dyspepsia.
Dyspapsia, or a Want of due efficiency in the di
gestive apparatus, is usually all that such persons are
sensible of, as constituting their disorder.
They
will feel full at the stomach, as if they had already
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much, when really they have not eaten
enough to support the system in a state of ac
tivity. Costivetless, or great irregularity of the
bowels ahvays attends.
Often great and Aary dis
sourness of stomach
tressing
accompanies this state
of things ; flatulent bowels are usually present., Sec.
eaten too

half

I have also found the Corroborant Powder an ex
cellent article, and one that I do not iioav remember
ever to have knoAvn fail,
iu female cases, either
of excess or deficiency of the catamenial flux.
When that flux exists in excess, either from
general or local debility, not affording the ves
sels particularly concerned, due tone to close Avhen
the required deduction has been effected ; this com
position then will act Avith great certainty, and afford
tone and general energy to the Avhole system, and
to the vessels of the sexual organs also; and when
that needful drain is deficient, or altogether absent,
from Avant of due momentum and volume of the
blood, and absence of general tone and vigor of the

system, that tonic compound is

most

excellently

calculated to supply both Avarm and healthy blood in
due quantity and vigor and health to the general
system, and so the diseased order of things Avith such
an one will be again healthfully and happily estab
This medicine is also a great adjuvant to
lished.
other and occasional treatment in cases of Aveak
young females, of phlegmatic habits, avIio are usu
ally slow, and often difficulted to assume or enter
into their necessary periodical habits.
It must occur to all men skilled in medicine, that
the articles constituting this composition must pro
duce an active and valuable compound, fit to be
used in all cases of debility, attended with considera
ble torpor of liver, and consequently dullness and
constipation of bowels.
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THE CORROBORANT POAVDER

Consists of the following articles and proportions.
One ounce Peruvian bark, (but for Avantofthat
take columbo the same
From an ounce to
an ounce and a half rust of iron
prepared as found
in medical shops ; (pale persons, of sIoav flat pulse
require more iron than more sanguine persons.)
From half an ounce to a Avhole ounce gum guaia-

weigbt.)

puharised. (When I make up a composition
male, I use about half an ounce, Avhen for a
female, usually an ounce.)
From one to two drachms best aloes, also powder
ed. (Add of aloes more or less according to the state
cum

^

for

a

of the boAvels, with respect to solubility.)
From a half to a whole drachm of poAvdered
cloves.
(More of this must be added Avhen much
iron enters the composition, and less Avhere but
little iron is used.
If cloves cannot conveniently
be had, ground or poAvdered ginger will
answer.)
Let all these articles be wall mixed together in a
dry mortar, or some other suitable vessel, by freely
rubbing all among one another. Then put all the
powder into a bottle, or other large Aassel, and add
thereto a quart of sour Avine, but for Avant of suita
ble \vine, any kind of ardent spirits will answer
equally as wall in this case, you will add to the
powder in the bottle, a quart of any kind of spirits,
and a gill of strong pure tasted vinegar.
In two or
three hours, being occasionally well shook, the me
dicine Avill be ready for use.
One table spoon full usually is enough for a dose.
The vessel containing the medicine must be Avell
shook immediately before pouring out a dose, and
—

•
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had best be taken in about three table spoon fulls of
hoarhound tea, cold ; but this kind of tea may be
dispensed Avith, if not convenient to be obtained,
and the medicine may be taken in any other Avay,
even without any menstruum as a vehicle.
The
dose ought always to be large enough to act slightly
on the boAvels, and if one spoon full
will not thus
move the bowels, more must be given at a time, but
if the medicine is too active, give less.
It is given
once
a
and
that
to
be
fifteen or
only
day,
ought
minutes
before
breakfast.
The
bottle
or
tAventy
vessel containing the medicine must be kept Avell

stopped.
After taking this medicine eight or ten days re
gularly, day by day, the person had best continue
it afterwards irregulary.
I mean, let him omit tak
ing it one or tAvo days every four or five days, then
take it again, &c, until either all is taken, or he feels
well enough.
In a fe.AV instances it Avas necessary to prepare a
second portion for the same person, before full restor
ation of health was obtained.
I prefer to premise an emetic in dyspeptic cases,

if nothing
exists with my patient to forbid it.
When I think the liver is much impiicated in pro
ducing the derangement of health, I have prepared a
cathartic of turpentine and oil, mixed- in the white
of an egg, prepared as recommended for the liver, in
cases, Avhich see.
The person Avhile taking this medicine, is alloAVed to eat and drink as is customary with him, and
exercise as usual.
Besides the variation I gave Avhen I named the
articles of this composition, I often make others, to
accomodate the medical agents to the symptoms and

dropsical

state

of my

patient.

'

**
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I Avill now only add in conclusion : That in cases
of dyspepsia of long standing, and great derangement,
in Avhich of course the cnticular vessels and capilla
ries had been long too inactive to perform their func
tions Avell, there will be found a thickened, dry and
harsh feeling skin and general surface.
This I
have seen in an astonishing degree
many parts of
the surface having a scaly crust superadded
very
feeble pulse, and the surface universally too cool,
and the flesh Avasted. My confirmed opinion of such
a case
is, that seneca snakeroot is the very best
excitant of the materia medica, to arouse the action
of the heart and vital energies generally, and ought
to be given without intermission, until the surface
casts off that dead branny coat, and perspiration
takes place.
—

—

HIVES.

affecting infants from the birth, desig
nated popularly by the name of hives, consists of a
slight febrile affection, to which infants perhaps on
ly are subject. The disorder is best knoAvn by that
name
among the people, and it is mainly for the
people I add these receipts'.
A disorder

Children under the influence of the circumstances
producing the hives, are unusually fretful, and dis
posed to cry a great deal, as Avould seem Avithout
any cause, and often are quite incapable of being
pacified by any effort. They are most apt to be
costive, sometimes however otherwise, but certainly
Their naps of
never of healthy alvine evacuation.
are short, and in their sleep are certain to ex
sleep
hibit convulsive twitchings of the limbs, and frownings in the face. If they sleep any while, their
skin may be observed to have become pied, and Avill
exhibit irregular patches of bloodless Avhite, and
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parts high colored red, bordering on purple.
In more highly aggravated cases, children have
been throAAm into convulsions, and these not tinfrequently end in death.
Let any one take the best view of such cases, and
they Avill be found to be very troublesome to the
parents, and mighty harassing, because they do not
The child seems
know Avhat may be the end of it.
to suffer greatly, from the circumstance of its inces
sant crying, although no cause can be discovered,
even after repeated and careful search having been
made.
Suspense is painful.
am
I
happy to be able to say to all parents whose
other

lot it is to be afflicted Avith an unhealthy child, as
now in part described, that they may soon and en
tirely exonerate themselves of the distress of hear
ing their tender offspring incessantly cry, and writhe
and contort every muscle in them, and obviously
All this iioav promised may be
from feeling pain.
effected, by merely preparing and administering the

following compound:
Take flour of sulphur, a heaping tea spoon full,
and a heaping tea spoon full of cream of tartar.
Mix the said tAvo articles perfectly well, in two
table spoon fulls of honey5 so as that all has the ap
pearance of being one uncompounded mass.
Of this give to a child from a half to a Avhole tea
spoon full, according to age, once a day, omitting
no day.
The medicine ought to be given in quan
tity sufficient to move the child's boAvels very gently.
One such portion usually Avill produce a clear skin,
and subdue all difficulty with the child, and from an
incessant crier, will convert it into a first rate quiet
pleasant domestic article. It will henceforth nurse,
sleep and play, like other healthy children.
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From Avhat I have

seen in the
course of many
among human afflictions, I am fully
convinced that this derangement of health among

years' practice

children, that I in part pointed out the appearance
of above, as displayed and seen upon the surface of
infants, does not unfrequently fall upon, and attack
the boAVels of children, with diarrhoea.
This I think
but rarely happens at a very early age of an infant's
life, but more generally betAveen ten months and
tAvo years old.
I have hoAvever seen it take place
earlier in life, and Avould say, if a child that has
been afflicted as above stated, obtains a uniform
clear skin on being taken AAith diarrhoea, there is
good reason to suspect that this translation has
taken place.
This vicarious diarrhoea, I may say,. I have uni
formly found entirely uncontrollable, by the most
poAverful tonic and astringent treatment, aided Avith
anodines.
These little victims of a sinful world,
are usually Avorn down into the arms of death, ema
ciated, moving skeletons, objects of pity.
After I obtained the above recipe, and believing
nature and cause of this
as I did, respecting the
diarrhoea, I advised that compound, and presently
the flux ceased, the flesh returned, and health was
restored.

This result I have

now

observed in many

instances.
TO PURIFY AND CORRECT FOUI, BLOOD.

Take bark of the prickly ash stalk, and make tea
A tea cup full of this tea should be drank
of it.
three

or

four times

a

day.

The tea

must

be made

only moderately strong it may be prepared Avith
milk and sugar, and used at meals as coffee.
This tea is certainly very beneficial where per
—

sons are

afflicted Avith

biles,

or

other

eruptions.

Al-
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sores

of any kind

are

of ill

qual

to heal.

ITCH AND HERPES, ERUPTIONS OF A
SPREADING CHARACTER.
Take tAvo parts talloAv and/me part gum, obtained
from a Avounded gum tree ; rub them AAall together
with the blade of a case
on the palm of the hand
mixed.
until
knife,
perfectly
Of this composition rub into the part where the
itch or the herpes appear, before a fire, three or four
days in succession, once each day. If this be Avell
done, the affection will dry up and totally disappaar.
BURN SALVE.
As burns and scalds very often take place in
but most especially among children, there
fore as a domestic and ready remedy, and one that

families,

may be relied upon, I advise the following :
Cut or slice onions, and for want of onions, leeks,
or any of the onion varieties Avill answer, and slow
ly fry them in common hogs lard until they are en
tirely crisped, then remove them out of the fat and
vessel you fry in, and add to the fat, of rosin (com
mon stiff turpentine, such as is found Avhere pine
have been chipped) enough to give consistence
and firmness to the fat, to prevent it all running
through a cloth that it is spread upon. Heat the
fat and turpentine together gentlyuntil the turpen
tine ceases to spit, then strain through a cloth.
Ap
a burned or scald
to
a piaster of this salve,
place,
ply
two or three times a day, every day, and it will soon
be Avell.
I have knoAvn burns of long standing. Avhich by
bad treatment had gotten to be intractable and ill

trees
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conditioned, by applying
this

two or three piasters of
throw
off
consistent
and healthy pus, be
salve,
to heal, and soon be well.
Applied immediate

gin
ly after

the accident has

hapjpened, it Avill prevent
inflammation ; and a superficial burn or scald will be
entirely well in a few days.
This

remedy seems a poor homespun article, I
but
I Avould not lay it aside for the best re
confess,
medy Ave keep in our medical shops. I Avould ad
vise families to keep it ready made by therm
It
Avill

keep good

for years.
SNAKE BITES.

In the latitude Avithin Avhich I am acquainted (bedegrees,) we have only a small va
of
riety
poisonous snakes Avhich abound much. We
ha\a the pied rattle snake, and rattle snake's pilot,
(commonly so called;) seAaral species of poison
ous
watersnakes, and the copper belly, quite a
tAveen 36 and 32

fierce and poisonous snake.
There is besides these
once in a long Avhile, a horn snake found, but these
are so rare, that the
majority of people do not even
There may possibly be some other
knoAv them.
poisonous snakes, but if there arc, they are not es
teemed an object of danger among -the paopie. But
Ave
generally kill all kinds of snakes wa find.

My practice has often afforded me patients bitten
by rattle snakes. For several years, I gave in snake
bites, the Aalatile spirit of heartshorn alone, in half
table spoon full doses, mixed with about two table
spoon fulls of common water, repeated every half
hour at first, until the effect of the poison became
sensibly countervailed; from then on, seldomer
say, at tAvo and three hours intervals, until the sys
tem Avas entirely restored to its usual state of health.
—
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and affection of the
(for the poison

system, with my patients,
Avould be absorbed and circulated
nervous

&c.

throughout the
equal quantities
hartshorn, and
of that mixture,

body,, before I could arrive,) I added
of laudanum and volatile spirit of
then gave

spoon fulls
fulls of common Avater.
After
adding the laudanum to the hartshorn, two or three
doses generally overcame all difficulty.
This is
much the best remedy I ever used, as being very
spieedy to ease the pain and quiet the nerves.
I would recommend as soon as possible after the
bite of a poisonous snake is received, to give the par
son bitten, two tea spoon fulls of equal quantities of
laudanum and spirit of hartshorn, in two tablespoon
fulls of cold water, and if in half an hour no relief
of pain is obtained, or not satisfactorily much,
repeat the same quantity, at first every half hour,
but by and by every two or three hours, until the
pain and nervous twitch nigs are all subsided, and
the person may be said to be well,
According" to
the quantity of poisonous absorption into the circu
lation, Avill have to be the amount of antidote, fully
to countervail the poison.
This treatment aviII be suited as a remedy to
counteract the effect of the bite of all poisonous
snakes. There is a small shining black spider, with
This lump
a round bullet like hinder appendage.
is large compared Avith the size of the spider, and
has a red point upon the top of that bundle.

in

two

fully two
tablespoon

tea

bite of this spider is very poisonous.
And
poison becomes absorbed, I am authorized
to say from Avhat I have seen, it has a much more
sensible effect upon the nervous system than any
snake bite I ever saAV.
The

when the
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recommended above for snake
bites,
speedy remedy in cases of bites
from this kind of spider, and probably of all other

composition

is

a sure

spiders.

and
■

SORE EYES.

,

Inflammatory sore eyes, is an affection that is both
painful and very troublesome, not bearing either
wind or strong light.
The free and frequent application of fresh or cold
Avater to eyes that are inflamed, is about as useful
an
as can Avell be made to eyes in that

application.

dose of epjsom salts occasionally at
period
help much. And after the action
inflammatory stage is someAvhat past, Avhich
usually be in five or six days, then paepare the
state.

But
will

a

this

and
Avill
fol

for eye-Avater :
tAvo parts of the inner bark of maple, and
part inner bark of young white-oak ; boil the

lowing

Take
one

together until the strength of the bark is pretty
extracted, then immediately strain through
Let the eyes be frequently Avet Avith this as
tringent Avater through the day. The eyes must be
Avet both inside and but.
This Avater is strengthen
to
Aveak
from
eyes
any cause.
ing
two

Avell
cloth.

*

CLYSTER PILLS.
At an early period of my
tained from an old lady, a

practice of medicine I ob
knoA\dedge of preparing
Avhat she termed
Clyster pills," Avhich I afterwards
often
to.
very
applied
They come usefully to the aid
of a man in practice, happening to be unprovided
"

Avith

an instrument, and are
very convenient and
beneficial in families.
They are thus prepared :
Take a table spoon full of honey, or for want of
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honey take the same quantity of sugar, and some
less than a table spoon full of fine table salt.
Sim
mer the two articles together in an iron vessel, over
a coal fire, in a
spoon full or two of hog's lard, un
til the mass becomes perfectly hard, as soon as it gets
cold.
Then take a portion out of the pot, and while
it is cooling, pertly roll and shape it Avith your fin
Each roll or pill ought to be about an inch
gers.
and a half in length, and about as thick as a stout
pipe stem, bluntly pointed, and' tapering from the
middle towards each end, and every part smooth.
One of them is oiled, and then
To Use Them.
introduced.
will
be found quite active, and
They
should never be made use of when there is reason
to believe the bowels to be unusually dry and cos
tive.
A person of some strength and in his right
These pills
can
make use of one on himself.
mind,
—

very fit to be used after several
have been premised without effect.

are

liquid injections

A TONIC FOR CHILDREN.

Children, as soon as they aire weaned, are liable
to become feeble, their flesh will become soft and
lank, their countenance pale, and features shrunk,
the appetite will fail, Sec.
Give a child in this condition, according to age,
from a half to a little rounding tea spoon full of the
rust of iron, prepared as found in medical shops.
—

Mix the iron with a little broAvn sugar, and a child
Give such a dose every
will take it very kindly.
morning before breakfast, during four or five days,
and you will see your pale, puny child, quite restor
ed in health, and even look a little ruddy, be quite
pert, and eat again with good appatite.
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It is said, and I believe it
true, that iron freely
administered will entirely expel Avorms from chil

dren, by establishing the tone of the bowels.
This preparation of medicine is
equally applica
ble to grown persons as to
children, to persons of
all ages, Avhen their blood becomes too
poor and thin,

and their usual
energy has left them.
All that is
necessary in preparing the system to
take this medicine
properly is, to see to it that the
recipient is not at the time costive. If taken Avhile
costive, it will produce distress in the system that
is difficult to describe.
This medicine is every
Avay

quite innoxious.

All heads of families had best
nient apothecary a pound or
number in

buy from a
according

tAvo,

family, of

the

quite low, notAvithstanding

rust

it

is

of iron.

It

conve

to

the

comes

valuable.

TO REMOVE WARTS.

Warts

that often come in
places
body that render them a very seri
ous
inconvenience, Avhereupon it is desirable to have
them removed, and in the
gentlest Avay Ave can.
To remove Warts
of any kind. Dissolve about
a
rounding table spoon full of sal ammoniac, in
coarse
pbAvder, such as it will form by cutting Avith
a knife, off of a
cake, or solid concrete mass, as it
aisually is bought in, in half a pint, of water. As
soon as it is
dissolved, it is fit for use. Let the Avart
or Avarts be
frequently AAat with that solution through
the day, rubbing it on them freely Avith a
finger
each time, and in a few days the Avart or warts will
are

excrescences

and parts of the

—

disappear.
Auother method of removing Avarts Avith the same
article, is this : Let the person avIio wishes to re-
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Avarts, keep a pieee of crude sal ammoniac in
his pocket, and occasionally Avet the Avart, and then

move

rub the wat wart with the

this is

perhaps

the

more

piece of ammoniacal
certain method.

salt;

WHITLOW OR BONE FELON.

Whitlows, of all the diseases man is heir to, are
perhaps the most painful.- Nothing, probably, can
be more .painfuL
The disease originates from the
bone.
methods
have been devised .for relief
Many
from it, but with Avhat success 1 will not pretend to
But the solution of crude sal ammoniac, pre
say.
pared as directed above, for the removal of warts,
applied, will break up the inflammation and stop the
progress of such a case, and add no pain.
Prepare tAvo pints of the solution of crude sal
ammoniac, then lay bare the limb on which the dis
over a Avide-mouthed
ease is fastened, and hold it
a
vessel, say bowl, containing half the solution, and
with
on

a

table spoon lift of the solution aud pour it
part, cold. Keep on doing so until

the affected

the solution
that, and iu

now

getting A.arm, then remove
weather set it in fresh Avater ; in

used is

Avarm

And
cold weather the atmosphere will soon cool it.
of
the
first.
Con
other
now make use of the
half, as
tinue to use and to cool the two parcels of the solu
tion, as now directed, until the throbbing and pain
But the throbbing and pain will after a while
cease.

again, then repeat the bathing again as before.
After the first two or three times subduing the heat,
pain aud throbbing, they will not return again in
And now on
any considerable degree of violence.
affected
a tAvo fold cloth around the
part,
ly keep
The cloth that is
wet Avith the same cold solution.
around the affected limb ought to be kept constant-

return
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Avith the same, and not suffered to be
dry for
several days; by this time t+ie
wound, if the Avound
is open, Avill sheAv
signs of healing. Then dress it
as other sores.

ly wet

The solution may be
applied even after such a
rising is open. It will even then abstract the an
guish that still much attends such pdaces, and dis
pose it to feel more kindly and start it to heal.

LEPROSY.
Persons are sometimes liable to' be attacked with
efflorescence in patches, or irregular spots on the
surface anywhere, usually of yellowish appearance.
The part affected aviII be very slightly elevated, and
an

But the most sensible and
troublesome effect from this disortler is, a tingling
darting, slightly painful on the part effected. After
continuing for an undefined length of time in one

considerably itching.

place,

it

seems to

that part, Avhich

ly scaly, in

have exhautsed its virulency on
becomes more pale and slight

iioav

some

days entirely disappears,

or

nearly

; but the affection iioav attacks and seats itself on
others.
Persons afflicted with this efflorescence, feel
themselves unwell, not sick, and can scarcely describe
their disorder.
It is attended Avith general debility
and lisflessness.
The cure of this affection consists of a strong so
lution of borax in vinegar ; say a heaping table spoon
Bathe
full of borax dissolved in a pint of vinegar.
or
this
with
and rub well the affected spots
patches
but
will
re
solution.
They will soon disappear,
so

again ; then the bathing and friction must be re
peated every time and on every part of the body
turn

In continuance
these spots make their appearance.
of time they will finally cease to appear.
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NEURALGIA.
is a painful local nervous affection, oft
en more or less
paroxysmel ; these paroxysms piartaking much of intermittent fever in their accessions
and intermissions of the pain attending it, in so far,
that after tlie pain has raged for a time (longer in
some cases than
others) there will succeed an entire
freedom from all pain, and the general health seem as
good as usual. But usually there will in this affec
tion be several exacerbations of pain during every
twenty-four hours. All piarts of the body are liable
to be the seat of this affection, but the face and head
more than other parts.
This disease has not been scientifically and system
atically attended to, until within the last sixty or
seventy years, and since then even, for a good ma
ny years, it remained very much neglected by our
But
first class of medical men, until quite of late.
even now, the true nature of the nervous derange
ment, producing the pain, is not believed to be cer
tainly understood. That the pain is occasioned by
a mere local derangement affecting the nerves of a
portion of the body of the subject laboring under
this disease, is now, hoAvever, I believe universally
taken for granted, by the latest Avriters.
The pathology of this disease being so imperfectly
understood as now stated, it is only reasonable to
suppose that the efforts to remove it would be vari
And
ous, and often unsatisfactory and abortive.
that is unfortunately very much the case in treating
this disorder, Avhich I hope will be an apology for
my giving publicity to the apparently simple treat
ment hereunto subjoined, Avhich I have, hoAvever,

Neuralgia
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often known to be remarkably effectual in
that very distressing and painful disease.

subduing

TREATMENT.
Take the White of an egg, (or of eggs, according
of the affection,) and well mix Avith
it fine table salt, as mucli as the white of the egg
will wet perfectly, so as to form a kind of pilaster ;
then spread it on a cloth, moderately thick, and ap
ply that over the affected part, cold ; this must be re
to the extent

several times, to effect a permanent cure.
I have never used this remedy only in cases where
in the pain was in some part of the face, or in
cases wherein the painful affection occupied a part,
In all the cases that
and in one case all the scalp.
I have applied it, it proved effectual in removing the
pain, and that very soon. 1 see' no. good reason Avhy
it should not act sanatively, if the pain were located
In other superficial parts of the body.

peated

DYSENTERY, OR BLOODY FLUX.
Persons are often troubled Avith dysentery Avhich,
all know, is a painful affection and contortion of
If
the bowels, attended with more or less fever.
to
on
a.
or
two
is
suffered
such an attack
go
day
unchecked, the intestinal mucus will soon be abrad
ed, and the person will begin to void blood. But
first and last, it is a most painful and prostrating dis
As a spaedy and certain remedy, I have seen
ease.
the subjoined conveni
proper to hand to the public
as

'

formula.
Take balsam copaiva, one part ; saturated solu
tion gum Arabic, tAvo parts ; saturated solution bi
An adult may
carbonate of soda, tAvo parts ; mix.
take a tea spoon full,. in elm tea, every half hour, or

ent

every

hour, until the griping pain
11

ceases.
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About six hours afterwards, the
take a dose of castor oil.

&c.

patient ought

to

INFLAMMATORY SORE EYES.
Dissolve

nutmeg, in

a

piece

of coparas, the size of a small
vial (tAvo table spoon fulls) of

an ounce

water, and

apply by dropping it in the eyes, just as
the parson retires to bed.
It will excite no pain.
N. B. This, as all other eyewater, should be care
fully strained through fine, compact cloth ; or, Avhat
is still

better, filtered through

porous paper.

EYEWATER OF OTHER INGREDIENTS.
I have often known inflamed sore eyes receive
no benefit from a remedial composition, which,
in
other apparently similar cases, performed admirably
well ; wherefore I think proper here to propose a
small variety of antiphlogistic colliria.
Take a tea spoon full Avhite vitriol (sulph.
tine.;) the same of each, loaf sugar and common
salt ; dissolve all in a pint of distilled or rain Avater,
and apply by frequently dropping of the solution in
to the eyes.

SORES OF ILLEST CONDITION.

Injuries, bruises, and
flesh,

ten both skin and

fractures of the
are

either

skin, and of
entirely neglected

Avhile the time and circumstances AA'ere favorable to
heal them, or Avere so injuriously and badly treated
as not to heal in due time.
And thus such casual
ties become habitual and constitutional ulcers, now
obstinate and difficult to control.
Such sometimes
cleave to parsons all through subsequent life.
As a good remedy in such cases, I Avould recom
mend the subjoined preparation.
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lead, and while melted, stir
sulphur ; let it remain on the
fire until it ceases to blaze, then finely pulverize.
Apply by sprinkling a little of this poAvder on the
Prob
sore; and over this apply ordinary dressings.
ably as good an article as any for the covering plas
in

hastily

a

a

some

quantity

of

This oint
ter, would be the basillicon ointment.
ment is thus prepared : In a country where the
pitch
pine grows, take three parts box turpentine, two
parts beef tallow, one part beesAvax, and one part

bog's lard ;

melt and

gently boil all together until it
strain
spit,
through a coarse, open
It must be stirred until it is cool.
cloth.
For Avant of box turpentine, take five parts resin,
(the common hard, dry rosin,) one part beef tallow,
and one part hog's lard ; melt and slowly boil all to
gether until all are perfectly melted and hot ; then
let it cool, still stirring as it cools.
It is generally unsafe to dry up and heal one of
these ulcers of long standing without providing a vi
carious drain, such as small bleedings often repeated,
ceases

to

then

frequent drains from the bowels, observing an
life, and dieting less generously than usual.

*-

active

&

MEDICAL MIRROR.

TO THE HEADER.

In

making out the folloAving translation from the
original German text, of the mysterious science, that
enables some men to tell Avith such astonishing and
frail
unerring accuracy, all diseases incident to
humanity," simply by Avhat they can see in the flu
id secreted by the kidneys, I have endeavored to
be as literal as the idiom of each language would
alloAV.
In some Aary few instances, I was compell
ed to give the sense or meaning only.
But in no
"

one case Avas

the instruction intended to be convey
failed of being correctly represented.

ed, changed
In many places, howe\ar, the physiological reason
ing is old, very poor, aud entirely erroneous.
This Avay of judging diseases is certainly an old
and it may, perhaps, be possible that it is a
way
good old way." I will not iioav say that it is not,
or

.

—

"

but Avill assert here, that I believe it obtains more
The
general credit than it is really entitled to.
fault
in
alone
at
be
not
practitioners may possibly
this.
It is not my business to be the guardian of
mankind.
If I were, I would iioav say to everybe
a
little
carejkd, or you may have a Ioav trick
body,
Avater men.
off
upon you by some of these
passed
I do
skill in

not

hold

myself
diseases

as

any practical
the indications that may

possessing

by
judging
possibly, by an exercised person, be observed in
urine.
Still, notwithstanding my parsonal igno
rance of these mysteries, I am willing to grant, that
it may be possible for urine to give some kind of
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indications of diseased portions of the human boay.
And it is a fact well known to all medical men of
some years' piractice. that it is often difficult, and es
pecially so in old chronic affections, to decide satis
factorily Avhat particular, part of .the system is the
seat of derangement, and what condition the derang
ed viscus or .structure then really is in.
Now, it
in
such
seated
and
that
hidden
affec
deep
may be,
of
the
the
secretions
Avould
aid
a
med
tions,
kidneys
ical man in finding the true seat and real state of the
disease. Any pretensions to skill, thorough enough,
only by what can be seen in the urine, to adminis
ter medicine upon, in all kinds of diseases, I repro
bate, and cannot induce myself to believe strictly

candid, orunmixedly
In publishing the

honest.

following directions, by Avhich
men pretend to judge diseases from what they pro
fess to see in urine, it is not my wish or design to
derogate from that old superannuated piractice, al
though in the Avay it is Hoav conducted, I esteem it
trifling Avith the life of a felloAV man. If the rules
are good and their result sure, they ought not to be
kept so hidden, but ought to go abroad, that many may
The mind
knoAV and enjoy the benefit of them.
the
has great influence over
body.

MEDICAL MIRROR.

SIX RULES BY WHICH TO JUDGE
URINE.
1st.

Before the

physician examines the urine, he
a clear
it
into
pellucid glass, the inside of
put
which ought to be round at the bottom.
2d. Urine must not be examined in a place where
the sun shines brightly beyond the urinal, nor yet
at a dark pilace, and the person must be careful and
not hold the glass too far from him when examin
must

urine.
3d. Urine ought to be fresh, and draAvn in the
morning, otherwise the color will become assimilat
ed to the nourishment made use of.
4th. If you receive urine fresh draAvn, then ob
serve first whether it is clear or opaque : then let it
stand covered in order to see Avhether the color will
change or not ; because some urine is voided beauti
ful and clear, but on standing a Avhile will become
turbid and opaque; other some is voided muddy

ing

and opaque and by standing Avill become clear;
some
some will remain as voided
curdles, and
Avhen this is put into Avarm water a Avhile, will be
this kind of Avater is difficult to
come clear again
—

—

judge.

5th. Before you examine urine, enquire and as
Avater
whose
certain the age of the person
the
color
because
to
called
are
judge,
upon
you
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and appearance of urine changes with the age of a
person, to Avit, the urine of an infant at the mother's
As a
breast ought to be more or less milk colored.
rule the excretions are always more or less
assimilated to, or influenced by the food a person
partakes of, in its color, as Avell as age. Children's
water is generally someAvhat opaque, and quite fine
and clear ; that of young persons is yelloAvish and
subtile ; old person's urine is clear and subtile, or quite

general

fluid.
6th. Before you judge the Avater it is necessary
for you to enquire how the parson has deported him
self with regard to dieting and drinking, as also other
not natural or usual deportments ; because according
to the orderly or disorderliness in these things, will
for example: safron will color
the secretions be
—

after eating lettuce for dinner the urine
if the person has eaten
Avill be green next morning
of
the Avater Avill be un
the
color
unusually much,
if the person has had a great fit of anger, if
usual
he has labored hard, or if he has been in a bath, any
the urine

—

—

—

of these now enumerated agents exerts an in
And now if you
fluence on the urinary secretion.
well comprehend all these statements and cautions,
one

you may

judge

water

accurately.

ON THE COLOR OF URINE.

Notwithshanding urine has only tAvo colors
white and black
yet the Aarieties of color have
been divided into twenty different shades.
The first, black as ink ; the second, black as a
horn, the third gray as lead indicate excessive heat
of the viscera, and burnt moisture.

—

—

—

The following four colors indicate excessive
tivity in the digestive apparatus ; first, white as

ac
Ava-
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as

milk; fourth,

as
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transparent horn ; third, white

white

as

camels' hair.

The

folloAving two colors indicate a mediocrity
of digestion:
pale as flesh Avater pale as liquor in
—

—

which meat is half cooked.
These two indicate perfection in the process of
digestion of course perfect health: first, yelloAV,
—

—

like pretty putty ;

second, yellow

as a

pale ripe

ap>

ple.
The

folloAving two colors indicate a beginning
digestion: 1st. red, similar to pale gold ; 2d, red
like beautiful gold.
The folloAving three indicate imperfect digestion
1st, red like pale safron ; 2d,
dyspepsia:
these
red like ripe safron ; 3d, red like blaze of fire
—

—

—

—

decline of vital energy, and deficien
1st, liver color ; 2d, as thick
cy of assimilation:
as
red Avine ; 3d, green
cabbage juice.
three indicate

a

—

CONCERNING BLACK URINE.
The black color of urine exists in consequence of
over driven and a super carbonate condition of the
blood
it exists also in consequence of a decline of
vital vigor and energy of the system.
Also, in con
sequence of a combination of several black materials
of the blood.
Mark Avell the eight folloAving rules :
—

containing much black matter at
the bottom, attending high and strong fever, indi
cates severe pain in the head, and derangement of
1st. Black urine

intellect.
2d. Blackurine, accompanied Avith a strong smell,
indicates great heat in the chest and lungs, and gen

erally death,
3d. Urine that is voided gray, but afterwards be
black, is an index of death, because it denotes

comes
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universal

excess

of heat.
4th. Urine that is black, and is voided by drops,
indicates death.
5th. Urine from a female, that is black at the bot
tom and clear at the top, indicates that she has upon
her an unnatural flux of her monthly disease.
6th. Black urine at the beginning of a fever, and
which remains black until -the seventh day, indi
cates a recovery of the sick one.
7th., Black urine in a quartan ague and fever, in
dicates recovery.
8th. Black urine ina fever, AAdierein the sick
sweats about the head, neck or back, is an evidence
that death may not be far off.
OF LEAD COLORED URINE.
1st. All urine that is truly lead colored, indicates
death.
2d. Lead, colored urine inclining to blackish, but
which was green at first, indicates death.
3d. Lead color in the upper part of urine, indi
cates epilepsy together Avith other heavy afflictions
of the head and brain.
4th. Urine that is partly lead colored after it has
stood a Avhile, betokens a general dropaical state of
the system.
5tH. Lead colored urine that contains many gran
ules and small seeming bladders, indicates empyema,
or

phthisis pulmonalis.

urine, and of which there is
but little voided and oily, indicates a universal wast
ing of the substance of the body.
7th. Lead colored urine, of which there is but
little passes, and yet. often urged to void it, indicates
great cold and obstruction in the bladder,
6th. Lead colored
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8th. Lead colored
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urine in the

phthisis pulmonalis, (but

in

disease called
"
Ice of the
Germany

indicates death.

lungs,")

9th. Lead colored
ments like small

urine, in Avhich many frag
splinters apipoar, indicates great pain

and distress in the loins.
20th. Lead colored urine in
death.

phrenitis, indicates

OF GREEN URINE.
1st. Green urine in a strong fevar, indicates death.
2d. Green urine from a child, indicates cramp,
and a superabounding of cold humor in the brain.
3d. Green urine Avhich has small clouds near the
bottom, and such person compiains of pains in the
region of the stomach, indicates that the person has

swalloAved poison.
4th. Green urine Avith a green
ease phreuitis, indicates death.

circle,

in the dis

CONCERNING WHITE URINE.
1st. White (colourless) urine, which may exist
from a great variety of causes, as, from excess of na
from a separation of the usual humors
tural heat
and from torpidity
decline of constitutional power

—

—

—

of the secernents, as in old age.
2d. Pure Avhite urine indicates obstruction of the
spleen pale countenance low spiritedness and
—

—

melancholy.
3d. White urine Avith a pale colored circle, indi
cates obstruction of the brain andliability toepilepsy.
4th. White and slimy urine, indicates a surcharge

of

course

unassirnilated fluid in the blood.

5th. White urine, partly lead colored, and con
tains pus, indicates a bileish state of the kidneys, and
diseased state of the ureters.
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6th. Beautiful Avhite urine, a little inclined to
lead color, indicates stone in the kidneys and bladder
if you would wish to Iciioav whether the stone is
in the bladder or in the kidneys, then observe on the
bottom of the glass you Avill find sand, if that is red,
the stone is in the kidneys, but if Avhite, it is in the
—

bladder.
7th. Thick, Avhite and fatish

sumption.

urine,

denotes

con

*>

OF RED URINE.

generally denotes heat and fever, but
always, because it happens not unfrequently
that in sickness, attended Avith a low and cold state
of the system, the urine will be found quite red.
Red urine

not

CAUSE OF RED URINE.

Urine becomes red in Ioav sickness attended Avith
state of the system, as obstructions formed
a cold
among the membranes composing the gall bladder
and the intestines, by cold phlegmatic humor, Avhich
humor obstructs the progress of the red portion of
the blood, and so that part is forced to the kidneys,
which tinges the urine red.
1st. Red urine that remains red, in disease of the
loins, denotes inflammation and biles there.
2d. Urine that is red at first and remains so, not
settling at the bottom, in an active high fever, indi
death.
3d. Red and turbid urine, indicates inflammation
and biles on the liver.
4th. Oil colored red urine that looks soft and
smells ill, indicates death.
5th. Urine that is voided red but presently be
comes lead colored, indicates pain in the breast and
consumption, or a tendency to it.
cates
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6th. Red urine, intermixed with blackishness, in
dicates great liver disease.
7th. Urine of the color of a rose, indicates a ten
dency to Saint Vitus' dance.
8th. Red urine that is thick and if the urinal is
shook, Avill tinge the vital yelloAV like safron, indi
cates that the person has the jaundice.
Thus you have the rules by which you may
judge, guided by the most usual colors, and by
Avhich you may correctly judge all other colors, hav
ing due reference to the foregoing exhibition.
OF THINGS THAT ARE OFTEN FOUND IN
URINE.
the circle
A circle is nothing else than
of
the
the upper part
urine, and indicates the condi
tion of the head and state of the brain.
2d. A thick and coarse circle indicates a derange
ment iu the hinder part of the head, occasioned by
1st.

Of

—

obstruction of the circulation there.
3d. A circle viol colored, and coarse in its

sub
stance, indicates derangement inside the cranium,
from too great afflux of blood.
4th. A circle of pale color, and subtile in its struc
ture, indicates that the head is diseased on the Jeft
side, from melancholic fumes.
5th. A yelloAV circle, and of subtile structure, in
dicates that the head is deranged from a bilious state
of the system.
6th. A circle lead colored and of thick substance,
indicates epilepsy ; for such a circle indicates a great
derangement of the circulation of the*»brain.
7th. A circle of a green color and subtile, in a
high fever, indicates phrenitis.
8th. A circle, that quavers, indicates the stroke
and flux from the head, called catarrh.
-
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OF FOAM IN URINE.
In case foaming urine is presented to you, it will
be necessary to let it stand quietly a while, to ascer
tain whether foam is raised by great previous agita
tion.

1st. Now, if foam is found in the urine, and re
mains after standing, and is large, and the urine looks
coarse Avithal, and clear,
you may judge a surfeit of
the stomach, and indigestion, with more or less col
ic

pains.

2d. Subtile foam upon the urine, and that looks
pleasantly, indicates heat of the liver, heart, lungs,
and all the breast generally.
3d. Black foam oil urine, which foam is scatter
ing, indicates the black jaundice, called icterus niger.
This form of jaundice exists or takes pilace in
consequence of obstruction formed and existing be
tween the liver and spleen, inconsequence of Avhich
the more sluggish and melancholic part of the blood
cannot pass off to the spleen, and therefore is repell
ed and thrown upon the kidneys.
4th. Green foam or yelloAV, much divided, indi
cates inflammation on the liver, and pains under the
ribs of the right side.

RESPECTING BLOOD IN URINE.
that there is blood in the
or mixed.
1st. Blood in urine that is coarse and clotted, and
has an unusually strong smell, and is voided Avith
pain, indicates that the blood proceeds from the blad
It sometimes

happens

urine, and that is either pure

der.
%

*
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2d. If there is clotted blood that falls to the bot
tom, indicates that the Avater is from a female under
the influence of her flux.
3d. Blood in urine that is not clotted, and lies
black at the

bottom, indicates that the blood proceeds
from the kidneys.
4th. Pure blood in urine, similar to Avhat Aoavs
from a fresh Avound, Avith pain in the back, indicates
that the flow of blood isffrom the cetiac vein.
5th. Pure blood in urine, with pain aud stitches
in the right side, indicates that the blood flows from
the liver.
RESPECTING SAND IN URINE.
1st. Red hard sand in urine, with pain in the
a stone in the loins.
2d. Hard red sand in urine, with variable pain in
the loins, indicates that the stone in the loins is brok
en and divided.
3d. Hard Avhite sand in urine, that immediately falls
to the bottom, and is painful in voiding, indicates a
stone in the bladder.
4th. Red soft sand of the urine in a fever, indi
cates burnt moisture of the blood.
5th. Red sand in urine without fever and pain in
the loins, indicates heat in the liver and kidneys.

back, denotes

OF SMALL LUMPS OR BUBBLES IN THE

URINE.
It often so happens that after shaking urine, one
bubbles on the top,
may see small lumps., grains or
but which is not foam.
1st. If a person sees a large blubber on the urine,
betoken that the
or if there are many small ones,
far ahead, and the recovery will be slow.
crisis is

yet

2 58
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2d. A large bubble on the urine, Avhich, when
the urinal or glass is turned to one side, immediate
ly falls doAvn to the turned down side of the glass,
is a certain indication of much Avind in the bowels,
from which great pain is occasioned there.
3d. A large bubble on urine indicates pain of the
stomach and small intestines, from coarse damps
and Avind there.
ON SMALL GRAIN-LIKE SUBSTANCES IN

URINE.
1st. Small granulous substances seen about the
upper part of urine indicate a flux from the head.
2d. Granulous substances observed about the mid
dle of the urine, indicate a disease of the head hav
ing become translated or fallen from the head doAvn
on

the breast and the limbs

generally.

OF CLOUDS IN URINE.
1st. A lead colored cloud in urine, that occupies
the lower part of the urinal, indicates consumption,
and the fever called ethica or hectic.
2d. Cloudy urine Avith foam that is yellow or
green, indicates great heat of the
flow of bilious moisture.

liver, from

an over

OF HAIR IN URINE.
Sometimes a person may see something like
These little locks of hair
bunches of hair in urine.
sometimes seem coarser, sometimes finer ; sometimes
larger and sometimes smaller ; sometimes more,
sometimes feAver in a bunch.
1st. Red or yellow bunches of hair in urine, in
dicate

suparabounding

heat of the veins.
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2d. Bunches of hair in urine that looks
fatish, in
dicates a melting of the kidneys.
3d. Small flakes of hair in urine that seem
coarse,
and

on
agitating the glass disappear, indicate obstruc
tion of the kidneys from coarse, tough humor.
4th. Locks of hair in urine, if the color of the
urine is that of oil, evidences a universal decline,

called

phthisis pulmonalis.
OF SCALES IN URINE.

1st. If scales appear in urine, and the subject be
clear or free from fever, it indicates neglect and filthiness of the hide or covering.
2d. If scales are present in the urine, and the
person complains of difficulty and pain in voiding
his Avater, it indicates that there is impurity in the
bladder.

OF BRANNY MATTER IN THE URINE.
It often happens that one sees a branny matter at
the bottom in urine.
1st. When a branny urine is from a female, it in
dicates that her womb is diseased by superabounding
moisture, and that she is subject to fluor albus.
2d. Bran in the urine, and the urine of an ill

smell, indicates

biles in

the

bladder,

and

a

stone

thereiu.

Branny urine usually attends
companying consumption.
3d.

the

fever

ac

OF MATTER LIKE DUST IN URINE.
1st. If you see much small dust in or
bottom of the urinal, you may judge much
avo in the limbs, like gout.

near

the

pain

and
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2d. If such dust appears about the middle of the
urine, it indicates a heavy breath, and diseased state
of the lungs.
3d. Urine that is clear, with a cloud in it, in Avhich
cloud dust appears, which alternately rises and falls like
dust in the sun, indicates that the person is pregnant.
OF COARSE MATTER IN URINE.

1st. If you see urine containing large particles of
near the' bottom, and
seemingly attached to
each other, then you may judge that a woman has
an obstruction of her disorder.
2d. If you observe dusty matter at the bottom and
that matter black, it indicates that the monthly flux
of the Avoman has taken place.
3d.
If you see such dusty matter adhering to
matter

gether, on the bottom,
diseased spleen.

of a gray

color,

then

judge

a

OF PUS OR CORRUPTION IN URINE.

1st. Urine that has but little pus in it, indicates
biles in the kidneys.
2d. Urine that has much corruption in and smells
bad, indicates biles of the bladder; but if the uriie
comes from a female, it indicates biles of the womb.
3d. Corruption in the urine, with pain under the
ribs of the right side, indicates biles upon the liver.
4th. If there is corruption in urine of a person avIio
spits upi corruption, and is laboring under disease of

the breast, indicates
OF MATTER

a

return to health.

WHICH APPEARS

AT

THE

BOTTOM LIKE A FOG.
1st. A gray unequal cloudiness on the bottom of
the urinal, indicates that the sickness is disobedi-
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and will

not
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readily yield

to

treatment.

2d. If the fog on the bottom is lead colored, it in
a
decline of constitutional vigor and vital
energy and death.
3d. A black fog on the bottom of the glass, indi
cates death.
4th. A fog that is divided into many
portions,
indicates great tormina, or gripings of the bowels.
5th. A fog at the bottom of urine that looks soft
and is equal all over, and flat at the bottom and
pointed at the top, and withal is of usual healthy
color, you may judge to be the urine of a person in
health.
dicates

OF CRUDE HUMORS IN URINE.
1st. Urine in which

appear raw undigested hu
in
the
mors,
upper part of the urine, indicate sick
ness of the breast, and difficult
breathing.
2d. Urine in which swims in the middle, a rough
looking moisture, indicates pain in the stomach
and intestines, from cold and wind there.
3d. Raw moisture hi the under part of the urine,
raw

indicates biles of the
the urine is

slimy.

kidneys, loins, Sec.
cloud-colored, and the alvine

In

dropsy

evacuations

ON BLOODLETTING.

FOR WHAT DISEASE EACH \TEIN IS GOOD TO DRAAV BLOOD
FROM TO

REMOVE THAT. DISEASE.

The vein in the middle of the forehead is good
bleed
form.

to

from, to remove sore-eyes even the Avorst
Bleeding from that vein is also good toreis good to remove strange imagi
move head-ache
is further good against
nations and Avild thoughts
and
and
restores again the dis
unthinkishness,
pride
—

—

—

ordered brain.
The veins behind the ears are good to bleed from
to strengthen the memory, to cleanse the face of
freckles and pustules, aud to remove the humors from
the head and teeth.
The veins in the back of the neck are good to
bleed from for the head ache, and the distraction of
the mind, and perfect insanity Avhich takes place in
consequence of disease of the head and brain and for
all wonderments proceeding from the brain.
,

WITH REGARD TO WOMEN.

Two veins inside and under the ankle bone of
foot, are good to bleed from in female subjects,
soon after birth, because it purifies the matrix.
each

The veins under the outer ankle are good to bleed
from in cases of kidney affections, and diseases of the
bladder, also if one cannot void the urine.
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WHAT TO JUDGE OF DRAWN BLOOD.

Pretty, red blood, covered over at top with
indicates
water,
good health.
2d. Red and foaming, much blood.
3d. Red blood Avith a black ring denotes poison.
4th. black, frothy, or purulent blood, indicates an
ill state of the general humors.
5th. Blue blood indicates diseased spieen, and
1st.

melancholy.
6th. Green
or

blood, pain and disease about the heart,
gall bladder.
Yellow blood, derangement of the gall blad

heat of the
7th.

der.
8th.
9th.

Watery blood indicates a Aveak liver.
Thick, hard and tough blood, indicates

struction and melancholia.

Hr

ob

GLOSSARY.

Abdomen. That cavity of the trunk of a person next below
"<he diaphragm.
Abdominal viscera.
Consist of stomach, intestines, liver, spleen.
Abnormal. Unhealthy, not natural and sound.
Absorbent.
Vessels that take up lymph and extravasated
blood.
Addenda.
Things to be added.
Afflux.
A more than usual determination of the blood to a cer
tain point.
Albuminous halitus. Fluid secreted, resembling the -white of
egg.
Mucilaginous.
Alvine action.
Action of the bowels.
Analogically. Comparing things -with things.
Anasarca, Dropsical collection in the cellular tissue, common
ly called "drop«gr of the flesh."
Anasarcous state.
Being dropsical in the cellular system."
Aneurism. An enlargement of an artery.
Animal economy. The way nature does her "work in ani
mals.
Antispasmodic. Medicine that relieves spasm.
Antiphlogistic. Cooling, opposed to fever aud inflammation.
Aorta. The large artery that rises out of the heart.
an

Things necessary to accomplish an object.
Apoplexy. Sudden loss of sense and voluntary action, and
often produces instant death.
Arcana. Hidden, deep and secret things.
Arterial system. Comprises all the blood vessels that carry the
Apparatus.

blood out from the heart.
Ascites. Dropsy of the abdomen.
Assimilated. Nourishment fitted to enter into the blood,
Assimilation. In the animal economy, it is the act of assimil.v
ting chyle to blood.
Asthenic. The system below healthy action.
Asthma.
Spasmodic affection of the respiratory apparatus.
Atony. Deficiency of tone ; enfeebled.
Auricles. Small elastic cavities, one on each side of the ba*«
deaf ears."
of the heart, called

j

"

12
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Auricular examination.
of

Examination made

by the

ears,

or

eeni4

hearing.
Axillary.

Near the arm-pits.
Bronchial tube.
The wind pipe.
Cachexia. An unhealthy habit of body.
Canula. A small tube.
Capillary. Small, hair-like bloodvessels.
Cathartic. A purge.
Cellular tissue.
A fibrous membrane that pervades every part
of the body.
Centripetal. Seeking the centre. Tending to the centre.
Cerebral.
Of or belonging to the brain.
Choleric. One of the four temperaments ; billious; irascible.
Chronic. Slow ; low and of long continuance.
Chylopoictic viscera. All parts that contribute to the forma
tion of chyle.
Cohesion.
Parts contained in a cavity forming a union with
«ach other, or with the surrounding parts.
Collapse. Shrinking, falling in.
Colliria. Eyewaters.
Congestion. An increased afflux of blood to any place.
Constipation. Great inaction of bowels; costiveness.
Constriction.
Drawing or closing up together ; making imper
vious.
Craniel. Belonging to the skull or brain.
Cranium. The skull.
Critical evacuations. May be sweat, diarrhoea, &c, tending for

good.
Cuticle. Scarf skin, commonly called "the grain of the skin."
Cuticular action. Action of the pores of the skin.
Cyst. A membraneous sack, formed by diseased action.
Decarbonising. Removing impurity and heat from the blood.
Denuded. Uncovered, made bare or naked.

Development. Laying open, exposing.
Diagnosis, and Diagnostics. Indications of

disease drawn from
the symptoms.
Diastole. The distension of the heart.
Diathesis. A tendency of the body either to sickness or to
health.
A running through the bowels without much pain.
Diarrhoea.
Dictum. The affirmation, word or declaration of a person.
Diuresis. Flow of urine.
Diuretic. Medicine calculated to increase the flow of urine.
Drastic. Severe, heavy, strong.
Dropsy. Is a deposit of fluid into a cavity, greater than i«
usual in health.
A membraneous expanse next the skull, envelop
Dura mater.
ing the brain.
Dyspnoea. A difficulty of breathing.
Effusion. Fluid deposited, or poured.
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Eliminating.

Raising up and taking away.
Embryo. A child in the womb.
Embryotic state. Imperfect, unripe state.
Emulge. To drain, empty or milk out.
Emuuctory. Is an outlet or channel by which

offensive matter

is voided.

Encysted dropsy. Is a dropsy in which much of the fluid u
contained in cysts, i. e. membraneous sacks.
Engorge. Full, loaded.
Epilepsy. A nervous derangement; a sudden deprivation of
•ense of
voluntary motion.
Eructation. Belching up wind.
Etiology, or ^Etiology. Teaches the causes of diseases.
Excretory vessels aud Excretories. The insensible pores, kid
neys and a few others.
Exhalation.
The act of drawing fluid from the circulating
,

mass.

Exhalents.

Are vessels that take up fluid from the blood, &c.
The h.iman system may be iu an unhealthy
state* but locate disease no where, until something takes place
which will determine the uuhealthiness to a certain
point, and
then that something becomes the exciting eaytse.
Exsiccated. Becoming more thick, more like dry.
Extravasation. Blood or other fluid forced out of its natural
vessels.
Faculty. Refers to regularly inducted medical men.
B&uces. The inside of the mouth
Feculent.
Attorn out, foul, unfit to be retained.
Flux.
BowelS more active than is suited for good health.
Focus.
A spot or point.
Foetus.
A ehild before births

Exciting

cause.

Function,

Office, faculty, power.

Functional.

Relating to the acts of an organ.
Gastric juice. Acid juices of the stomach, promotive of diges
tion.
Genera. A term used in arranging and classifying diseases.
Gestation, The act of carrying a child in utero.
Gland.
Commonly called "a kernel." The liver is a gland,
consisting of a congeries of small glands.
Glandular system. The glands in the aggregate.
Granular tubercles. Tubercles of a granulous appearance.
Gravid state. The state of pregnancy.
Halitus.
Subtle vapor.
affection. Is the being liable to bleed from th«

Hemoptic

lungs.
Hemoptysis.

The disease of bleeding from the lungs.
Hectic flush. A sympathetic flush of the cheeks, mostly under,
pulmonary disease.
Hepatic. Of the liver.
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Horizontal

position. Lying nearly at equal height throughout
body.
Hydatits. Clusters of water contained in cells,
Hydatic. Containing hydatits.
Hydrocele. Dropsy within the tunica vaginalis.
Hydragogue. Medicine which causes copious watery stools.
Hydropic. Having dropsy.
Hydropic Compound. A medical compound with which dropsy

the

is cured.

Hydrothorax. Dropsy of the chest.
Hydrothoracie Dropsy. Dropsy of the chest.
Hypertrophy. Enlarged, thickened, full.
Hypocondriae- Oue of the four temperaments, melancholic,

low

spirited, retreated.
Idiopathic. Independent of any other disease.
Idiosyncrasy. Peculiarity of constitution.
Impetus. Force, power, impulse.
Inanity. Utter exhaustion, emptiness.
in body or iu mind.
First commencement, the beginning.
Indications of cure. Plans of medical treatment.
Infiltration. Gently passing from oue body or vessel into another.
Ingesta. Food and things received into the stomach.
Inguinal. Of the groin.
Insanity. Loss of the right use of one's intellect.
AArorn out foul matter imperceptibly
Insensible perspiration.
escaping through the skin.
Integuments. The surrounding flesh and skin of the abdomen,

Imbecile.

Feeble, either

Incipient.

•

a

covering.
Intercostals,

Are the muscles or flesh betweeu each two ribs.
Interstitial. Something coming between.
Kidneys, action of the. Produces urine.
Kidneys. Two glandular bodies, one on each side the backbone,
in the lumbar region.
Laboratory. An establishment to effect chemical operations iu
Receive the nourishment from
Lactealsand Lacteal vessels,
our food.
Latent.
Hid, uuobservable.
Lesion.
A rent, a part destroyed.
Lobes. Different sections of the liver, also the two portions of
the lungs and brain.
Local.
In one place, different from general.
Lumbar region. Is generally called the loins, aud small of the back.
Malcouformatiou. Some part of the body not of usual healthy form,
Membrane. A fibrous expanse, pervading the whole body.
Mercurial course. Administering mercury until the gums or
teeth are slightly affected.
Messentary. A fat membraneous body, to which the intestine*
Hie tied.
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Metastasis.
A translation of disease from one
part to another.
Miasmatic localities. Low marshy ground.
Modas operandi.
The way a thing is done.
Momentum.
Force, vigor.
Morbid.
Diseased, unhealthy.
Morbid phenomena. A new state formed by disease.
Mucilaginous. Consisting much of mucilage, slimy.
Muco-purulent. Consisting partly of mucus and partly of pus.
Mucus matter.
Such phlegm as usually attends a common cold.
A body of flesh.
Muscle.
Muscular.
Fleshy, sometimes also strength.
Nervous system. This phrase comprehends all the nerves of the

body.
Normally. Healthily.
Nosological. Of or belonging to nosology.
Nosology. The science of distinguishing one

disease from

an

other.

Nomologists. Writers on nosology.
Nucleus. The'seat or locality of a disease.
Oedema.
Slight swellings of the feet and ankles.
Omentum. The caul, the web of fat that envelops the intes
tines.
Organ. Is an internal structure, as the lungs, the liver, Ax.
Organic. Of or belonging to an organ
Organic, lesion. Destruction of a part of an organ, either by
disease or accident.
Ossification. Grown bony having become bone.
Ovaria. The instruments of female fecundity.
Palsy. A neVvous disease, depriving some parts of sense and
voluntary motion.
Pancreas.
A fleshy glandular substance, commonly called
sweet bread."
—

"

Papilla. Small bodies, or points.
Paralytic. Of or belonging to palsy.
Paralysis. Palsy.
Parieties. The walls or surrounding parts

of the abdomen

and

cheat.

Pathognomonic.
to

a

Is the

unfolding

of symptoms that

arepeculiar

disease.

Theoretic writers

the diseases of the human

Pathologists.
fcody.
Pathology. The science of the diseased state of the human
body.
Patulous.
Open, free, relaxed.
Paucity. Fewness, scarcity.
Pericardium. The membraneous sack enveloping the heart.
Peripheral. Of and belonging to the outside of any thing.
Peritoueum. A strong fine membrane that lines the cavity of the
all its contents.
Of or belonging to the breast.

abdomen, and
Pectoral.

on
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Pericardial dropsy.
Dropsical collection inside the peri
cardeum. Pericardian dropsy.
Phenomena. Strange things, and things to be wondered at.
Phlegmon. A bile, an ill conditioned inflammation.
Phlegmatic. .One of the four temperaments. Dull, void of

passion.
Phthisis.

Pulmonary consumption.

Physiology.
body.

Teaches the

operations

carried

on

in the human

Corporeal, material.
Piamater. An inner membrane of the skull, immediately en
veloping the brain.
Plenia.
The membrane that lines the chest, and its contents.
A fter death.
Post mortem.
Physical.

Potency.

Efficacy, powerfuluess.
Symptoms or things going before.
Predisponent agent. Some principle or agency
that predisposes.
Precursories.

in the system-

To send or make go before.
Premise.
Prima? vite. The stomach and intestines
Prognosticate. To tell the event beforehand.
Proximate cause. The hurried circulation of the blood, is the
proximate cause of heat and fever, &e.
Pulmonary. Of or belonging to the lungs.
Pus.
Matter, as of a ripe bile.
Pynexial excitement. Feverishuess. Inflammatory excitement.
Reaccumulation. Fluid collecting again into a part or parU
that had been emptied.
Recrementitious matter. Foul, impure matter.
Reinal. Of or belonging to the kidneys.
Relaxation.
Unstrung, relaxed, softened.
Remedial. Possessing curative power.
Remote cause. Drinking alcohol is the remote cause of enebri
ation.
Repellant. Medicine and other treatment, whose tendency i»
to drive blood back.
Respiratory derangement. Unhealthy action of the respiratory
'

apparatus.

Respiratory organs. The lungs, trachia, intercostals, Ac.
Sanatively. Healthily.
Sanguine. One of the four temperaments. Hasty, ardent,
sprightly, fickle, <fcc.
Scalpel. A small knife used in dissecting dead bodies..

Scirrhus. A hard indurated tumour.
Secerned. Fluid seperated from the blood.
Sedative. Cooling, opposed to fever.
The act of separating various fluids from the blood,
Secretion.

as

biles, saliva, ,<fec.
Sensorial. Nervous influence.
Of the nature of serum.
Serous.
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Serum.
Betons.

The watery part of the blood.
Artificial running sores.
Sexual Diseases
Are such as originate from sexual peculiarities.
Solids.
Embracing all parts of the body, except only the fluids.

Sparse. Scarce, not plenty.
Sphacelous Foul, putrid, ulcerous.

The backbone.
column.
The entire backbone
Spasmodically affected. Constructed,

Spine.
Spinal

Spittle,

Sputa.
Stamina.
Sthenic.

matter

Constitutional
In

a.

state o'

tightened, cramped.

spit

up.
force.

excitement, febrile.

Stethoscope. A small perforated piec<?.of -wood. Tousodt, one
end i- applied to the che: ; of a patient, and iheother end !<-, the ear,

and thu.r the .-ound. received aie said to j-ivc reliable indication of
theitatc i like heart and its appendages.
Sternum. The breast-bono.
'i i htuess, sense of compression.
Stricture,
Structural
fection. Not '< 1 lr.ed well, or by violence or dis
ease become deranged.
Structural lesion, Part of a viscus being crefitroyed.
Sub-acute.
Below acute, not active.
Sub-inffejwrnatory, Inflanma'atidu of low degree".
Sudorific. Sweat, producing.
Sui generis.
Ofits own kind, peculiar t* ii <- f.

ihfpei

Tabes pulmonalis. Pulmonary
nsumpth u.
Tapping; Is drawing off serum by puncturinga cavity
o

serting

a

and in

canula.

temperament. Consists offour varieties, viz: Choleric,
matic, sanguine and melancholic.
Theorist. One who writes en theory of diseases.
•Theory. Showsjhe nature ofdi ea-e.

phleg

The doctrine of medicine and its application.
Of and relating to the breast.
Thorax.
The chest.
Tonicity. Tone, tonic action.
Tonic. Medicin^that imparts tone, as Peruvian bark, various

Therapeutic.
Thoracic.
'

'

preparations of iron. <fcc
Torpid. Inactive, sluggish.
Tracchea. Oommonly called "the
Transudation.
Sweating through
Trepanned. A small piece of bone

"

wind

pi]

sav- e 1 IfCtt of Ike skull.
Tubercles. Small bodies formed in the lung- am! Bai I sometimes
to be found elsewhere.
Tubercular.
Having tubei e'es.
Turgid. Fullness, puffed up.

Turgesence. Fullness, strutting' y full.
iiaease.
Type. The grade or character ofbea desired
Ultimatum. The chief object to
Of and belonging to the womb
Uterine.

or

attained.
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In the womb.
Utero in.
Uterus. The womb.
A membranous expanse, inside of blood vessels, to pre
Valve.
vent a reflux of the blood.
%
A'aseular.
Embraces all the vessels of the body.
A7enous blood.* Blood returning in the veins to the heart.
Ventricles. Cavities so called, both in the brain and in the
heart.
•,
A ice versa.
A. acts on B. and vice
Arirus.
Borce or impetus, rather in
.

A'ir-.atugo.

B. acts on A.
bad than in a good

versa
a

Any promotive, impulsive

pens'-.

power.

An internal structure, as the liver, lungs, Ac.
Vis medicatiix natures!
The tendency in the system to restore
lost health.
Vicarious action. One structure or organ performing the office
of another.
Vital energies.
Active principles of life.
Volume.
Large, expansiveness,

Yiscua.

•

•
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